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The Worning Star,

** What shallI do? How can I go
Down through the desolate days alone ?”—
Wait! for the righteous light is sown;
Walt, and the dawn shall grow.
One by one come the desolate days;
It is only to-day that toucheth thee.

Look straight before thee! some guiding rays
Shine now on thy pati.
Go on with
In the light that thou canst see.

praise

in . Sunday

Eh dh on gn 0 Coes

AN ART.

REV.C.D.DUDLEY,

——
The preacher is expected to make
thorough use of all his natural faculties.
presentation

of Christian

truth involves the highest form of human
art and requires the preacher to understand, as far as he is able,

the

nature

of

his work and the principles on which he
istoact.
It is evident that in preaching there are
two processes: the seéuring of a clear
idea of what we wish to

present, and

the

full expression of that idea.
We must
have a definite knowledge of Christ, and
we must present him to othersas we have

learned him. How these ends are to he
gained is the important inquiry.
What
faculties shall we employ and by what
methods shall we proceed ?
With the hope that we may be helped
in anwering these questions, we make a
comparison of preaching with another
art that is similar in "having the same two
aims, the definite conception and clear
expression of that which is excellent,
that is, the art of painting.

In

treating

of painting, John Ruskin gives four characteristics of greatness of style; naming

them in a climatic order

according to

their importance : ** Choice of noble subject,” * Love of beauty,” ‘Sincerity
and ‘“ Invention,” He makes the choice
of sacred subjects a characteristic of
great art because it involves the highest
interests, * Under love of beauty,” he
says, ‘* great art accepts nature as she is,
but directs the eye and thought to what is
most beautiful in her. . False art saves it" self the trouble of direction by removing
or altering what it thinks objectionable.”
Sincerityis explained as that characteristic of art by which it includes the largest

possible quantity of truth in the most perfect possible harmony. Necessary truth is
chosen first and that which is subordinate
is never allowed to hide the more important. Of invention, he says: * Lower art
always copies what is set before it, the
higher either entirely imagines.
its subjector arranges the material set before
it.” These four principles of perfection
in painting fit so closely to the art of
preaching that the exact language quoted
of the former is often peculiarly applicable to the latter.
Following the order already indicated,

we notice that the office of preaching las
always to treat of the highest
thought, Christ.

But while

subject of

this

is true,

every preacher must present his own idea

of Christ.

These conceptions

down the lofty character.

may

Some

drag

minds

find thelr ideal in his outward acts. Others go deeper and find and bring. forth
from his spirit excellences scarcely to be
found among men. Certainly,the preacher should ’earnestly strive for a clear view

of that divine yet human character which
is a harmonious embodiment of all moral

excellences.

= The

power of preaching

must consist largely in giving to the
world exalted conceptions of Christ. We

can hardly expect that the hearer will
conceiveof or be swayed by a better gospel than that we preach to him.
Again,
as ‘“ the love of beauty” is indispensable
to the painter, 50 is it to the preacher.

For as the painter, guided by

his esthetic

taste, chooses from the works of nature
the elements which he combines to form

his ideal of beauty, so the preacher, guid-

edby his appreciation of moral

beauty,

chooses from the revealed truth of nature

and the Scriptures those

‘attributes which

he combines to form his ideal of Christ.
And here we are liable to the same error
against which the painteris warned, that

of excluding one essential because capti-

vated by another,

way, and it is quite convenient for mem-

Ursura, I thought you would have
more sense, Josephine, than to. ask such
we

women

few carcd more than the men about being
laymen who would not gladly welcothe mated. You have opened the floodgates
such to their homes and tables, and could whereby the old time talk about women

it be ours as farmers to enjoy more of such

and marriage and marriage and women is

society, we might develop the talents that

dinned into our ears.

called * sincerity.”

nature has given us, so as to stand as the
equals of those more favored.
Brother Gerrish says: ‘The average
ministér has as much brain power ai
business capacity as most of the members
of his congregation.” Surely, if the time

largest possible

He must present, the

quantity

of truth

the preacher who, for the sake

©O mourner, making thy piteous moan,—

The successful

Are theyall mated

objectionable.
We see, also, that the
preacher has neéd of what in. painting is
inthe

Ruskin

How applicable an illustration is this of

LOOK FORWARD, NOT BACK.

BY

JOSEPHINE,

bers'of the parish to direct such to Bis a question. Just as though

gleams on a dagger hilt.”

PREACHING AS

Call it what seemeth good unto

paint a true picture.
A false view of Christ,like false art,may

criticises an artist by saying that ‘‘he sacrifices the light and color of five-sixths of
“his picture that he may represent the exact force of a spark of sunlight as it

‘WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5, 1879.

Gladden

Jouy,

5, 1879.

thee, but there is a deal of practical
knowledge compressed into the sentence
that most men and women are merely
one couple more.
?

single color, though the most beautitul,

most perfect possible harmony.

—Rev.
Washington
Afternoon.

There are some things in Brother Gerrish’s article that appear to me to be unjust to a portion of the members of country
parishes. He says:
The minister has

MARCH

H.,

Christian public, especially his brother
ministers, who may chance to come his

love a perfect Christ, than you can with a

by removing or altering what it thinks

HULING.
.

IN

DOVER, N.

no more fashion from the single virtue of to keep his house open for the traveling

tention to what is most beautiful in him,

D. D.

PROF. J. J. BUTLER, D. D.,
W. H. BOWEN, D.D.
Re va Bo BREWSTER,
REV.

Justice when contrasted with mercy may
seem to have but little luster, but you can

STAR,

ST

{ save itself the trouble of directing the at- “dwelling.” Now I believe there ure but

CONTRIBUTORS:

J. FULLONTON,

MORNING

POR

'

Because love is the most beautiful of
virtues,every other virtue is nat to be discarded.
Our representation of Christ

of an

ex-

act representation of some small dogma
that his peculiar - belief has nursed and
petted, sucrificés the transcendent beauty
of the great gospel truths. Lgt it be one
of the great principles of the ministry to
set forth, first and always, the fullness of
the gospel of the Son of God; and then,
by that careful analysis and: arrangement
ever necessary in presenting truth in its
complete form, ‘we may secure in their
proper harmony all subordinate ideas.
As carcless art, because it takes little
pains to give due place or prominence to
the appropriate features of nature, is always poor art; so that careless preaching
which presents subjects in about such order ns they chance to occur and with such
prominence as the accidents of circum.
stances may call forth;mustalwaysbe poor

-preaching.
If the whole gospel is to be
preached, it must be by him who makes
careful discrimination. - Last’ and most
important of all, we come to the consider-

ation of invention as applicable to the
work of the prencher.
He must paint his
own Christ. Ever so good ‘a copy from
other hands

will not suffice,

As the painter, by the use of his
nation,

oat

of

all

possible

single conception, pictures

imagi-

things,

by a

in

har-

one

monious whole a rich variety of thoughts,

forms and colors; so the preacher by
faith, which one has called the religious
imagination, lays hold of the various
qualities of the Scriptural Christ and
pictures his character as one in whom ull
excellences are harmoniously blended.
Without faith, the preacher can only exhibita picture that some one else has
painted for him ; but with faith the

exalt-

ed character of the divine Redeemer becomes his own possession and he is able
to reveal it with such power that he beholds the fulfillment of that promise,
** And
Lif [ be lifted up will draw .all men unto
me."
:
{En
SE
MINISTERS’
SALARIES
BY

P.

Gerrish,

the article written

in" the

Star

of

Jan.

by
22,

Bro.

on

the

same subject, are doing injustice to an
earnest Christian worker::
For I know

of none who are more willing to give for
the cause than Bro. W. ' «
I can see nothing in his statement,
(when rightly understood) that is - incorsistent, or unreasonable, or anything
that should cause *‘ a smile.” That there
is an extravagance in our manner of living, and dress, and in the useless adornment of the person that is highly .censurable, and that fashion holds dominion over

many professed Christians, as well as
¢t worldlings,” none who have observed

our home living and public congregations
can deny,
- As to the sfatement quoted by Mr.
Potter, and which he thinks must have
caused a ‘‘ smile,” Bro. Waful fully ex-

plained his position and meaning,
he has

overstated

country ministers

the

amount

as salary,

he

to

has cer-

tainly put the other Side as much too
high, for not more ‘than one farmer in
fifty can show $15,000 as the result of
thirty years of farm labor, and not one in
ten of these has cleared $500 (for the year
past) after paying help, taxes, insurance
and necessary repairs. Bro. Potter tells
us that a salary of $450 will not even buy
the necessities of life for a minister's fam-

fly.

If this is so, how

did they

the sme salaries when these

cost

more

than

twice

live on

necessaries

What “ they

do

‘now ?

it wasn't I.

He

DICKENSON. What's the” talk about,
marriage or fate?
yw main

Orvis.

Aren't they connected

JouN,

As I was observing, most men

He tells us: *“In other callings he might
succeed as well as his brethren, who are
mechanics, physicians, bankers or rail
road men.” Such usually succeed in ptoportion to their shrewdness and peculiar

directing that if you are curious to know
how much you will be missed by the
world, take a cambric needle and dipping

much more.

:

fitness for the calling they pursue.

Again he says:

¢ If comparisons must

be instituted between the Gospel minister
and other men, let those doing it, have the
fairness to compare him with his peers—
men of equal ability and culture.
I have
no unkind thought or word for the honest
farmer. He stands as high morally as
any other man.”
:
Truly, as morality requires but very
little ** brain power,” capacity for business,

ability,

culture,

or

intelligence,

‘“ the farmer may stand as high as any
other man,” but ought not to be compared
to the professions or their peers.

Again:

“I am

in complete

with him in all his toils,

s¥mpathy

as Ifam

with

every other laboring maf
they who
honestly earn their breadby ** the sweat of
their brow” really need the ** sympathy?”
or pity of any one?
;
He asks: “How does the $600 salary of
the country minister compare with the salary of lis parishioners ?” [am familiar with
only one class, and that is the farmer.
I
know of those who have from $10,000.

to $12,000 invested in farming, whose entire income will not exceed $300, and out
of this (according to Brother Gerrish’s estimate for farm labor) they must pay at

least $400 for help, and when other. neeessary expenses are paid it will leave
considerable less than $100 to pay for
* clothes and furniture.” And yet they

more.

not & question of willingness but of ability
to pay; then comes the question, Shall
salaries be placed on the same footing as
other things, or

shall

our

churches

be

it into the ocean see how much of a hole
is left when you draw it out. There is
more literal truth to this caricature than
our individual vanities are willing

KIM

ter than another,it is to be filled with this
fatal oblivion doctrine, when one sees

people of great consequence to the world
in their own eyes. At such’ times you
can take a quiet satisfaction out of the
nothingness of personalities as far as the
world is concerned.
:
JonN. My friend, thou art near the

kingdom and seest into its truths, if tho

wilt persist in-torturing them.
JOSEPHINE. I believe the world wa
made to have a good time in.
nd
OLviA.
SodoI.
And I also believe
that not a little of that moderation which
is the very essence of good times has been
driven out of lives by people who delight
to form the most hypochondriac of mental

philosophies. These same people will tell
you in many ways that you should be
thankful

for

your

mercies,

and

then

would stock your mind full of unhappy
ideas. The mind part of man has been
running away with itself ever since the
** advancement of natural knowledge” set
in; and if it keeps on, we shall yet bequeath as dark an age as any we so name
inhistory. “When the mind shall respond
unto the heart and the heart unto the
mind, then only can we hope to enjoy

discussion in this last sentence, but I will
not discuss. . Those who can understand
can understand, and what is the use .of
talking to the other kind?

“Don’t wonder,” replied Gove, ‘that
there is some sort of a mystical union that

John is hunting after to connect himself
with Lowell. He has the substantial
footingin that both were not noted for their
critical or scholarly habits in college.”
* Probably Gove finds a nearer kinship
with the poet through Zekle, only he
don’t,” retorted John, referring to certain
unsuccessful proceedings on the part. of
that young gentleman.
The rest of us interposed. These personalitics must have a limit. even in the

most intimate of circles.
:
Honotious tematked that we might ut
least all unite in the sentiment of nation-

growled

Cummings,

whose

father

got,”
was

From an examination of the reports of
the Treasurer of the Foreign Mission
Society for the last four or five years, the
following facts appeay:

In connection
Treasurer,

with

vead

at

the

report

of the

Providence,

Oct.,

1874, this statement is made :
The Society owes the Permanent

Fund

$1,453.02, and $1800 is due on “notes of
the Society, given several years since,
making:

the

whole

amount

= $3,253.-

02.
As funds have come in from bequests
and other sources since the close of the

last financial year, Aug. 31st, the Board
have directed the Treasurer to pay this
debt at once. After doing this, and paying the expenses of the missionaries about
to sail, there will be a small balance in
the treasury. But on the first of next
month the quarterly remittance to India,
which will amount to about $2,600.00,

must be made.

It will

be

seen

by this

that it is necessary that contributions and

donations should be prompt and liberal
to make our work a success. *
Nore.
Before this goes to press, the
Whole of the debts have been paid by the
Treasurer.
This, however,
makes us
short of funds for the Nov. remittance,
and. several hundred dollars must be

hired to meet this demand.

y

It is evident trom this. that
1874, after the

debt

to

in Nov.,

the permanent

cheated out of office-and a pocketful of
money by one and the same operation.
* There was not much enthusiasm over

fund had been paid, there must have been

this first meeting, and it soon

dred dollars.

broke

up,

and we separated with the silent consent
that we had organized a Lowell Club.
This was on the 22nd of February, and
the next I heard of the Lowell Club,

was

when two of the members who met on the
first evening, met again, with friends, at,
the beach, the following summer, and
slightly reviewed that ephemeral undertaking.
]
The froth of the conversation had died

I do not object (nor do I think Bro. W.

down, John began to look sober, and we

does) to pay a full compensatioti'to all.
For we believe the ‘‘laboreris worthy of
his hire,” and none respect and honor the

knew what was coming—so didthose who
chose a walk on the beach, rather than
listen to the anticipated dialogue.
But

Christian ministry more. And I fully in-

enough remained.

a debt against the Society of several

hun-

at Manchester

following year, Oct., 1875, another
ment is made as follows :

the
state-

Debts of the Society have been paid
since last Annual Meeting,
amounts
ing to $3,268.02.
been procured to

Since then, loans have
the amount $2,677.28,

making that the amount of the present
debt of the Society.
“ From this, it will be scen that some
time during the year, covered by that report, the Society had been entirely free
from debt.” There are those who remember hearing the Treasurer say, that year,
that

there was

no

debt,

at

that

time,

against the Foreign Mission Society.
JouN.
Forget the name and you may
It may be asked, How had the debt of
always see the. same person. Twenty $2,677.28 accumulated in so short time?
only I could never seé where self-sacrione after In the report in which this amount is
fice came in, in working for the cause’ names may have disappeared
of Christ. As for *“ laying by for declin- another, yet the same good-for-nothing given as the debt of the Society, the foling years,” observation and experience chap is seen hanging around the same lowing item is found among the expendihave taught us that this does not always street corner. There is that fisherman tures: ¢‘Outfit,” “Traveling expenses”and
depend on the amount received. And as just drawing up his boat. * Fifty, one ** Passage of Missionaries” to and from
to any unjust charge of prodigality in hundred, two hundred years hence, there India, $2,770.54. By comparing these two
Bro W.'s statement, I fail to see it, True, will to all intents and purposes be the amounts it will be seen that, but for these
he condemns in vigorous language an evil same fisherman drawing the same little | extra expenses, there would have beén at
that time, Oct., 1875, a balance of $98.26
that, uncommon though it may be, should craft up on to the sand at night.
in the treasury.
Corton. Philosophy!
never exist,
:
:
dorse all that has been said in their favor,

Before the end of that financial year.

the next year,

in

Oct.,

1877,

8,

James

on the inside of the next Star.]

$6046.43

was reported as the debt of the Society.
This was a disappointment to those who

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE.

WASHINGTON, D. C.; Feh. 27, 1879,
1876—1976.
the added force in the home field and no |. At noon, on the 22nd of February,
in the
extra expenses for outfit and passage of Statuary Hall of the Capitol, in the presence
were hoping that with

the

new

system,

Missionaries, the debt would have been of u large assembly, the fmmense iron safe,
reduced.
DARA
hte known as' “the Centennial Safe,” that was
dt tho late Centennial, was closed
In the summer of 1878 by an extra eft ‘exhibited
until 1976;
fort, which many will recall,

were brought down

to

the

figures

$4637.09

before

then

to be

opened by the

Magistrate of the United States,

Chief

Its contents

consist of a complete record of the history
and ceremonies connected with the Centennial,

together with an elaborate Album filled with
the autographs
and photographs of all the
public men of the time, so far as they. ‘eould be

the amount (nearly $3000) paid for outfit
and-passage of Missionaries who left our

obtained, Mrs. Hayes and Mrs. ‘Grant being
shores for India in Oct., increased the.
thus honored among to-day’s American women.
debt not a little.
Con.
Over the door is inscribed, * Dedicated to the
tr ——

MISSION WORK.

CONDUCTED

BY

REV. G.

C.

people

of the

WATERMAN,

States,

July

as the massive door swung

the ‘Capitol, where
years

Amen, and live up to it. Itis to be hoped

heavily to its place

it shall

AT THE

rest
f

headed by Gen.

at

resumption act passed that body some time
ago and went to the Senate, where it was so
amended, that upon coming back to the House,

Why, there are more than one thousand | it could not berecognizedby its
a dollar a month to, the

members

would

only

take hold in earnest and each do what they |
can, and be sure that all as a general rule

do something,there would be no difficulty.
More than’ all now required would be
promptly in hand for every remittance.
Let it be remembered that the large in-

crease of the force in the foreign field has
added but

little

to the

expenses

tivns,

of the

up the resolution declaring David

and we shall hear no more of short

and

forcible

statement

of

: The amendment repealing the law

the

will, we trust, be moved

Corbin

appoint-

ing Supervisors of Elections, passed the House
by a party vote after an ineffectual
attempt
on the part of the Republicans to defeat it by
dilatory tactics and refraining from voting, in
order to prevent a quorum.
Two or three
Republicans made a mistake by voting in the
negative, which carried it to within one vote
of the necessary number, when Speaker Randall quietly cast his vote, and that settled the
question.
The Legislative bill, with this amendment
attached, passed the House on Wednesday and
now goes to the Senate.
The action of the

Financial Secretary in last week’s Star.

following letter from Miss Crawford,

T.

duly elected U. S. Senator, the Senate refused
to consider the matter by a vote of 25 to 36,—
4 Republicans voting nay, and 15 Senators not
voting,
Nine Senators occupy seats, who fought
against the union in open field and honorable
warfare, so far as war
pertains; but here
shal; sit, until 1883, the man whom the world
calls “ Hamburg ” Butler, stained with the
blood of innocent, helpless negro citizens.

remittances and an overdrawn treasury.
Just now is a good time to read again the
clear

begt friends.

After lying upon the Speaker's table, it was
reached in the ordinary course of business,
and, a vote being
- passed, it was
knocked
senseless for the future by the unexpected and
decisive vote of 110 to 141—some 30 Republicans
(mostly
Western
members)
having
changed their opinions since the results of
Jan. 1,
On Monday, another unexpected result was
reached.
The sundry civil service (or Omnibus) bill, over which it was supposed there
would be such a struggle, came up and was
passed under a suspension of the rules with
no amendments and without debate—$17,000,000 voted at one fell swoop.
This looks like a stroke of policy on the part
of the House, as it will certainly be amended
in the Senate, then go to Conference and the
usual struggle—the House, by its first action,
getting the credit of hastening legislation.
The
Corbin-Butler
case came before the
Senate on Tuesday, and on a motion to take

Foreign Mission cause, in addition to all
else they give, and who would be greatly
blessed in doing itif they did it in the
right spirit. If the churches, the pastors,
the

hundred

Ewing, of Ohio, received a good drubbing in
the House on Saturday. A bill to repeal the

men in the denomination
who can, just as

the deacons,

a

CAPITOL.

The enemies of resumption,

all. One thousand dollars a month ! Just
think of being ‘‘ short” on that sum.
well as not, give

4, 1876,”

and all hearts bounded into the coming century.
Shall we be a nation, glorious, free, united, in
1976? It is now to be placed in the vaults of

that we shall be told every month just
how much has been sent to India and how
much short the remittance is, if short

United

and 'is"the gift of Mrs. C. ¥. Diehm, of
Philadelphia. ©
An impressive silence fell upon the audience

NO MORE DEBT,
The Foreign Mission Board struck the
right note when they resolved to ineur no
more debt in carrying on the work of the
Society. Now, let all the people say,

the

and

to activity by its

account of the work of her girls and
other friends in behalf of the debt of the
FE. M. Society :

“ Little drops of water make the ocean full.”
House will be
stricken out in regard to the
Yes, and even very small coutributions from
Supervisor matter, and then the bili goes to
conference. The Senate committee will consist
each member of the Free Baptist churches will
of two Republicans and one Democrat—the
pay the
mission .debt and
also make the
House committee vice versa, and if ne: her
treasury full. Notwithstanding I believe this,
party recedes, the hill will fail to pas. or
there is an extra session. The Republic ns
I did have some reluctance in asking the poor
are determined that this last safeguard of the
famine girls, other orphans,and poor members
ballot-box shall not be wiped out.
ofthe church in Jellasore to contribute to help
NO WINE AT THE WHITE HOUSE:
pay the debt of our missionary society.
When
The following notice appeared in the Monday
asked, all cheerfully consented to give. It was
amusing to see the tiny girls empty their pice
evening papers as a precautionary
intimation
bags and count out several from the pice they
to those who have been accustomed in the past
onjsuch occasions, to anticipate the usual bibabad received for good behavior.
The girls
cious courtesies :
.
who teach heathen childven and receive but
very low wages, contributed from two to four
* No WINE, —Aceording to the established custom
annas each,
Brother Silas Curtis[ paid a rupee | at the White House. there will he no wine servedat
the reception to-morrow evening.”
and a half for himself and family, and a man
who is not a member of the church paid the
This is the first instance in the history of the
same amount for his wife and daughters who
Government, from Washington down, when
are members.
With the exception of one,none
the use of wine has ever been abolished and a
gave so much as a rupee,and besides him but one
gave even half that amount.
Something, howformal announcement to that effect made to
ever, has been
given for each one in the
the public. Mrs. Hayes has * a policy ” of her
church and for all who attend our school.
It own, and it is owing to the vigorous stand she
has taken two months to bring all these mites
has made for it, that the present condition of
together. Now
my request to the Mission
things obtains at the White House.

Treasurer

is

this:

Please

deduct

from

my

salary eighteen dollars _when you send the
next remittance,and eredit the Jellasore church

that amount on the debt,

Long before this reaches you, you will have
heard that we are rejoicing in the arrival of
the mission party which left your shores last
October.
It was Ey hearty joy we felt on
meeting so strong and devoted a party to help
us in the great work of evangelizing
the

heathen.

In the report read

Jan.

has been working very bard as usual, and is
fever. I hope it will not last
long. It may be sent him by a loving Father
to compel him to keep quiet a few days.”
"
M. M. H. H.

now down with

it had become $3678.31, and at the end of {Further missionary intelligence will appear

HOW THE HEATHEN DO IT.
Our readers will be interested in

+ AN EXPLANATION.

There were several of us,and we organized into a club, naming it after James
Russell Lowell. John said he always
liked Lowell, that a peculiar sympathy
arose in his soul when reading the Bigelow
Papers, or On a Certain Condescension in
Foreigners; there was a personality behind these writings that just suited him.

Miss Julia Phillips writes,

present

time, but little of the debt would now re:
maiu. But we can not report so favora-

bly.

10.

needy.” Another writes, * May it please God
to spare these three veteran workers to the
mission years yet! How we shall miss them
when God calls them home”.

Had the reduction conthe

NO.

mentally and physically, iis she was when we
returned to India in 1865. She isa -noble
specimen of self-devotion for the good
of the

Society, as the support of most of its
members is provided for by local organizations. | Brethren, let us see to "it that
no month goes by without bringing into
the treasury of the Foreign Mission Society
I | a plump thousand dollars in contribu-

0-O-oo
>

KYTE.

reduced $227.28.

tinued, even at that rate, till

to ad-

mit. Tennyson’s little brook speaks the
same language.
:
DickexsoN. Ifthere is one thing bet-

closed?

a BE EEWr Ia LULA
THE LOWELL CLUB.

During the six, months between Oct.,
1875, and April, 1876, when Rev. C. O.
Libby resigned as Secretary and Treasurer of the Society, the debt had been

the end of the financial year; but accordSome one has caricatured this notion by ing to the statement of the Financial Agent

must manage to pay forty or fifty dollars life, and do our duty at the same time.
for preaching,or go without. Really, itis know I have left quite a door open for

ality which prevails with Lowell.
and if
‘ Healthy nationality it is, we've

paid

cared

and women are merely one couple

BY

NEWMAN,

Who said women

work be taken into account,
he should have

AGAIN.

In the Star of Feb. 12, 1 notice a short
article on this subject, written by C. F.
Potter in replyto Bro. Waful:
I think
that this and

and money ‘epent in fitting bim for bis

JOSEPHINE.

more about marriage than men? I'm sure

?

The Lord help you to send mere be-

fore this year closes. This week, we have
buried the remains of an aged Christian sister
who came out from the heathen and was
baptized by Brother Phillips
nearly thirty

years ago.

She was, she told

me, neary ninety

years of age.
During the last few days of her
mortal life she was unable to speak, but before
she lost the power of speech, she often told me

that she had not a doubt nor a fear,

She was

simply waiting day after day to becalled to the
mansions above. She leaves quite a circle of
relatives who are counted with our mest intelligent | Christians,
The wife of brother.

Purna of Midnapore is her niece’s daughter,
and is a fine woman with a nice little
family.
;
\
:
I must not close this letter without thanking
all the kind friends who so generously

presents by the missionaries.
particular!

leased

with

the

sent us

The girls were
pictures,

and

with the cloth
which served to make them
Jackets. Their teacher felt very grateful for
her share of the nice things, and hopes in time
to write to all the donors whose names and ad‘dress she knows. That nice little parcel from
** A Friend, Varysburg, N. Y.,” was very acceptable. I should like the name of the gi ver.
‘Wishing you all much happiness and prosperity
this New Year,
L. CRAWFORD.

Jellasore, Jan. 8.
HEALTH OF THE MISSIONARIES.
Rev, J. Phillips is not thoughtto be any
better. At times he suffers intensely, but he
bears bis pain patiently,
and works on bravely.
Mrs. Phillips is better, her bronchial trouble
being somewhat checked. Rev. J. Phillips,

writing of Miss Crawford, says: “I don’t see
but, that she is about as active and elastic

ONE MEMBER
»

OF A COM, SOBER,

In this connection let there be a word

spok-

en for ove man in the House.
At the close of
the last session, there was great confusion,
bungling legislation and unpardonable mistakes. Itis a matter of fuct, and was telegraph-

ed all over the country at the time, that every
member but one of the Committee on Enrolled
bills (to whom this confusion was due), was
too
intoxicatedto give intelligent attention
to” business, . This man was sober, and,but for
his industry and vigilance utter chaos would
have prevailed.
That man was Mr. Rainey,
the colored member from 8. C., and on Monday, upon the question to have a night session
to dispose of his case (contested), Mr. Conger,
of Mich., reminded the House with great sarcasm, that they: had better retain the South
Carolina man until all the bills had Deen enrolled!
Mr. Rainey will probably be unseated

as inthe case of Bisbee,
accomplished last week.
THE

of Fla.,

ANTI CHINESE

which

was

BILL.*

Prayers,
addresses and innumerable petitions have been pouring in upon the President
in regard tothe anti-Chinese question.
The
whole delegation from the Pacific coast waited on the President, Wednesday, to influence
his action favorable to the bill; while in the
East,the sentiment is almost unanimous that it
should not stand in its sweeping, unnecessary
The President
is placed in a provisions.
|
peculiar situation considering the intense feeling and condition of sentiment in California.

Bloodshed and the most

threatened

by

of that State, and
be perpetrated.

the

ultra measures

turbulent

outrages

are

community

will undoubtedly

GREENBACKERS.

Seventeen new members are elected on the,
se called * National” platform in the next
House, and these men have already *‘ resolved
to act together in the organization of the next
Houscof Representatives,

ELLIOTT

|

|

|

anism
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Communications.

S. Department.

READINGS.

Christ in the sanctuary: Luke 4:16—82.
A vision in the temple. Is, 6:1—S8.
Desire for the house of God. Ps. 27:1—14.
The courts of the Lord. Ps, 65:1—13.
The ministry of God’s house. 1 Tim. 4:1—16.
Joy in Zion. Ps, 132:1—18.
Delight in God/s house. Ps. 84:1—12.

©oLDEN TEXT:
* Blessed are they that
dwell in thy house: they will be still praising thee.,”—Ps, 84:4.
Psalm

8§4:1-12.

————

Notes and Hints.
* How amiable.” How pleasant to the
eve and mind, and to the eye because to
the mind.
¢ Thy tabernacles.”
The
sanctuary of the Lord in the wilderness
was

a tabernacle,

or

tent.

The

name

eame to be applied to the temple after it
was built. The plural form is here used
to denote the various structures and
eourts connected with the temple. ‘Lord
of hosts.” The * hosts" were probably
the stars.
Some, however, think that the
hosts of Israel, and some, that the hosts
of angels, are meant.
Notice the various

titles given in this psalm to God.
«Even fainteth.” The result of hisstrong,’
unsatisfied desire. This psalm was written at a distance from Jerusalem; where,
is wnknown.
¢¢ Courts of the Lord.”
Open spaces adjoining
the temple,
having a paved floer, and a wall, or balustrade on the outer boundary, and in
which the congregations assembled. The
tabernacle had one court,

Solmmoii‘had'two.
21:5. * My
psalmist with
the sanctuary.
ed to heathen
of God. God

the

temple

Ex. 27:9;

of

2 Kings

heart and my flesh.”
The
his whole being longed for
‘¢ Living God.”
Opposgods and pantheistic ideas
is a living Friend.

«« The sparrow . . . the swallow.” The
Hebrew word for sparrow is Tsippor,
meaning ¢“ twitter.” The call note of the
sparrow is suppesed to be re-produced in
‘the sound of this word. There are many
varieties of the sparrow family in Palestine: The one here meant is the English
tree sparrow (Passermontans), which, to
this: day,builds its nest around the mosque
of Omar, on the

very

site

of

the

altars

here named. The latter remark is also
true of the swallow. The mussulman has
great reverence for birds that build their
mests in holy places,—a veneration inherited from days anterior to those of the
psalmist.
Even thine altars.”
Grecian history
reports cases of persons put to death for
killimg birds that had built their nests in
she temple of the gods. The term ¢ altars” like the term
¢ tabernacles,”
*¢ courts,” stands for ‘ the temple.”

‘“ That dwell

priests
thee.”

or

in thine house.”

The

and Levites.

* Still praising

They will be

constantly praising

thee.
So, now, those who love
of God love to hear his praise.

the house
*‘Selah.”

A musical rest of some kind.

The

exact

meaning of the word is not known.

‘Are

the ways of them.”
by the translators.

the meaning is,

* Ofthem” is added
Commentators think

Are the ways to the

temple,” or ¢ to Jerusalem ;” and,

hence,

that the psalmist praises the man who, in
thought, desire,
spirit, walks
these
ways.
“ Valley of Baca.”
It is unknown
whether any valley of this name existed.

Practical Lessons. (1) That the house
of God is pleasant to the devout; (2) that
the heart can be in the house of God
when in person we can not be; (3) that
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY.
faith, love, obedience convert the valley
BY PROF, G. E., FOSTER.
of tears into places of refreshment and seLooking through the whole field of
cure the grace of God to men; (4) that
one day of holy worship is richer than all nature, we perceive evidences of design.
Nothing appears to be in vain, and nothdays of sin.
ing exists merely for itself. ‘The whole
++
aim of the fruit tree, from the earliest
TIME AND MEANS.
sprouting of the seed,the young lengthenA correspondent writing about the im- ing of the shoot, the yearly spreading of
portance of the Sunday-school says:
the leaves, and opening of the flowers
“ Too often the Sunday-school is d warf- is still forward towards something to
ed in its power for good by being limited which all these are but successive steps.
to the intermission hour between the By and by the. fruit hangs in lus¢ious
preaching services. There isnot time for richness from every bough, and we gaze
a full explanation of the lesson and a upon the completed work. What folly it
practical application of its truths.
Tqo would be for the tree to rest satisfied with
often it is bul a service of questions and the putting forth of tender’ shoots, or to
answers as taught in the catechism or delight itself only in turning up to the
| question book, with no practical instruc- sunlight its wreath of green leaves, or
tion to guide the mind to higher things. offering to the passing winds its rich fraThen, again, teachers too often do not grance of scented flowers. These are all
recognize the responsibility resting upon beautiful in themselves, but are not the
them, and are incompetent to explain the ultimate object of the fruit tree. And so
lessons and show the instruction that may it stops not at any of these advancing
be drawn from them. They are ‘blind stages, but goes straight on from one to
the other tntil it has accomplished the
leaders of the blind.’
‘“ But a change is slowly but surely end of its existence, and poured its fruitcoming over the management of Sunday- ed wealth into the lap of man,
Now this may lead to a train of thought
schools. The ideal is becoming the real.
The capacities and capabilities of child- very healthful and useful to us human
hood and youth for moral and religious beings who, in this, as in so much else,
instruction are becoming more fully rec- have a very wise but often unheeded
ognized and their requirements admitted. teacher in the rich nature which surrounds
Already in some places, is the” Sunday- us. The lesson taught is the difference
school taking the place of one preaching between the primary and the secondary,
service, and thiz, we claim,is as it should the ultimate and the subsidiary, and the
be—one
preaching service,
Sabbath- steady progression towards the greater
school and prayer meeting are a plenty and higher.
delights in the
Nature
to fill ap one day, and by the omission of secondary or subsidiary, but never forgets
one preaching service, sufficient time is the primary and ultimate. She rejoices
obtained to explain and elucidate the in each stage of freshness and beauty,
Sunday-school lesson. With the advent but never scruples to throw each aside
of the lesson papers we bring the Sunday- and march steadily on to the full and
school to a true study of the Scriptures, complete work.
untrarmmeled by creeds or isms.
Man begins as the prattling babe, full
¢« As all innovations have their oppo- of aimless essays and fruitless attempts,
nents, so this change must meet with op- toddles through the fleeting wonderments
position. Bnt' why? Is not a right under- of child land, rushes and roisters along
standing of the Bible what every Chris- the path of changing boyhood, dreams the
tian is seeking? And can not this end be dreams and cherishes the fancies of youth,
fully as well attained by a careful study pockets the experience and modifies the

of the Sunday-school lesson asin listen- plans of young manhood, and all so that
ing to a discourse from the pulpit? Nay,
is there not a probability of greater success crowning the earnest Christian’s ef:
forts in this direction than in any other?

at last he may in mature manhood add
his share to the vigor, the energy and the

It is from

the prattlings of childhood, or always to
dream the sweet dreams of opening youth,
or continually to dispose himself among
the untamed fancies of early manhood he

childhood
and

youth

completeness of the world’s life.

that the

disciples of Christ must largely be recruited, then why oppose making use of
any and every means that shall increase
the efficiency of the Suanday-school ?”

of a Bible

school,—of

came under
lesson plan
It prac-

tically covers the whole range of Sundayschool orgunization, order of service, and
methods of teaching. It is a normal class

outline ;and itis

so treated

on

verse

seems

another

page in this issue, under the head of ¢ IIlustrative Applications.” It will be a good
thing for our Sunday-schools when they
are up to the standard of Ezra’s school in
their ‘* ways of working.”— Times.

to

be that the pilgrims convert the arid valley into a place of fountains by their spiritual life, their love, faith and praise; and
that thus they secure of God the rain of his
grace.

Neither the

NOTES.

Sabbath-school

nor any

other institution can fully de the work of
the home in imparting religious instruction.
.

:

+ From strength to strength.”
These
pilgrims to Jerusalem, instead of growing
weary by their journey, grow stronger as
they go.
* In Zion.”
The high hill
where the tabernacle stood prior to the
building of the temple; hence, it came to
represent the city and temple of God.

*+ Appeareth before God.”
ary.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

Inthe

service

In his sanctu-

of the

temple

the

worshiper appeared before God, so, now,

The pastor of the church is pastor also
of the Sabbath-school.
As sueh it is his
duty, and therefore his right, to oversee

its Biblical and spiritual instructions.

In

this, without being dictatorial or popish,
or interfering with the functions of the
officers in charge, he will aim to use wisdom ¢“ as a wise master builder.”

Families which are in the habit of
studying the Bible may be greatly aided
in so doing by the Sabbath-school; that
it is the part of wisdom in parents 10 see

in the house of God, all his congregations ‘that they avail themselves of the stimu.
- appear before him.
lus, encouragement,
motives, and sys** Hear my prayer.”
Prayer for the tematic instruction of the Sabbath-school
privilege of appearing in the sanctuary as an aid to religious home influences.
‘But that in no case should they allow the
ef God, or else the prayer of the pil- thought that their proper religious work
grims after reaching the sanctuary of can be fully done by others than them-

God. The former is the move

probable

meaning.
“ Thine anointed.”
The king who
writes this psalm. The prayer means,
Jook with attention and pity,and help me,
thine anointed king,
shut out of thy
courts.

** Beiter than a thousand.”

That

is, of other days. “¢ Door-keeper.” Literally, “sit on the threshold.”
The most
humble place in the house of God is bet-

selves.

The young in families who neglect the
Word of God, may, by the Sabbath-school,

be rescued from utter ignerance
ters relating wo salvation.
!

in

mat-

:

All the adults of any community are re-

sponsible for the study of

themselves and for its beihg

the

to’

his

people.

“ Shield.” God is a protection from all
evil. ‘ Will he withhold.”
In the endl,

an abortion

of

quick

to

behold

the

passing through the

fairy-land of “youth,

Bible by

taught to the

becomes

so

entranced

and

ence between the secondary and, primary

discharges it without personal study, or
merely by looking ‘aftér his own famSahbath-school is. naturally the
institution: in which all, ean, co-operate in
gospel instnchlons for all; therefore

aim of manhood.

ndividnal

This

and

reSponsibility

collective;

thal

is

both

no one

all classes should have a place and’ take
up

a work

in it unless disqualified

he does

that,

not

enough but sacrifices the more

to the less important.

go far

important

‘Tis a grand thing

to be a man of knowledge, to have one's

grasp upon the facts of the world’s

his-

tory, and to be able to look over the
whole race course of humanity, and get
down amid the motives, the principles,the

experiences of mankind:

Yet thisis

but

subsidiary to some other more perfectaim,
and if life pass not out into this, it is' but
an unfinished and incemplete potency.
What then?

That,

my

dear

reader, the

fruition of life is character in yourself
and in others ; that all

art,

science

knowledge are but helpful to the

and

forma-

[ tion of character ; that we dwarf our lives

when we are content to be only farmers,
merchants, mechanics, or

scholars,

and

forget to make of ourselves and others
men and women.
‘To elevate oneself,
and contribute to the elevation of others”
is the ultimate and God-given work of
man or woman ; joy and sorrow, love und
pain, knowledge and ‘art ‘are only the
stepping stones to this higher development. Through all things to a perfect
manhood and womanhood ; this should be
our motto.

by |

GI

to snsrend

'Tis something to be a skilled scientist,

wanders many an outcast who is torment-

ed with that longing after better things
which none experience more keenly than
the wretched and fallen. With him, selfdeliverance may be impossible; if so, let
us recognize him at once as a ** deserving

0-0-0
*+-0-+

.

RAILWAY TRAVELING IN INDIA.
BY REV. 0. R. BACHELER.

The English system, with slight modifications, prevails,
There are three,
and sometimes four classes of cars, called here carringes. The fare on the first
class is about five cents per miie; on the
second one-half that; and on the third
one-half the second. The man of money

BY RAY

travel.

:

All the cars are divided into compartments, each consiting of two seats facing each other, and running the entire

There are individuals

sometimes

of in tracts, but seldom seen

read

in the flesh,

who claim charity us a sort of exclusive
right. With a preponderance of virtue
in their favor, these pearls of probity
proclaim their wants to a discriminating
public, and in exchange for a certificate
of moral excellence, receive whatever
measure of courtesy,

tolerance

or assist-

ance their needs require.
These rare beings are frequently called
‘deserving objects of charity,” when, in
reality, they are objects of admiration.
Therefore, instead of offering them alms,

let us hasten to pay them tribute, and
pass on to a more numerous class of people, in whose fate is presented the sad,
yet impressive spectacle of noble powers
paralyzed, and generous affections and
pure impulses perverted by a systematic
course of wrong-doing.
re
The sight of a spoiled, miserable life,
with its broken promises and defeated
purposes, the knowledge that each human
wreck buries in its own ruin many anxious hearts that have loved the fallen
one, or depended upon him and could not
give him up; and above all, the thought
that we, ourselves; may have been slow

to warn, encourage or aid the erring one
at a time when practical assistance might
have proved his salvation, all these things
conspire to bring the subject of human
philanthropy ‘* home to men’s business
and bosoms,” in a manner which should
claim their undivided attention.
We confess to little sympathy with
those fastidious reformers who tolerate
suffering humanity only in its exceptional
examples of beauty and piety. They
hesitate to own all mankind for their

brethren, for fear that more relationship
may be claimed than they
allow. They would like

are ready to
to copy the

Master in doing charities,

but

not overcome

their

they can

repugnance

to all

demonstrations of benevolence that go
beyond conventional forms. They apprehend some lack of delicacy in attempts to
rescue a certuin fallen portion of society.
In short, « their

sensibilities

powered their sympathies

have

over-

until they are

ready to set up an aristocratic humanity
of their own: an aristocracy of intellect
and conscience, which is ten

times

more

In his rational view of men and things,

the charitable man will
distinction between

not

honor

side

In the first and sec-

ond classes, the compartments are ceiled
up to the roof, in the third, they are left

THOMPSON.

overlook the
and dishonor;

neither will he seek to gloss over flagrant
faults with palliative excuses. But in

the bondage of a common enemy, he will
neglect no means that visdom or sympathy may suggest.
Outside the barriers of society, far
! from the beaten path of. philanthropy,

ence.
On becoming a Christian, Mr. Quinby

in his view, education was a means to
a higher end, so he endeavored to make every one feel who came under his influence. God only knows how many were
led by him into the path of life.
Scion after his conversion, he began to
preach, with immediate and marked success, studying, teaching and preaching.
Everywhere and always a worker, spar.
ing no pains or efforts ; diligent, fervent,
spiritual.

He bad

a vigorous

constitu-

may take the first, the lower geatility
tion, and usually good health, so that he’
the second, and the poorer natives the
was ableto perform a large amount of
third. The third class takes more than
labor. He received license to preach in
ninety per cent. of the whole amount of

width of the car, with doors on each

OBJEOTS OF CHARITY.

a man of judgment, experience, tact, ardor, he exerted a great and wide influ-

at once committed himself with full energy to the work of the gospel, and made
object of charity,” and hasten to offer all his powers and culture bend in this
prompt and efficient assistance to one in direction. He felt then, more than be.
whose bosom thére still remains enough fore, that he had a work to do for others:
of manhood to be ashamed of its own not merely to train the mind, but also the
degradation,
heart, and secure their salvation,
Now,

lise a stage coach.

A

<dommunities. Yet if a man go no farthef |proportion as he hates evil, he will love
thanto make himself a suecessfat busi- | his fallen brethren who are overpowered
ness man, he stops short of the primary by it; and in his efforts to free them from

he will not; in the way of life he will not ; physical disability. Thus all” parties in 10 know the make up and potencies of
the home should have a share of the duty whatever, is in nature, fo be able to
4nd benefits of the Sabbath-school.
analyze substances and
- combine, diginte-

%o the heart. the source of joy or sortoy,
Ne vill not withhold good, ~*~

himself

with

if one content

enslaved

is not discerned by most in the employment. For example: 'Itis something to
‘be a successful business man, to understand the laws of teade and the wants of

oung.

Yet,

supercilious
and
exclusive
than the
aristocracy of blood.
with what he there beholds that he gives
It may be doubted if the wise and
up his life to a vain atiempt to surround
good
have a right to sever the providenhimself for all his years with such pleasures and delights, is as though the tree, | tial bond which connects them with the
delighted with its flowers, were to say, foolish and the bad. It may be yuestioned
«IT will make no further advance, bus will whether the virtuous and the upright,
‘bear flowers only so long as I live.” The justified in forgiving an erring fellowyoung girl who, pleased almost to ravish- creature just seventy times seven by the
ment with the new world of flutter and multiplication-table, and then turning a
fashion into which she has just entered, deaf ear to his appeals for mercy. It is
and feeling her whole being pulsate with barely possible that there may be some
the new sensations born of society and lack of affection on the part of those innovelty, delivers herself up to the en- flexible moralists, who, before attemptchantment and prays ever to remain in its ing to save a man, measure him upon a
ceaseless changing whirl, is as though Procrustean couch, and stretch him, or
the year should determine to tarry beside hack off his superfluous inches until he is
the opening flowers and green verdure reduced to what they are pleased to con:
of spring, and make no onward step to sider a becoming length.
the vigorous growth of summer or the
True charity takes men wherever it
rich fruition of autumn.
finds them, and never leaves them until
It may be hard to learn the lesson, but they are beyond the need of human symwe may as well do it, that each period of pathy and help. It renders a man lenient
life has its peculiar joys and proper sur- in his judgment of others, for reason that
roundings, but that life itselfla ys regret- in the sins of the vulgar, the vicious, and
fully but surely aside each set of these the low, he will see the reflection,—magand emerges into the higher and more nified a thousand times, perhaps, but still
mature, Like a stream pouring down the reflection,—of shortcomings which
;
:
from the mountain side, which sings its exist in himself.
Under
such
circumstances
he
will conrivulet trill, and murmurs its brook song,
and dallies with its meadow sedge, but sider the terrible exigencies of life into
tarrying by none of these sweeps on with which many are born. He will, also,
broadening current,to empty its treasures take into an account the wants, and the
into the lap of the ocean, so our lives—if temptations which have assailed men of
well ordered, bind themselves to no weak minds and strong passions, and
«period, but while enjoying each, yet caused them to stray beyond the affection
sweeps on to the fruit-bearing and life- and protection of the wholesome laws by
giving of riper years. Again, the differ- which society exists, and is governed.

ter than the tents of wickedness.
“« For the Lord God.” The reason for | il
this high praise is now given. ‘4 sun.”
The

Of light and comfort

but

synonym in the mental and moral nature,
or in the general ordering of life. What
we are -about-to say and what you will
directly admit is that most people forget
the radical difference between the secondary and primary aims of life and stop far
short of their perfect manhood and their
perfect work. As if the tree would forget
its ultimate aim, and spend all its years
in bearing leaves or putting forth flowers,
so most people are distracted by the less
important and the secondary, and kept
from advancing towards the most important and ultimate.
For example: The young man who,

a Sunday-

for the first Sunday in February.

be man,

work, but is not so

school,as we use that term,—in the eighth

chapter of Nehemiah, which
notice in the International.

not

with

manhood. We see now whither this. is
leading us. What is true of the physical
is more importantly true of the mental
and moral. But all are not so ready to
see its truth in these as in the physical.
The
eye easily catches sight of the
dwarf
and recognizes an unfinished

life or letters, of science or art, of fact or
fancy, which has an interest to the human
mind.
Jlere, for example,
.is the descrip-

PrOMOTING THE MiSsION CAUSE. The
Foreign Mission Secretary of the Southern Presbyterian church writes to the
Sunday-schools of that connection: ‘Boys
Tie word iLeans ‘“ weeping,” tears, and
is the name of a tree. Some writers sup- and girls can do a great deal more to
pose this was the name of some one of Taise money to send the gospel to the
heathen than they think they can. before
the arid, barren valleys traveled by pil- they iry. 1 have visited a good many
grims on their way to Jerusalem. Others Sunday-schools and have generally prothink the language denotes any meta- posed to the children to try and raise durphorical “vale
of tears.”
¢ Well.” ing the year as much as one dollar each
for this great work. Wel), I donot re«¢ Place of fountains.”
¢ The rain also member
one single instance, where they
filleth the pools.”
Rather, ‘ Yea, the au- promised to make the effort, that they did
tumn rain clothes it with blessings.” The not. succeed.”
meaning of this obscure.

would

EzrA’s ScHOOL.
Whatever is really
worth knowing is touched on somewhere
in the Bible. He who should study the
Bible , thoroughly would
find himself
brought to consider every department of

tion

~

If he were ever to satisfy himself

grutes into wholes.

1827.

“Along those years, God was moving in
power over the land, and revivals were
multiplied.
Among the foremost of
his heralds, were Nettleton, . Baker,
Burchard, Lansing, Finney.
Thousands
on thousands were converted, and the
work extended in every direction. ‘Our

open ur separated by perpendicular iron own denomination was heartily engaged,
rods.

The first class

are

well finished

miuisters and churches, earnest and taith-

and cushioned, the second much the fal. Randall bad finished his great
same but plainer, while the third is with- work on earth, and gone home. So also
Each seat is Colby. Men die, but the work goes on.
The Buzzells ‘were now old men, but
five persons,

out ornament or cushions.
designed to accommodate

but it is rdtely the case that they are fill- good for still more labor.

ed. Carriage room is so amply provided
that in all my traveling by train, I have
almost invariably had a whole seat to

David Marks,

* called the boy preacher,” was traversing
and thrilling the land. White and Lamb
were active and

successful;

others

also,

myself, where I could spread my bed- in New England, New York and the
West.
:
ding, which every traveler is supposed
The F. Baptist denomination had now
to take with him, and make myself combecome widely extended. The statistics
fortable by day or night. When alone 1
for
1825,as given in the Religious Inprefer the third class: first, because its
former are 23 Quarterly Meetings, 273

rate of fare suits my pocket; and second,
because I can make myself nearly as com- churches, 190 ordained ministers, 16,348
fortable there as in the higher elasses; members. Many began to feel the need of
and finally, I like good company, and as
the natives are always well behaved and

more organization and concert of action.
The subject was presented and discussed

I stand a at the Yearly Meeting held at Sandwich,
N. H., June, 1826. At the following
better chance with them," than in cars
respectful, and never druok

November session, held at Parsonsfield,
patronizedby Europeans, for whom the
Me., a committee was appointed, and remeans of {producing temporary insanity
are freely sold at all the large stations, ported in favor of establishing two Yearly
Meetings in Maine, and one each in New
and among whom, from the peculiar arHampshire, Vermont,New York,Ohio and
rangements of the - train, the unruly

Pennsylvania ; that the churchesreport to

are not readily controlled.

their respective Quarterly Meetings, the
Just before the train starts, all the
Quarterly Meetings to theic Yearly Meetdoors sre locked,to be opened and closed
ings, and the Yearly Meetings to General
again at the large stations. At first, I
Conference. It was also recommended that
used to feel indignantat the idea of bethe first General Conference be held at
ing thus locked up, but have rather come
Tunbridge, Vt., Oct., 1827.
to like it, as it prevents intrusion, and
The Conference was held accordingly,
the windows are large enough to afford and the general organization completed,
a way of escape in case of accident. To representing seven Yearly Meetings, and
an American it seems odd to be launched twenty-four Quarterly Meetings. There
out into the darkness,
all locked up, with were twenty delegates; among them,
only the engineer at the head of the train, ! Arthur Caverno, Enoch Place, John Buzand one man, called the guard, in the
zell, Daniel Jackson, Samuel Burbank,
rear car,with no means of communicating
Nathaniel King, Jonathan Woodman,
with any one except at the infrequent
Nathaniel Brown, Zalmon Tobey, Charles
stopping places, we go thundering along Morse. All but two, we believe, have
through cultivated fields; through mogone on before, leaving still with us
rasses and over bridges, in solitude and
the beloved Woodman and Jackson.
silence, save the rumbling of the train,
© Our historian in speaking of that Conthe sound of the whistle,even, heard only
ference says, ** The establishment of the
at long intervals, since there are no road
General Conference was # marked epoch
crossings. One slumbers on undisturbed
in the history of the denomination; and
by the call for ¢ tickets,” since there is
let us look in upon that body as first orno conductor, - and on a journey of three
ganized.
In the chair sits a man, large
hundred miles,the word *¢ ticket” was not
and dignified, a little rising forty years of
mentioned until we had reached the end
age. He speaks, and a strong, heavy
of the line. We paid for the through
trip, $3.50, and

on our

return

the

was reduced to $£3.00—or about one
a mile.
NRRESE
EP

i

REV. HOSEA QUINBY,
BY

PROF.

D.D.

fare

voice fills the house. Rev. Enoch

Place

presides without embarassment. At the
cent
table sits a young man whose culture of
mind has not congealed the emotions
the heart.
It was a judicious selection
that placed Hosea Quinby as Clerk of

J.J, BUTLER,

1v.
EARLY TEACHING AND PREACHING.

Conference.”*

:

Thus early was Mr. Quinby identified
for life with the F. Baptist denomination,
In the summer of 1824, at the age of and brought to share its responsibilities.
twenty, Mr. Quinby consecrated his heart
Adaa
and life to the service of God. As a
THE MINISTER AND THE MAN.
young man he was earnest, efficient,
A correspondent {W. H. L.) sends us
practical, naturally of a proud spirit. a few thoughts on the subject of ministeMarks probably had the latter in mind rial support, and from his letter we exwhen praying for him, that God would tract the following :
keep him humble. Then and always he
Iam acquainted with quite a number
was scrupulously neat in his person and of our ministers, and a large percentuge
|
dress, with a nice sense of propriety and of them are poor. Some have a farm, some
a little money, and some are looking
to
honor, a true gentleman.
:
their children for a support when their
He continued to teach, and his success work isdone. While I write, I ean think
and
reputation
constantly - advanced. of many in the prime of life, in the midst
His services were sought in many places. of useful labors, men of piety, education
So we find him teaching schools in his und talent, who ave living from hand to
mouth, not laying up one dollar, hardly
native town,at Meredith Bridge, now La- enough to carry them to a new field of
conia, Milton, N. H., and Lebanon, Me. labor.
A brother told me Jecenily
He was an excellent disciplinarian, kept that they were under the necessity of
adthe most perfect order, some thought vancing money to pay the car fare on
goods of their last two ministers.
him too strict, but such was not the gen- the
Now if this is done in the green tree,
eral impression.
Diligent, persistent, what will be done in the dry? If men
thorough himself, he required the like can hardly live, when they are actively
qualities in his pupils, taking much pains engaged and doing good ‘service, what
to explain, and encouraging each one can they expect when their work is done?’
Itis a man’s duty to lay something by
to do the best possible. Always social for a rainy day, and because T%m a minand familiar with his scholars, he readily ister, 1 do not cease to be a mah. It is
won their regard, and strongly attach- the parent's dutyto lay up for the chiled
them
to him.
He
was often dren, and because I am a minister I do
cease tobe a parent. Something must
plain and pointed in reproof, where be done to supply this lack. It will not
needed. ~~ He
was
accustomed
to be in the future with us as itthas been in
spend an hour each day, drilling bis the past. There was a time when most
school in reading some short paragraph. of our ministers were farmers, tradesmen,
One day he required a boy to read the merchants, &c., but now I suppos® a
large majority devote their time and atselection twelve times, in order to render tention to the work, and the salary is so
it correctly. But failing, he said to him, small that it is difficult to make ends
‘¢ Young man, if I should lead you from meet. I merely introduce this subject,
the desk to the deor twelve times, could hoping that abler pens than mine will be’
used to answer the simple question, ‘What
not you find the, way alone the thirteenth course ought we to take in viewof these
time ?”
:
va
facts?

All the while he was prosecuting his

studies, preparatory

to college.

tended the New Hawpton

He at-

The most

influential

a

free

who has
courage to speak what he

studying and ability and
teaching, thus making himself very use- thinks,— Duncan.
ful. i No mere scholar or book worm,but *History F. Baptist, p.
also Wolfborw’ Academy,

man, -in

Institution, country, at least, is the man
438,

/

:
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THE
Bhimpore,

under date of Jan. 6th and

8th,

India,
are

just

received, from which we select some
items of general interest.
Just after the close of the Yearly
Meeting of our India churches, which
commenced four days after the arrival of
the missionary party in Midnapore, and
continued a week, Dr. Phillips and wife,
and Miss Julia Phillips were out for cold

BE TRUE.

PONDS EXTRACT

Ifthou the truth would’st teach;
The soul must overflow if thou
Another’s soul

Shall the world’s famine

season among my old friends in the junsuch

a rush

for 80 long a time, I can not tell you how
blessed it 1s to be againat my work.

Our

second night in camp we did not stop to
pitch our tents, but stayed in a little

mud

school-house in a village where we used
to have one of our best schools. . . In
the evening, we called in the teacher of
the village sehool to worship, and several
others came with him.” We sat on the
floor, the teacher read a portion of Scripture, and after prayer was offered, one of

the men looked up and asked,

¢ What

does all this mean? I never before heard
anything about it." I bad a long talk
with him and he appeared much interested. At our next camping place, we
found many of the women whom I met
several years ngo, and it greatly encouraged me to find that our‘ work at that

time had not been lost. Every evening

freely.

The

last

evening,

was telling them they ought

to

as

pray

Christ, and ask him to help them
good, one woman, who had been

tion, the merit of high

Live truly, and thy life shall be
A great and noble creed.

—

taught in the common schools,the mass of

I

to

to be
listen-

,ability with the sons of the

nary remarks was Romanism and the
Bible in Schools :
i
Sectarian sectarianism, or the Bible in
Romanism, or the Bible

in

the schools ? These Are the four questions,
about which there is much confusion.

Romanism aims to displace the Bible in
the schools, as in conflict with’ Church
Ritualistic practices. If Romanism or
Bible,

it will

replace it. Atheism, on the other hand,
would drive it out altogether.
The first duty was to look ut the lessons of history on the subject. Germany
once ousted the Bible, but again

restored

it.” To leave the moral faculty unprotect-

10.~The high

that

‘ave

to

regulate these matters.
he Declaration of Independence only
recognizes the existence of God and through
him human rights ; but the ordinance for
the formation of the territory north-

from th2 lower castes as in our

Saviour's

with famines than formerly, and “whence
-.are

our

zenana

teachers

to come?

My great desire now, is, 10 commence
work,

us soon

as

possible,

among

poor in the bazars of Midnapore.

‘the

School

after school could be started any moment

_ had we the money, among these poor
outcasts, from whence come, now and
then, our brightest and best workers. I
can’t tell you how I long to put these
poor, little, forsaken,

teachers, into

the

dejected

proud

have done it, and, God

ones

as

zenanas.

helping

We

us,

we

can do itagain.

There are till

girls

Miss Crawford's

school, some of our own

orphans as well as hers, whom
to set at work as soon

as

we

we

at

long

return

to

Midnapore, which will be about the first
of March. We need money so much,
first, for some sort of conveyance for Miss

Hooper
teachers
‘hope the
just this

ing, and

and myself, and then to pay
and ‘incidental expenses. I do
ladies will see the great need of
kind of schools, and Bible read-

attack

work

among

the

poor who

crowd the streets everywhere and are
always accessible, and send us all they

can.

‘The zenana work might be carried

on almost indefinitely, but whilé doing
this, it can not be right for us to ignore
the poor. This is lawful gospel work.”
Will our sisters ponder the matter as
Presented by Mrs. Phillips, and farnish

the Woman's Society with means to respond to this new. call? We ought to
equip each of our missionaries in the

field, with every needed appliance for
carrying forward the work most successfully. This is the truest economy.
M. M. H. HiLLs.
ha

MO BEIT RT Li

ga

re snURRY

Christianity would furnish a weapon
_ against itself not easily repelled, should

it claim the distinction of being the only

light vouchsafed by God to men; for, in
. that case, it would representa vast ma-

jorityof the human race as left by their
Creator without guidance or hope. 1
believe, and rejoice to beliewe, that a ray

from

beaven descends.on

every fellow-creature.
though in darkness when

the

path of

The
heathen,
compared with

. the Christian, kas still his light;
and it
comes from the same Source as our own,

just as the sun dispenses, now the faint
dawn and now the perfect day,—Dr.
Channing.

the

have

hands,

common

all in-

and

schools,

who

which

tion.

atheist parents have such rights that the
public school system of the United States
should be made atheistic will never
tolerated by the American people.

17. The assumption that
priesthood are representatives
children,

and

as

a

be

an Italian
of Romish

foreign power

can

make a treaty with our Government and
settle all difficulties by dividing the
school fund and abolishing
the high
schools, will never succeed in the

United

States.
:
Massachusetts
has no hope except
in making herself the teacher of this
nation.
The only figure you can put up
that will command ultimate respect is the

figure of Labor presided over by a genius
holding in its arms the volnme of instruction.

PSIG

SEUDRRCRRED
WP TPG GY ha
AR

GLEANINGS,
The sick chamber of the patient is the
kingdom of the physician.— Scott.
Those are the best Christians who are
more careful to reform themselves than
to censure others.— Fuller.
‘What kind of conversion is this, which

leaves a man to plod on his ewn several
way to heaven, and never care for the
souls for whom Christ died P—Pres. Bartlett.

Do you wish to know your calling in
life ? Look both within and without.
See what you want and what other people
of

ycu.

Neither

is

a

complete

guide ; both together are next to infallible.

is

Salvation by faith is a grand doctrine,
provided the word ‘¢ faith ” be properly
defined ; but if a man who willfully cheats
can hope to be saved by faith, then he is
wrapping himself in a covering too short
and narrow to envelop his soul. His
faith will prove inadequate.—D. Swing.

secure

for teachers examinations not influenced
by personal, political or local favoritisia.
4. Option should not be givep to local
school committees to pare down appropriation of funds for school. purposes to
such a degree that the demands of the
State laws as to education can not be executed.
5.” Normal schools, as a department
for the teaching of teachers,should be kept
in close connection with high schools.
6. The chasm between rich and poor
-should not be widened by penuriousness

lower Christian life. It is all ‘very
well, on great occasions, and in special
seasons, to be on mounts of transfiguration. The highest Christian life which
expresses itself in speech, in song, and in
rapturous meditation, is a blessed privilege. But is there not danger that the
religion of enthusiasm may be too high?
Birds always on the wing build no nests.
—Methodust Recorder.

public school teachers’ salaries.

whist a change within us, one short
our
Spent in Thy presence, will prevail to make!
We kneel: how weak! we rise: how full of
power!
:
Why
should we then he overborné with
care
Or ever weak, or ever heartless
be,
Anxious, or troubled, when with us is pray-

committee

uncheckedby the supervisor of a board
specially formed in aid of education.
Reference was niade to the small salaries

said he

primary teachers,

and

Mr.

had heard in Massachusetts

Cook

wisis-

er

perings of cutting down even these poor
pittances.
Before considerin the question on the
school, Mr. Cook
abolition of the hig
‘wished to ask how it happens that in. the
last two or three years there has grown
up from the Penobscot to Sacramento an
opposition to.the hich school, and from
one end of the country to .the other the
same arguments are adduced.

This

And jov and
hee?

It came from

the

study

Romanism

lic circulation than the assertion that

the

high schools aie maintained by the poor
man’s money. The
poor man pays only
a poll tax. The AL support the high
schools.
3. The education of poor children until they show of what they are capable is

Dr.

that Thine maybe the glory, and mine
the eternal salvation.”
These
words,

from one of the ancient fathers, Dr.
Bethune, wrote underneath, ‘‘are proper
for any believing sinuer, in life and in
death.” Happy for the reader who can
make that prayer his own.

Italian bishop of the Romish Church.
' Because he wished Catholic

courage are with
— Trench.

fy what 1 am, and order what I shall be,

an

to be defeated, he proposed to expose
mercilessly this attack on the common
schools.
He did not make any attack on
the laity of that church, but upon this
Italian priesthood. There was another
Reformation needed- to be nailed up,
which was summarized as follows :
‘Why should high schools, thus improved, be maintained?
ds
]
1." The education of poor children is
the Plymouth Rock of Arherican liberty.
2. No more mischievous lie is in. pub-

and

Bethuue’s
Bible at the time of his death :
‘ Lord, pardon what I have been ; sandti-

had

of

strength

This prayer was found in the late

a generalship somewhere. Where?
In
the city of Rochester full light has been
turned on the New York opposition to education.

of

the

Texas ought to have

a princely

school

fund one of these days.
She has 20,000,000 acres of her outlaying lands set apart
for
school
porposes. She
now
spends
$629,000 on education, devoting a quarter

of the general revenue and half the proceedsof the poll-tax to that end.
Col. T. W. Higginson has given to the
library of Harvard

College a

collection

of

four hundred and thirty pamphlets,

bound

in twenty-three volumes,
slavery question.

to

relating

Thirteen Yale freshmen
iors

have

been

and

three jun-

dropped.—A

skull-and-

bones senior has stepped
ior

class,

the

first

down to the jun-.

instance

senior

society

class.

Such men generally

man’s

known

going

to

of a

a lower

leave

college.

amounted

mer,

to. $14,000, which is

when if they can

be

to

be used

carried

out

the above sum, the work will be begun.

this

having

se-

cured.10 sophomores and 2 freshmen.

favorable

circumstances,

It

has also a sound

financial basis,

to be about $2,000.
Last year there

|

Every minister

knows,

or

will

know,

e

ig

Cafv

public for another year we do so with a

firm convictioofn its increased usefulness
2s a family visitor and religious instruc-

, stomach or bowels,

Hemorrha

For

€8.

stanching

pupils.

million

The

five

and js used b Physicians
of all schools with
a certainty of success. For bleeding of the
it is'invaluable. Our Nasal and Fee

eo
aids in cases of internal bleeding.

Diphtheria
and Sore

have

increased since obligatory
decreed in 1877.

Throat, Items

education

and Br ises. FE ANdGloag.
nsin
The most obsti
healed and

Burns and Sealds, "iz
cured With!

ak Et dn Pery fom

Inflamed
{

ty.

g

eady or

or Sore

It-can
be used Nithaus Se slightest fear of
harm, quickly allayin,
tion and

Boreness Withotit pain

Earache, Toothache,and

Faceache. Then het set ding

to directions its effect is simply wonderful.
Blind, Bleeding or Itching. It
P i les, i. the greatest known remedy; ie:
ly curing when other medicines have failed,
4

N i pples,

Ague

in

Extract

Breast.

The

is cleanly

and

efficacious, and mothers who have once used
it will never be without if.

Female Complaints.

2:

need be called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract, is used. The pamJule which accompanies each bottle gives
directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

CAUTION.
POND’S EXTRACT Isle imitated
The

genuine

arti.

cle has the words “ Pond’s Extraet,” blown in the glass,
and Compariy's trade-mark on surrounding wrapper. It
is never sold in bulk. None other Tia guise. —Ak
insist on having Ponds: Extract.
Take no other pre.
paration, however much you may be pressed.

Prices

50c.,

$1.00,

and

$1.75.

PREPARED ONLY BY

OND’S

EXTRACT

New York and
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

CO.

London,

de:

power to enjoin the
languages and ornathe St. Louis public
Legislature has su-

of London,

ladies.

the
de-

with-

One

lady

pre-

for

the

degree of bachelor of laws. These are the
first twelve ladies who have been admitted
regular

of

any

English university.
i
Maine has now 41%5 school-houses

and

examinations

the State. The average wages
are

now

proper

tie: J DriPierce's Golden Fg
ER
ares
all
Humors, from the worst Scrofula to a common
Blotch, Pimple, or Eruption.
Mercurial discase,
Mineral Poisons, and their effects, are eradicated,
and vigorous health and a sound constitution established.”
Erysipe!
Salt-rhenm, Fever Soi
Scaly
or Rough Bkin, in short, all diseases caused by bad
blood, are conquered by this powerful, purifying, and
invigorating medicine.
.
pecially has it manifested its potency in curing
Tetter, Rose R
Bolls,
Oarbuneles,
Bore Eyes,
Berofulous Sores and Sw
White Swellings,
Gol
or Thick Neck, and Enlarged Glands,
1f you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have sallow
color of skin, or yellowish-brown spots on face or
ody, f
t headache
or dizzi
y bad taste in
mouth, internal heat or chills alternated with hot
flushes; low spirits, and gloomy orebodings ditegulny
a petite and
tongue coated, you are suffering from:
‘orptd Liver, or ¢Billousness.”
In many cases of
* Liver Complaint ” only part of these symptoms arc
experienced.
As a remedy for all such cases, Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery has no equal, as
it effects perfect and radical cures.
In the cure of Bronchitis, Severe Coughs, and the
early stages of Consutuption, it has astonished the
medical faculty, and eminent physicians pronounce
it the greatest medical discovery of the age. While
it cures the severest Coughs, it strengthens thesystem
and purifies
the blood.
Sold by druggists.
)
R. V. PIERCE, M. D., Prop'r, Worid's Dispensary
and Invalfds’ Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

$32.63

per

of the

month;

population of
this
number,

colored; 201,709
are under
twenty-one
years of ageand 123,114 of school age—
that is, between the ages of six and twen-

107,917 persons

live in the

88,897

in

south

the

north

‘division and 236,529 in the west division.
The public schools of the United States
from
each inbabitant
for
and military purposes, $1.39.

In other countries these two items of expenditure
are as follows:
Prussia, 51
cents and $2.29; Austria, 34 cents and
$1.39 ; France, 29 cents and $4.50; Italy,
13 cents and $1.57 ; England

and Wales,

66

cents and $6.86; Switzerland, 88 cents and
$1.

Secretary Dickenson
the

average

IANT

THE * LTT GATHARTIC.

v

No use of taking the large, repulsive, nauseous pills,
composed of cheap, crude, and bulky ingredients.
These Pellets arc scareely larger than mustard se
Being entirely
vegetable,
no particular care is required while using
them
hey operate without dlsturbance to the constitution, diet, or occupation.
For
Headac
Constipation,
y

Diz
Sour
Eructations fro
Taste in the "Mouth, Bilious attacks, Pain In region
ne;

*at a variety of diseases, it may be sald that thelr
4
Be animal ey
is universal, not a
ge
)
theirsanative impress. Age
does not impair the properties of these Pellets.
They are sugar-coated and inclosed in glass bottles,

pills put up in cheap wooden or pasteboard boxes.
for all diseases where a Laxative, Alterative, or
ve, is indicated, these little Pellets will give
hy
hy i Vv.
ERCE, M. SE,
W or 10s Di
nsary
and Invallds’ Hotel, Bidar Noe
Pe

teachers was

1115,

of

female

male teachers was $75.64, and of female
teachers, $33.04. The entire amount paid
to maintain the schools was $5,301,853.60,
equal to $17.84 to each person in the State
of school age, i. e.,
fromr five to fifteen

years old. This sum is equivalent to 4 1.2
‘mills onthe valuation of the State. The
amount of the school fund

was

71, and the income for the year

-

life,

day,

practical

al Tessons and notes on general Sundayschool

work,

Editorials

and

Editorial

totes and paragraphs on the living ques:
tions of the day, and particularly a de-

NEWS.

With the beginning of the next year
- we hope to have two hundred denominational news-gatherérs in the field, East and
West, who will keep our readers posted
on what is transpiring in every part of
our Zion.
TO PASTORS.

The importance of the Star in stimulating an interest in the benevolent and religious work of the denomination can mat
be over estimated. Will not every minister interest himself to put the Star inte
every family in his parish? The results
would soon be apparent in the fresh life
and activity of his church. Several pas-

fors who have done such a work, can bear

$2,067,581-

1878 was

.

[J

FEATURES.

the special attractions in the

of

doctrinal

and theological questions,
correspondence, the continuation and enlargement
of the Western department, and the
freshest and best matter in every part of
the paper. Farmers and produce-dealers
will find the latest market reperts in its
columns, and

advertisers

will

find

it a

desirable medium through which to reach
the public.
shwicd

REDUCED

PRICE.

As showing our desire to favor those
who are struggling with the hard times
we have reduced the price of the Star to

the figures mentioned at the head of this

4

announcement.
This will necessarily
reduce our income. We could not safely

attendance

teachers, 7890. Of the whole number .of
teachers, 3060 had attended
the normal
schools. The average monthly wages of

$140,369.74.

of the

sermons, essays, discussions

of the Massachu-’

in the public schools for the year 1878 was
228,447. The number enrolled of school
age ‘was 297,202,and 27,404 over the school
age attended the public schools. The number of male

yreat questions

Among

setts State Board of Education, in his re-{’
port, shows that

religious

next volume will be articles from an «bie
corps of editorial and special contributrs,

The school census of the city of Chicago
for the year 1878 shows the
the city to be 436,731. Of

require $2.02
their support,

and

thoughts on experimental religion, anecdotes and facts of interestin science and natural history, the progress of theArts,latcst
news from all parts of the world, embracing items of political, social, educational,
personal and religious information, book
notices, a department of missions devoted
especially to the interests of our own
benevolent work, a Sunday-school departmont embracing hints on the Internation

SPECIAL

the

for the schools last year was $936.648.
The school population numbers 214,797.
|

city,

national

profit of the family circle, the best selected and original poems, selections of a religious and literary character presemting
right views of morals as bearing on the

for-

of

increased only $3.13, and those of the female teacher $1.04, The amount expended

division of the

social,

stories adapted to the entertainment and

witne-s to the truth of that statement,

latter $12.98 per .week. In the past ten,
years the male teachers’ wages have been

ty-one;

contributed articles on topics of interest

partment of Denominational News that
makes the Star indispensable in every
Freewill Baptist family.

school property is
valued at
$3063.48.
There
are 2554
male teachers and 5,employed
in the
929 female
teuchers
mer

reading matter, that costs the subscriber
only a fraction over four cents. This
reading matter embraces correspondence

in"

Eyes.

For Broken Breast, Sore

pre-

paid at this office—we offeran eight-page
| paper, fifty-two times a year, each paper
containingan average of forty columns of

from the principal countries of the world,

oa 3 he

By its great and thorough blood-purifying

sented herself at the examination

the

For $2.20—the twenty cents being for
postage and incidentals that mustbe

{nthe
head, do. inOuttheseNasecases.Symingei io of
essential service
Sores, Ulcers, Wounds

was

out exception on precisely the same terms
asmen.
At
the
‘winter
matriculation,
two weeks ago, there were nearly six hundred candidates altogether, and eleven of

to

WHAT WE OFFER.

Catarrh. dian ream os

thoasand

Women are admitted this year, for
first time, to all the examinations and

these were young

good in the daily life.

’

Seyinthese 1 dangerous
on appouzancs
of fiat symptoms
diseases.

respectively

The court of appeals of Missouri has

cided that it has no
teaching of foreign
mental branches in
schools, and that the
preme control.

We mean thatit shall continue to stimulate the growthof all that is true and

DENOMINATIONAL

hundred

numbers

tor

bleeding, cither

external or internal, it is always reliable,

teachers in the rural school districts in Italy,

and one

_ In placing the Morning Star before the

cured by the free use of the
0 other medicine will cure as

Neuralgia.
are
atte

ng

neuralgio pains of the

thousand

the trouble that arises among singers,and
A Sudden Death.
the difficulty of keeping large choirs together. It is the result of their peculiarly | There is something terrible in the
sensitive’ organism. Preachers are liable thought’ of huving our friends stricken
to the same influences. They may not down at our side, without a parting word
either be fine singers or renowned
poets of endearment or consolation-—one moor painters, but they live in a realm of ment at our side in the flush of vigorous
nervous excitement. They have
a poetic life, cheering our hearts with their loving
outloek. They see pictures of beauty, sympathy ; the next at our feet, pale with
images of grandeur, and conceptions of death, deafto our cries and heedless of
purity and
glory.
The
realities of our tears. Every excessively fat person
practical life, the hard knocks of the is in instantdangerof such a death. Sevenworld, the discords of society, affect most tenths of the victims of obesity die ofheart
or apoplexy.
Allan’s Anti-Fat,
uncomfortably such constitutions.
But disease
the only remedy for obesity, reduces the
the minister should remember that he is weight by regulating the digestion and
sent to exhibit the beauty of a Christian assimulation of the food. Itis perfectly |
life and the spirit of gentleness
and harmless, and its use will insure, in every
patience in the midst of an agitated world. instance, a reduction of weight from two
— Bishop Simpson.
to tive pounds a week.
:

J

ca

reported

forty

were

ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1879, ~~ -

No other known
Jrparmion
ny
derful cures of

disease n its various forms.

witho!

for

A new secret society is to be established
in Amberst college, called the Phi’ Delta
Theta. The charter was obtained at the
last faculty meeting.
It starts off under

“The Marting Sr”

©

OE
a,
oured by using
A

the

432, 343 inhabitants are white and 4388 are
Suppose, now, that the churches seek a

Under the gilded dome there is nct |
little talk of allowing local comittees Lordi,
to regulate their school appropriation.

paid to

Fisk

now required to’have but fourteen hours of
recitations per week,
Fiveof the fourteen given to elective work, the largest
share of which is done in the department
of biology.
4s 2
i

grees of the University

— Zion's Herald.

town

Assistant Librarian John

iu remodeling the college library building. Plaps will be finished by next sum-

wish to

struction in their own

spent for instruction an adequate return
may be made certain.
3. County superintenden's of instruction to act in connection with the town
school committees should be appointed in

It is not safe tQ leave a

Rheumatism.
eyor
'ormed such

Association

16. The assumption that the children of

who

ed, so that when

as to

Rducational

are the corner stone of American civiliza-

sectarians

want

to

National

will hold its next meeting in Philadelphia;
July 29,30 and 31,
!
At a debt-paying meeting in the Foundry Methodist church in Washington, recently, President Hayes subscribed §500.
One hundred and seven scholarships are
now available at Harvard,
the sum of
$25,000 being annually distributed among
their holders,
.
;

— Eighteen men are in training for the university crew.
The $5,000 left to the Amherst College
by Mr. Sears some years ago has now

to

2. As a school can rise no higher in
merit than its teachers, a most thorough
examination of the latter should be secuc-

Massachusetts, with the power

in America,

otherwise attain in their best educated
public men.
15. High schools are opposed by and

well as tor collezes.

money

nursery

liberal education, and so gives the masses

1. High schools should have practical
courses of study and prepare pupils for
technical and industrial schools of the high-

people's

the

a confidence they would not,

the fo'lowing propositions :

the

schools are

tion the benefit of its best leadership; it
is a silver link between primary and the

religion,

morality and good government being essential to human happiness, schools and
the means of obtaining
knowledge shall
foreverbe maintained. It was time to
proclaim that American principles shall
be forever maintained.
Mr. Cook then summarized his position
on the general topic of the Bible in the
public schools, saying we must'adhere to
the principles of the common law, that
self-preservation is the first duty of the

er grades,as

not

14. Secondary instruction gives eiviliza-

ing intently, looked up into my face in a
very childlike way and said, * You will “State.
Rev. I. P. Langworthy then offered
tell Jesus all about us; won't you?” . .
prayer, and ‘‘ Just as I am” was sung,
Mrs. J. L. Phillips writes some things after which Mr. Cook took up his main
to which we would call the special atten- subject,
tion, not only of our Woman's Miss. Soc., THE COMMON SCHOOL, THE HIGH SCHOOL
but of all the women of the Free Baptist
AND THE POOR.
churches.
She says: * Fourteen years ago, Julia | The most abluring swindle, said he,
that a penny wise and pound foolish econand I opened the first zenana in Midna- omy ever forces upon the masses is a
pore. How
intensely interesting that poor school teacher. One system of educawork was, and still is, you well know. tion for the poor and another for the rich
Mrs. Bacheler and her daughter Mary would make an unwarranted distinction
give us glowing accounts of it now, and between the high and the low in the interest of heredity.
If there are any limp,
they could open many more houses had soft aristocrats, without children, who
they only funds and teachers. In our in- think they should not be taxed for the
tense delight among this class of people, “high schools, 1 say 1t is for their property
“1 have long feared that we were neglect- to speak. Without education that could
ing the poor. There is a strange fascina- not be safe, The children of the wealthy
must be protected by active competition
tion about zenana work, that does not to prevent them from falling into the luxattach itself to any other depar.ment of urious diseases of the rich. I hold that
physicians are right when they say the
missionary labor, and as we were drawn,
est brains come from the country; that
in spite of ourselves, into these rich, sesix generations in the city deteriorate the
cluded, dark homes, I have frequently stock. This is borne out by our great
said to myself, who will ever care for the men, past and present.
How can high schools be improved?
millions in the streets, the low castes and
the outcasts? Most of our Christians are Why should they be n.aintained? In answer to tne first question, Mr. Cook read

time. Our schools have been filled with
poor orphans. Our best zenana teachers
have come from these same schools.
Bengal is now less frequently afllicted

are

of that’ unite
citizenship which is essential to the perpetuity of American
institutions.
11. The high schools are the indispensable nursery of teachers for the public
common schools.
;
12. They are the nursery of industrial
schools and of the inventors who spring
from the ranks of labor.
13. They are the nursery of colleges,and
of the lawyers, physicians and preachers
which the colleges help to prepare for the
service of the people.

ed was to leave the mental faculties uncultivated. Such was the sentiment of
Germany to-day. This sentiment was‘the
resuls of eighty years' discussion in that
empire.. Copious extracts from various
authorities were made to sustain this
statement. * In America we have a constitution that ignores religion, you say; but
it is the State constitutions

rich,

The

ry THB GREAD.

PAIN
DESTROYER
AND
SPECIFIC
FOR INFLAMMATORY
DISEASES
AND HEMORRHAGES,
;

Likely to obtain an equipment that will
enab e them to compete with rich men’s "Harvard College Library has resigned his
office, and Mr. Samuel H. Scudder will |.
children educated well.
:
probably be appointed his successor.
7. The abolition of the high schools
The Wellesley college students have
open to the poor tends, therefore, to started
mission, and boquets are
widen the chasm between the children of sent to atheflower
Boston hospital twice'a week.
rich and poorand to make of the latter an
The Wesleyan Academy at ‘Wilbraham,
inferior class.
:
has received $6250 from the estate
8. American institutions can not bear Mass,
of the late Amos B. Merrillof Boston, bethe existence of permanent and heredita
sides his
tine library of 1200 volumes.
class distinctions, based merely on birt
Professor George: S. Morris, of Michiand wealth.
4
;
gan University, has accepted the chair of
9. The high schools are needed as Philosophy dnd Ethics in Johns Hopkins
much as military, naval and agricultural University at Baltimore, Md.
schools. The latter are supported at the
show that in Scotland, one
public expense, although only a few at- manFigures
in every thousand goes to college;
tend them. The benefit they
confer on in Germany, one in every three thousand,
the whole people is the justification ofthe and in Edgland one in every six thousand,
the tax on the whele people. for their
The Senior Class at Tufts College are
support.

report of Mr,

sectarianism displaces the

is they

poor children, even when of equal natural

Cook's lecture on Feb. 24 from the Boston
Transcript. The subject of his prelini-

the schools?

schools

awaken in poor children that have capacity a dissatisfaction with their condition
and an omnipresent spirit of aspiration
and self-help.
:
6. Educated only in the rudiments

feed;

west of the Ohio prescribed that

while there, we had worship in our tent.
The last three or four evenings one tent
would not accommodate them, so I took
the women into mine, and there they
talked

high shcools that they teach the poor and
ignorant to be dissatisfied with their con-

Speak truly, and each word of thine
Shall be a fruitful seed;

We clip the following

longer. The committee voted to station
me at Dantoon for a year, but by general consent I have come to labor the cold
After having been in

would’st reach;

It needs the overflow of heart
‘To give the lips full speech,

“Think truly, and thy thoughts

Hirani

| has ninety pupils.
‘
2
awaken to a consciousness of their own
Bowdoin has just received a gift of $20,capacities.
4
000, to be applied to the completion of
5. So far from itsbeing an objection to Memorial Hall.

J

BOSTON MONDAY LEOTURESHIP,:’

Miss Julia writes, Jan. 8th: + We have
been out something more than a fortnight, and hope to stay three weeks

gle.

°

Thou must be true thyself

season labor in their old jungle field
among the Santals, Mr. Burkholder and
Miss Hooper were with them, learning
the language and also how to work. Dr.
Bacheler was out in the district among
the’ Bengalis.

the only measure that can give the State
the full strength of its citizens.
Princeton now has fifty-eight post grad4. Children are not educated to this’ uate students.
degrea in the -common schools, but the
The Boston Latin School for Girls now
abler of them may, in the high schools,

t=
in

Letters from Camp

EDUOATIONAL.

Selections.

LATE INTELLIGENCE FROM INDIA.

vax NB

I

x

SYMPTOMS.

Frequent hedd=

ache, discharge falling into throat,
' sometimes profuse, watery, thick
1
__Inucous,, Rurulent, offensive, etc.
In others, a dryness, ary, watery, weak, or inflamed
eyes, stopping up, or obstruction, of the nasal passages, ringing in ears, deafness, hawking and coughing to clear the throaf, ulcerations, scabs from ulcers,

volce altered, nasal twang, offensive breath, impaired

or total deprivation of sense of smell and taste, diz-

ziness, mental depression, loss of appetite, indigestion, Folarged tonsils, ticklin
cough, ete. Only a
few of these
ptoms are likely to be present in any
case at one
time,
i

DR. SAGE'S CATARRH REMEDY

bensary and’ Invallds’ Ilotel, Buffalo, N.Y,

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULL

WARRANTED, . Catalogue sent Free.

& TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.
1yl

AGENTS
ED. $50

WANTto $125 a

YOUR OWN dorian &ntycios
HOW

TO

LAWYER

Men, Farmers,

BE

Mechanics,

edia

Porm.

©
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but

for

am

For Business

Property Owners, Ten-

ants, Se rYbad: every business, Saves many
times colt. Selling fast. Send for Circular and
Terms.
P. W. ZIEGLER & CO., 1600
Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
1y24

the

belief

that our offer will be appreciated,and that
many new subscribers will be added te

| our list.

Wiil the friends of the Star ge

to work for it at once?
All letters on

business

should

dressed to

produces Jadical cures of the worst cases of Catarrh,
no matter of how long stan ing. The liquid remedy
may be sn
or better applied by the use of Dr.
PIERCE'S Douche.
This is the only form of instrument yet invented with which fluid’ medicine can be
carried HIGH
UP and PERFECTLY APPLIED to all
arts of the affected nasal
passages, and the ehamers or cavities communicating
therewith, in
which
fores and Jicers frequently exist and from which
e
rr
scharge
generally procee
3 usc
is pleasant and Cay LL
from direc! ons
Atcompanying each instrument.
Dr. SAGES Catarr)
medy cures recent attacks of “Cold in ‘tho
Head” by a fw applications. It is mild and pleasant to use,
contal
ng no strong or caustic drags or
poisons.
Catarrh Remedy and Douche sold by drugs
R., V. PIERCE, M. D.. Prop’, orld's Dige

VANDUZEN

“I risk such a reduction

be

ade

|

I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
DovER, N. H.

1879.

REGISTER.

1879

The Register for 1879 is now ready for delivery.
In addition to all the matter heretofore found in
the Register, the Memoranda blanks are mow partially
filled by cronological dates of dereminational events, Price same as formerly.

Single copy, including postage,

-

-

+

Ji

By the dozen,
PURE
SI
including postage,
“
“

e

TEE
-

«

96
108

By the hundred,
““

+

s+

«
-

-

700

““

including postage,
= 800
Send orders to REV. I. D, STEWART,
Dover, N. H.
Ba

Money will be refunded if more are ordered

than can be sold, when the balance isreturned.

THE

MORNING

STAR.

on

5. 1879.
\

or

-

—
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————

which piety can te thus shown with better effect upon nll classes of persons
than in| the matter of personal deportment
and adornment, avoiding rudeness on the
one hand and vain display onthe other,

The EES y
fo
erm
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 1879.
Aa

All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
emul

Of all funds, it would seem

——

that

funds

contributed for missionary purposes ought

to be treasured

hy

persons who

would

be morally incapable of peculating
As a rule this is of

them.

course the case,

but

the developments concerning the treasurer of the Massachusetts Home Missionary

Society, an. old

and highly

respecta-

ble Congregational organization, show
that there are exceptions to the rule.
The lessons
taught by it are, among
others, that the

treasurer

of

such

funds

has no business to invest them as he
pleases, nor to attempt after the manner
of mere speculation to make money out of
their

use,

nor

to be

allowed

by

the

directors to fail of frequently giving a
strict“ account of the condition of the
treasury, When
a treasurer is thus allowed to make only partial reports, it is

difficult to see why the

|

directors are not

TENEMENTS AND HOMES.

olis, and set forth the duty of the rich in

the matter, if they would keep anything

like a clear conscience. The same subject
was further discussed at a meeting in
them, neither do you give them to your Cooper Institute Thursday evening, when
neighbors who would be glad to read Judge Noah Davis, Parke Godwin, Dr.
them, not being able to take a paper of Agnew and others familiar with the-sub«
their own. * Is it right to destroy papers ject addressed a large meeting and proin such circumstances—to kindle the fire duced, we trust, something of an awakenwith
them,
for instance,
when
they ing.
Both the Sunday and the Thursday
might be made to kindle a not unholy meetings are parts of a movement set on
flame in the mind of many a reader? foot by the State Charities Aid AssociaThere may be: a reading room in your tion, which is «meant to interest people
neighborhood, that could be profitably who live in homes in some practicable
supplied with a copy. We do not speak means of lightening the misery of those
of the Star exclusively, but ef all the who stay in huts.
°
wholesome reading matter that you do
Perhaps there is no city in—which so
not consider worth preserving. If you many large tenement houses inclose so
can not distribute this profitably in your much wretchedness as is the case in New

well.

own

But many of you do not preserve

vicinity,

there

are

numerous

honie

inissionary - centers all through
the
country to which it could be sent with
the best results.
Children’s
papers,
papers for older readers, magazines,

and

all claszes of good and instructive papers
and periodicals would be gladly received
at Harper's Ferry, for instance, and at
many other points in the South and West,
and made to do good missionary work.
Isn't it worth while to attend to the
" matter ?

7

Blessed is that church which has

. welcomed

converts to its

fold.

lately

They

will bring to it fresh life, and make all
its gatherings more animated and interesting. There is nothing so new as the
recital of the old, old story by one who
has just experienced its beauty. The
church should in turn prove a

blessing to

the converts. It should impress upon
them the value of practical Godliuess, of
becoming deportment, and of avoiding
“these things which
will in any way
- bring reproach upon the Name they now
wear. They should be taught the doctrine and faith of the church, and the rea-

. son for it; and, while their love is new,
they should be encouraged to take all
the steps necessary to a full and practical
church-membership. This implies much
more than a mere observance of the
ordinances. It implies an identity with
all the religious and charitable enterprises
of the church, dttendance at its meetings
and participation in them, an interest in
the Sunday-school, and a practice of all
those things that go to make up good:
citizenship,

pure

morals,

tianity and a blameless
needs

such

Christians,

sound

life.
and

The

Chris-

world

so does the

ehurch.
1 have no doubt,” says a correspondent speaking of the pleasure which the
venerable Peter Cooper takes in watching
the operations of the Institute in New
York city which his liberality has endowed, * that this splendid charity has
not only added fifty per cent. to his
happiness, but fifteen years to his life.”
What can be more genuine than such a
satisfaction as that? The Cooper Institute

practieally offers the privilege of a great
free college for the working people of the
city. Itis not often that
a man lives to

daily witness the blessing that his generosity thus bestows upon his fellow-men,
But such cases might be much more
numerous than they are. Viewed from
almost any side, how much

nobler is the

pel, in bringing people to an experiment-

al knowledge of the better life, it should
be borne in mind that the triumphs of the
Christian religion have been more markalways conducting one’s self with sincerity ed,perhaps,in proportion to the amount of
and humility; as becométh the children of preaching done, in the worst quarters of
God. We have recently been told of a our large cities than they bave been in
lady of wealth in one of our New Eng- the best. We have not yet forgotten the
land cities who makes ita part of her chastisement that Dr. John Hall once
religion to dress with becoming plainness gave a glowing philanthropist who had
when preparing for church, believing that affirmed at an anniversary of aFive Points
she owes such an example on the one charity, that there was more gospel for
hand to those who make attendance at such people in a barrel of bread than in a
church an occasion of display in dress,
barrel of old sermons. Of course neither
and on the other hand to those who may in the barrel would be worth much; but,
thus be encouraged neither to attempt to put into the life of the people, we should
dress beyond their means nor to remain hope for more from the sermons than
away from church
because they are from the bread.
|
But the aim of this movement seems | to
‘obliged to dress plainly. No more than
a just consideration for the Condition of be a most worthy one. Tt is certainly in
other people ought to influence all. true accord with the best humanitarian enthusiasm, and offers a golden opportunity
persons to do likewise.
To make
God's
house a place for the display of elegant for the upper half of society to discharge
toilettes, or to make the person at any some of its debt to the lower half.
time a medium for exhibiting the costuma
|
er's or the jeweler's art, is not a part of
ADVIOE WANTED.
pure religion. How vain is all such
A
church
of ability sufficient to sustain
display. * Thy law is better than gold
a
pastor
if
all
were interested and liberal,
and silver.”
does not have preaching more. than one

morally accountable, at least in part, for
That phase of practical Christianity
losses sustained. But the best lesson of -which takes cognizance of the, wretchedall is, we trust, to be taught by the con- ness of poor people and plans for "their
tinued steadfast faith of men in the ex- relief has rarely been more vigorously
istence of Christian integrity, and their preached than it was on the last Sunday
usual contributions for benevolent work in February in New York city, whem the
notwithstanding this delinquency of one leading pastors of the city depicted the
man.
woes of tenement house life in the MetropWhat do you do with your old papers?
If you carefully preserve them, that is

philanthropic work, subsidiary to the gos-

house homes,

It is stated that in no other

with

these

fearful

statistics,

poverty, bad air, lack

pinching

of sunlight,

rum

and all-abounding filth, and we may faint-

ly imagine the conditions which

produce

the disease known to the local doctors as

beg for their votes.

far as personal cleanliness is concerned,
there is no cleaner class of laborers in the
West than the Chinese. San Francisco
furnishes them no facilities for cleansing
their quarter in that city, and it must be
done ‘by their own exertions. And even
then it is quite as clean and sweet as
many other portions of the city. When

on

plans

for

model tenement houses, and at one of the
Sunday meetings one .gentleman in the
audience offered to be onc of ten to give
ten thousand dollars to make an experiment of one of the plans,
Rev. Dr. Potter; in his

sermon

on

the

subject, described the methods of tenement-house alleviation practiced in London by Mr. Ruskin and a Miss

Hill,

who

took a row of the most inferior houses and

gradually reformed and improved them
by invoking the sympathy and co-operation of the inmates. A little of this sort

use which Mr. Cooper has made of a of missionary work, says the Springfield
portion of his wealth than that which was Republican, has been attempted in New
made of theirs by almost any. one of the Yorkby a Mrs. Miles, who last year hired
very rich men who have recently died in one of the worst houses in the city slums,
that city. With these it is as though they and by a personal attention to the wants
- had hoarded seed and lived in the desert; of her tenants and by firm but generous
with him it is as though he had scattered enforcement of simple rules, revolutionizthe seed and was now resting amid ed for good the character of the place.
musical groves. Wealthy readers, whose The Ascension church has also accomexample do you
most admire? Do plished something of the same sort. We
generous deeds. « Length of days, and join all friends of humanity in wishing
long life, and peace, shall they add to that these may be but the beginnings in a
reform which, now that the public attenthee.”

owes to his fellow-men the duty of a
correct example;and that every Christian,
especially, owes at all times the duty of
exemplary piety. There are few ways in

posing that improving the temporal cone
dition of people removes the chief barrier
in the way of their progress to the heaven-

ly kingdom. While there is need of much

Baptist churches,

nearly

feet wet.

all the

of the

In

spite

of the

seeming

such Christians

to imply that Bro, Fulton

fool.”

is “ a

Bro. Fulton is not

But that

A leading

eminently

wise

church

in

Philadelphia

has

the worship of God without taking those who

have been singing in
all the week.

In speaking of Prof. Rose

detectives

or

three

years

ago,

—=—AN independent
the accounts kept by
Dexter savings

and

em-

through

bank, and into the

theo-

to

establish any theory but to get at the
truth. Their report
is published. It
gives much that is altogether new in tlie
matter, dispels much of the mystery which
has surrounded the affair;

and, itis most

gratifying to state, makes

a strong

cashier,

and

goes

case
far

place:..+The Littleton branch of the Houlton

church has recently enjoyed some revival: and
a few were converted in a Protracted meeting

Referring to one or two expressions in the
article by P. Newman on the first page, we
wish to say that there ought to be no false distinctions made in speaking of “laboring men.”

conducted by the pastor.

The revival in the Beech Ridge chi is
still progressing. More than thirty have risen for prayers already, and many backsliders
are coming out into the light. -

‘We are all laboring men, if we earn a living,
as Bro. P. does, and if we do not we ought to

:

The

to

Vermont.

Rev. D. E. Land bas resigned his pastorate
of the East Cambridge church, to take effect
the last of March. He is at liberty to correspend with any church in the State.
.
Rev. 8. W. Cowell acknowledges the receipt of two donation visits from the people of
Waterbury.
The Huntington Q. M. is in need of ministerial laborers. For further information address
Rev. 8. W. Cowell, Waterbury Center, Vt.
The Sutton church is in the midst of a pre-

writer of this note often hasa painful impression that he is a laboring man, and ventures
to say that he labors as many days in a year

and possibly as many hours in a day as ninetenths of his readers.
At the next school-district meetings in New
Hampshire, women may vote on all questions
‘relating to the public schools, according to the
following law which was enacted by the last
legislature :
Any person, whether male or female, but in
all ether respects, except sex, qualified to vote
in town affairs, may vote in school-district
meetings in the district in which such person
has resided and had a home one month next
preceding such meeting.

clous revival.
Hollis Jordan,
ress for two
another week

Revival meetings, led by Bro.
evangelist, have been in progweeks past, and are to go on
or more,
Some precious souls

huve come to Christ, and others are coming.
The work deepens in interest at each meeting.

at

least, sufficiently interested in the management
of the schools, to bring her to the polls, if
circumstances permitted.
No true woman
would be degraded by enguging in work so essentially ennobling. -

iately been going on, conducted thoroughly and patiently by leading lawyers and

for the dead

of Rev. Bro. Millett who bas been teaching at

our Seminary. God has been calling that community by the voice of sudden death, and in
the meetings ome ten or twelve have been
converted.
Rev, F. H. Bubar recently baptized four
persons in the town of Crystal and received
three of them to the Potter church, the other
Joining the Congregationalist church. Six
more are to be baptized soon, the results of
meetings conducted by him at the close of the
Oct. session of the Houlton Q. M. held. at that

and his connec

be ashamed of it—that is, if we are well.

his
.

There has been some. religious interest at
North Parsounsfield recently, under the labors.

different spirit

We should expect to find every mother,

by detectives, has

citizens of Maine, not with a purpose

labors,

week. The Director of the University luboratory and not his Assistant, was Wie person
whom we had in mind.

investigation into
the cashier of the

ries lately advanced

weak society which was nourished under

by which Prof. Rose was found to be innocent
and another person guilty, will appear next

Solomon

who were

at Greene will be
13th....In’ Bangor

and powerful denomination from the small and

communication from the chairman of one of
the investigating committees of the legislature,

——WE need detectives to detect detect.
of Hoston,

much

a donu& Lyman

one of the pioneers of the Free Baptist faith
in Lewiston, was waited on by a large number
of friends one evening last week, and presented with a purse of about $200, and other acceptable gifts. Father P, is now in declining
years and has witnessed the growth of a large

tion with the Michigay University as we did
in the Star of Feb. 19, we unintentionally did
injustice to a probably innocent person. A

of themselves.

The so-called

a

Waterboro’

union gospel meetings are being held which
are of great interest...,Rev. Gideon Perkins,

dis-

was the public proélamation of defiance
made by the students followed so speedily
by their humble submission. They missed a grand opportunity to make martyrs

acknowledges

church, Jan, 6.
The new meeting-house
dedicated, Thursday, the

in

ridiculous thing about the Trinity case

Potter

tion of $37.50 from the

for-

most

days of rebellion and were duly installed

and Cohen,

Rev. Jas. 8.

consummate

charged one of the members of its choir because he was in the habit of singing weekevenings at theaters and similar places of
amusement where his services might be required, The example is a good one. Enough
Christian singers can be had for this part of

ives.

Maine.

in

bearance in describing him might not be
amiss, It séems that his apology to the New
York Baptist Ministers’ Association did not
sufficiently apologize, and he’ has been ruth
lessly expelled.

there can be only one erd to college rows
is proved in this case as well as in the
case of Trinity, whose students returned
with acknowledgments after two or three.
the

Eastern.

ought

all his conduct, but the exercise of a little

held under a pump and deluged. It is
stated that all the facts in this latter case
put the students in a more favorable

in their old places. ; After all,

Ministers and Churches,

contradice

We don’t think thut the Independent

lark in Rhinebeck, N. Y., during which
one was badly beaten, and another was

the first reports.

beeause

tion, it is possibleto find

students werg suspended because of a disturbance among them growing out of a

light than

worship

‘ cat-feet Christians,” in allusion to the remarkable aversion of that animal to getting its

Bro, Jordan

is an

earnest

worker,

and

ex-

pert Bible reader, seeking to make
¢ hristians wherever he works,
gs

Massachusetts:

Bible
;
Tay

There has been a steady revival interest in
the Lawrence church all winter.
Six were
received to the church, Sabbath, March 2.
3
' New York.

Denominational Hetos.
A Family 1 Reunion,

tev. W. H. Waldron will be without a pulpit after April 1. He may be addressed at
Lowville, N. Y.
:

There was a very Hloresting and siguificant family gathering at the Lewiston,
Main St., church the other evening. . The

The Jefferson Q. M. held its Feb. session
with the church at Philadelphia, which is one
of the seven churches of the Q. M.
Our peopie having no house of worship, the M. EK.

It isa fact

that,

so

strengthen the belief, so rudely shaken by
the recent di%closures and publication of

missionary work.
Mrs. Ramsey contributes a poem, and Mrs. Hills continues her

reminiscences of the early history of our
foreign missionary work. ‘‘ An appeal
to Western Workers,” woman's work in
the Quarterly Meetings, an appeal for
Myrtle Hall,
foreign
correspondence,
post-office addresses of

missionaries,

the

departments of * Workers in Council”
and the ** Children's Niche,” and a list of
miscellaneous contributions all add to the
completeness of a quite interesting number. The subscription list is gradually
increasing. It deserves to be much
larger.

BRIEF

NOTES.

Have you decided how much more you can
give to benevolent objects this year than you

and poverty, does he forget the millions
of dollars in taxes yearly paid into the
California State treasury on property that
Chinese have accumulated ? Mr. Blaine
complains of the vast immigration of the
Chinese. But more Irish and
other

ington thinks of advising his people to emigrate to Ireland, “ the only country that Le
knows of that is not ruled by the Irish.”
“Won't
somebody
respectfully ask Mary
Clemmer not to report so frequently what * a
little bird in the air came and told” her? The

foreigners sometimes land in this country
in a single day than there have been of

people want facts, and
little birds” are never
reliable,—that is, hardly ever,

‘year than come over. Again, he says
the Christian sentiment of the Pacific
coast is against the Chinese.
we know, the only Christian

So far as
sentiment

against them

by

is represented

Isaac S. Kalloch,

whose

Rev.

very name is an

offense to pure minded people that know
him. We trust that Mr. Blaine will lose
more influence for the presidency in the
East,by his false position on this question,
than he will gain in the West.
And we
are not disposed to modify that statement,
notwithstanding the President's veto,
which is a welcome item in Monday

The country is honored

legation

now

in Wash-

' The Bates Student for February is a

ered:

itable number, whether it be regarded
showing the literary tuste of its editors

as
or

their appreciation of what should constitute a
fitting variety in a college periodical.

Zion's Herald, with

‘becoming philosophi-

cal cheerfulness, referring to the departure
lately of several clergymen from the Metho~
dist church, says, ¢“ The vacancies made only

create better opportunities for those that are
still loyal to her polity.”
“Brother O’Neall,” says the Baptist Review,
¢ in sending us money could not make the
right change, so he sent fifty cents too much,

with a request to use the surplus
work.”

‘A

most

commendable

making change.
The Alliance finds ten

for mission
method

sets of Mrs.

worth’s works in the Chicago

public

of

Southlibrary;

hut not a volume of De Quincey’s, and accordingly exclaims, “It is a sad commentary on the

By

— There have been two college disturbances the past week, one in Trinity:
College, Hartford,
Ct., where

One of the Chinese

nearly

all'

tastes of the reading public.” We believe it
was a Chicago woman who selected her books
by the amount of gilt on the covers.
With

characteristic aptness

of I know not what hidden forces

an

old

colored

of at-

tractions and affinities, which lie beneath
the surface of human friendships, and
you would have recognized an increased
capacity of social

pleasure

arising

cause, as the pastor informed

us,

and

think

it was

alike,

the winter, an interesting
prayer-meeting, and also
And with $800,the amount

meeting-house

which they sold, they ‘have $3000 subscribed
towards a new one....The church at Depauville is without
a pastor, but having a good
house of worship and parsonage located in a
nice town, and a good membership, they will,

the first friendly courtesy of the kind,
whereby the whole family had formally
met together. Here they -have dwelt,
these three sisters, side by side for these
many years, with nothing to divide them.
Nay! with everything to attract them to
each other, and this was the first season
of a family reunion. We talk of creeds,
sometimes, we wonder why everybody
alike

sustained, through
8,8. and weekly
covenant-meeting.

received for one-half of an old

from

this union of Christian interests.
I name this a significant gathering, be-

can not see

gave last year?

Chinese immigrants in the last twenty
years. Besides, more now go back each

.

of

Mr. Blaine talks about Chinese servility

tion is beingso persistently directed to it,
Talk of personal liberty as wé may, it may be largely accelerated in the future.
morning's news.
ought
to be admitted that every person
But let us not make the mistake of sup- by his act.
NN

Annandale, N, Y., where

pubhe

elder branch of the Free Baptist family church of the town kindly offered them the
had invited two sister churches of Auburn use of theirs, which they accepted, and we
*“ theories,” that he died father than be- and Lewiston, Me.,to spend a social evening worshiped together during the session, and it
tray his trust, and that he was not the with her, and although the evening had was, really, a union feast. The meeting was
largely attended and interesting throughout,
monstrous criminal some have endeavor- been-all that a blustering February night but especially so on the Sabbath. The large
can
be,
when
on
its
worst
behavior,
the
ed to prove him.
audience seemed to say, while listening to the
different members of the family were all Word, ** I sit under his shadow with great deBisnor COXE in a communication to weil represented, one of the sisters bring- light, and his fruit is sweet ‘to my taste.”
the Independent speaks hopefully of the ing her new minister, to be welcomed After a good collection was taken. for ‘mission
position of Father Hyacinthe in France and adopted into the loving sympathy of purposes, a large number of disciples of different sects commemorated the death and
just now. He believes that the recent all the relatives.
sufferingsof the dear Lord, aud it was a #eaHad
you
opened
the
door
of
the
church
|
triumph of the Republican principle will
son of precious interest. Denominations were
CURRENT TOPICS.
insure still greater liberty of conscience reception room, as many of us were per- forgotten and Christ was honored. Rev. J. J.
——MR. BLAINE'S subsequent re-inforce: in that country, and that the adherents of mitted to do on that evening, you would
Allen preached in the evening, after which a
ment of his Senate position on the unti- the Gallican church, with which Father have felt yourself drawn by invisible rich praise-meeting was enjoyed. The MethoChinese bill,by a letter to the N. Y. 7ri- Hyacinthe is identified, will be able to hands of warm
welcome, within this dist choir furnished singing throughout the
session of the Q..M. The F. B. church at
bune, is a tacit acknowledgment that his wield a still greater power.
** A crisis is gathering of Christian hearts. You would Philadelphia
is small, and without a pastor or
Senate speech needed support. But his 1 at hand,” says Bishop Coxe, ‘‘ which may have seen, as we did, a smile upon
meeting-house, yet the members are of the
Tribune letter needs support most of all. It disestablish theie Pups religion.”
every countenance, and you would have best of material, and the Sth verse of 3rd
is specious. The argument, so far as there
felt the muscles of your own face relaxing Rev. will literally apply to them: “ I know
—
in
is any, is delusive. It is not according to
until
it had taken on an expression in thy works; behold I have set- before thee an
facts. It is meant to mislead people who wine Mack number of the Wiosionary harmony with your general surroundings. open door, and no man can shut it; for thou
Helper comes promptly to hand. It opens
“hast a little strength, and hast kept my word,
do not know the history of the Chinese in
with a stirring appeal in behalf of resolute -You would have felt the mysterious effects “and hast not denied my name.” They have

air, and seclusion, and the results are en-

competing

rain,

pertaining to its welfare. A small minority
sustains two live prayer-meetings a week, whose manipulations a. Mr. Buzzell is
and struggles on against the embarrass- now under sentence of death, are shown,
ments of the dead weights who bring the by the affidavit of one of the two, to have
cause of Christ into disrepute. One of this manufactured evidence against Buzzell
minority writes us for advice through the by frightening a boy. into telling what
Star, and asks, What shall we do ? Shall they wished him to tell, They are also
we attempt to discipline the majority, or found to have conspired to wreck a raildisband the church and re-organize, or road train in Massachusetts, for moneystruggle on as we are with all of these making purposes, and to be concerned in
hindrances, or shall we give up and let other crooked practices. These revelations
may secure . another trial for Buzzell,
the cause go ?
So many circumstances,
of
which unless they are shown to be a part of a
strangers can have no adequate concep- scheme to clear him when he is guilty.
tion, are liable to modify the condition of The detective system is always liable to
things with this church, that no advice abuse. This case will not increase public
can be wisely given, except in general confidence in the theory of the detectives
terms.
Our advice,such as it is, we give that the Dexter bank cashier committed
suicide.
Van)
as follows:
13d

conraging.
Not only New York but
nearly every large city in the Union needs
the blessing of some such practical experiment in behalf of its poor. It is stated that architects in New York particular-

freely

neg-

lected

two

*¢ tenement-house rot”—the gradual decay, physically as well as mentally and
morally, of the dwellers i
ese overcrowded abodes.
a
:
The gospel behind thi movement is - this country. That coolyism and the
that this state of affairs can be remedied importation of Chinese prostitutes were
by the aid of men of wealth in making forbidden by law several years ago could
practical some of their professed religion. not have been better known by Mr.
One gentleman in Brooklyn bas already Blaine than the abundant testimony from
proved this by an experiment which he reliable sources that those laws are
has been working out during the last few obeyed. He says the Chinese in their
y&hrs. * Without Toss to ‘himself he has San Francisco quarter are filthy. But
conducted a tenement establishment on what about the multitudes of Irish and
the plan of giving each family the greatest other foreigners in many cities, to whom
possible amount of room, sunlight, pure Mr. Blaine thus goes down in the dirt to

ly are

man in Charleston used to call those who

fourth of the tinge, and a large majority of ployed to. work up the mystery of the
the church takes no interest in anything Hanson murder in Wolfeborough, N. H.,

1. Do almost anything, rather than
give up the interest as a lost cause. Better
keep up a weekly meeting with only two
or three families, for your own spiritual
good. The influence of such meetings |
must tell upon others sooner or later for
their good.
2. Call a meeting of the church to conYork city. Some of the revelations made
in the Sunday’s discourses already alluded sider its wants and prospects, if there is
to are startling. There are 21,000 of these reason to believe that such a meeting
will be conducted in a kind.and charitable
bapeful structures in the city, inhabited
by 500,000 people. Of last year’s deaths spirit. Either with or without sucha
nearly 19,000 out of 27,000 occurred in ten- meeting, arrange to have the entire church
ements.
The 11th ward, for instanee,
has visited by those interested in its prosperia population of 64,000, or an average of ty. with the end in view of increasing its305 to the acre, while the 17th ward is spirituality and usefulness, looking to
peopled nearly as densely. In a single God in the meantime for his blessing on
block of one of these wards there are ten- the effort.
3. If this visitation does not produce
ements housing 2356 persons. The famous east-end of London can bardly show the hoped for results, try and have the
such a record of crowded humanity as church, or such as can be got together,
that. The evils extend to the children call a council of a few good clergymen
and thus perpetuate themselves. Of the and laymen, who, after ascertaining the
20,000 children committed by the magis- facts and the condition of things, may
trates during the year, all had tenement- give you important advice.
large city is the proportion -of juvenile
crime so great as in New York. Mingie

of the students left college out of sympathy with some fellow-students who had
been suspended for celebrating Washington’s birthday contrary to faculty rules,
and the other at ‘St. Stephen's College,

undoubtedly, secure one in the spring. The
members are in harmony, and we shall look
for manifest interest there....The old Harrisburg church, which has a good history, and
has done a good work in the past, unites with
“theC. Baptists, with whom
they own their
house in commen, in sustaining preaching.

At present they employ a C. B. minister, and
worship
in commendable harmony....The
church at Sprague’s Corners,or now Keeneville,

is doing well under the guidance

and

live in harmony as loving brothers. We
would like, we think, to see the dividing
lines cut asunder which are stretched about
certain sects like so many strong fences,

and we would like to see the whole Chris-

H. Merriman, pastor.

of Rev.

W.

Rev. Dr. E. O. Cook

is

holding the fort at Fowler...
The church
Lowville will probably close their house

at
in

the spring, hang their harps upon

the willow,

and sit down by the Blaek river and weep,

be-

cause of

On

financial

inability

to continue.

tian family, distant cousins and all, in ‘many accounts that would be sad, dreadfully
sad, L. is one of the finest towns in Northern
one great congregation together, where New York, and we ought to have a church
we could count them, and form some

idea

of the grand army of the Lord among the
nations. Oh, we long for some sort of a
‘grand review" to pass visibly before our
mortal eye, with

banners

and

songs,

a

united host with one common purpose,
and opposed to one common foe. But
here are these three near and dear sisters,
of the same name,

interests

and

creed,

who have just discovered, almost, that
they are relatives! who have just inaugurated a custom of family sitting together
which from the very success of its first
attempt will not be neglected in the future.

The first improvement

upon

this ar-

rangement, we modestly suggest, is to
extend the courtesy. to some other relative
in the family, who politely begs leave to
differ on some of the domestic matters,but

who nevertheless does not disown the

close relationship. All these friendly
hand-clasps will but strengthen the deep
under-current of Christian union which is
swelling higher and higher in the hearts
of the Christian nations of this age.
Ina HAZELTON.

here. Weowna good house, well located,
and a portion of the membership are choice
spirits, and the young people are especially
interesting. The church is well united, and
much beloved by the pastor.

The

closing

of

the Lowville church will be a calamity to the
Q. M. and
to our cause in northern N. Y. A
little help from the H. M. might carry it
through the present embarrassment, and save
it.

But an empty

treasury

can

not

do

that

little.~w. H.W.
?
A revival

the

last

Pennsylvania,
meeting has been carried

two

weeks in

the

on

for

Willistown

church, under the charge of Rev. Thomas

Ar-

mour, who under God, has been the instrument of a vast amount of good in that neighborhood.
Thirteen persons have professed
conversion, four of whom

lies.

and indifferent have

into
life
The
was
‘It is

are

A large number who

heads

of fami-

had become

cold

been revived and brought

a closer relation with the Lord,and new
infused into the whole
neighborhood.
meeting-house, originally P, Methodist,
sold for debt and had fallen into disuse.
of stone, builton a hill, and can be seen a

great distance.

The people have concluded

buy it and the church will be

dedicated

to

in a

short time, if not. free from

ncumbrance,

with not more than three or

{dtr hundred dol-

°

THE MORNING STAR:
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ars against it.

membership consists prin

The

the attendance was not large. Business sessions very harmonious; social meetings spir-

cipally of Chester county farmers whose fame
for liberality and thrift gives the best augury

of success.

{tual
; preaching in the spirit of the
Wednesday,p. M.,devoted
to Woman’s

On Feb. 13, Rev. 'W. N. Cantrell,

work, and

M. D., administered the Loid's Supper; when

March, and if satisfied of the qualifications of

the candidate, will proceed to ordain him.
' There are over twenty who have requested to
be immersed, and Brother Armour proposes to
administer the ordinance as soon as he has
Deen properly qualified.
SE +t
ee

M.

has

gratifying

with

"The Jate session of the Rock & Dane Q. M.
was held with the Rome’ church, since which

‘time the meeting has been protracted. Backcon«sliders are being reclaimed and sinners

vertad,
‘Michigan.
.
© Miss Mary Garard has receiveda unanimous
«call from the church and society of Pittsferd
F. B. church to supply their pulpit next
is

The Dover F. B. church, says ‘the Hillsdale
Herald, is enjoying a precious revival under
the direction of the Rev. James Boyd. Mr.
B. recently closed a meeting at: Fairfield, in
were

over

conversions,

twenty

* including thq leading men of the. place,
The teachers and officers

of the Wheatland

F. B. Sabbath-school gave

last Saturday evening.
sisted

of literary

the school

The bill

exercises,

a social

of fare

con-

sweetmeats

:sociableness, The company
ithe evening profitably spent.

was

and

large, and

Rev. I. R. Spencer has accepted a call from
the New Haven church, and will commence

his labors the first of April.

This

leaves the

«Goodrich church without a pastor....Rev.
Geo.
Bullock has entered upon the pastorate
of the Millington church, and they have commengced to build a house of worship....The

contemplates

church at North Branch

build-

ing
a house for God.
The members feel the
, congregation is increasing under
necessitythe
the faithful labors of their pastor, Rev. G. B.

Cutter,
build.

and

the

community

say

rise

and

Kansas.

Rev. Wm. Jones recently closed a protracted meeting with the Star church, Chautauqua
«Co., which resulted in a geodly number of

conversions,
and seven additions to the chureh.
The church is now in a flourishing condition.
Rev. E. V. Merrett is holding a protracted
meeting with the Plymouth church, Labette

Co.

He recently baptized three

and

JO.
b

others

by

letter

only.

We

were

cheered by the presence of Revs. Keys and E.
V, Merreit from the F't, Sout Q. ; as por
responding messengers.
e question of or-

‘ pesults.«..Rev. E. Nv Wright is at present
supplying the Burnett church....Rev. A. G.
Brand, the pastor at Waupun, was of late
‘handsomely remembered by his 8. 8, class,

which there

MmpLE CANEY (formerly Momgoniery

genial

church

Year.

il

and some"

going on in the Scott
The good work isgtill
& Marcellon church.besRev. :J J. Hull, of
Rock & Dane Q. M., has! been engnged .to

ings with the former

a

many had to travel, the attendance
was small.
Five churches were represented bv delegutes,

bs

churehes for one year....Bro. D. B. Coffin
been engaged to labor with the Rosendale and
Nekimi churches, and has been holding meet-

“After

roads, bad weather, and the long distance that

Wisopmetm

preach to the Gram: Prairie and S. &

.

Kas.,) Q. M.—Held its last session wit
Plymouth church, Feb, 7-9, Owing to

Western.
14

in

Location of next session referred to the
clerk. Please send request.
;
P. SMITH, Clerk.

in

Sunday

third

the

on

year.

will

a council, ‘which

has requested

aneet, God willing,

Sabbath-school

Master.
Mission

orong and very satisfactory examination,
Bro, B. Duna
well, of the Kennebunk
whurch, received
license to preach for one

a bandsome service of silver was for the first
time produced thunks to the exertions of sister
Fry. Brother Armour being a licentiate, the
«church

¥

received

them into the church.
Bro. Keyes is laboring with him some and the prospect is very
encouraging.
;
Rev. John B. Fast has been holding revival
meetings with the Maple Grove church, Cherokee Co., with good success,
Ohio.

During the last week in Jan. and first week
in Feb., Rev. J. A. Sutton held a two weeks
meeting with the Sugar Run (Osceola) F. B.
church.
The church was considerably revived, backsliders reclaimed and some four accessions, each giving evidence of conversion.
1t is thought the Lord would have more abun«antly blessed the effort could it have been
«ontinued longer, but the pastor's health gave

way and to close the meetings was an absolute
mecessity....
The Maineville church is ‘holding
fast its integrity. God has blessed the labors
of Bro. Tibbetts and one accession is reported.
««+«The Beach Grove church has employed
for another year's service its former pastor,

Rev. J. Hisey, of Waynesville, Ohio....We

aY.M. Oe carefully considered
but

t was

thought that we were not

port it at the present.

able

to

Subs

Meetings for worship

were interesting and profitable.

Considerable

revival interest was manifested. Steps were
taken to try and raise money to support a
missionary within the bounds of the Q. M.
Next session with the Bethel church, Chautauqua Co., May 9—11; and a full attendance is
desired.
N. A. BREWSTER, Clerk.
GIBSON
Qi M.~~Held its last session with the
Thomson church. Owing to the drifted roads,
several of the churches were not represented,
Many of the churches are without pastors

and we fear are losing
ground. Bro. A. H,
Fish, who has labored so many
years in tiis
Q. M., is in feeble health,so much so that he is
unable to preach at all; thus leaving

the entire

Q. M. of ten churches with only
two ministers, who are able to preach,within its bounds.
The session was one of interest and, we trust,
of

profit te all present.

ext ression

with

the

Jackson

church.

Conference Friday, May 30, at 2:30 p. M.

;

C. WHITNKY,

Clerk.

Miami Q. M.~Held its last session with

the

Maineville church, Jan 18. . Rev. I. H. Dudley in the
chair.
Delegations
from
the
churches small. Some interest on the part of

the churches reported, but a feeling sense
the want

of more

earnest

work.

We

Sabbath.

Her description of the condition

of

were

fuvored with the preseace of Miss Nellie Phillips, missionary elect to India. She spoke to a
large and very interested audience on the
the work, and her interest in it, made

of

a good

impression, and, we trust,will result in perma-

nent

felt all

to this péople.

through the session.

A

interest was

resolution

was

passed welcoming Sister Phillips to our churches as mission agent, and one recommending
the
card system of SolletHng fynds. Business
was transacted with unanimity, and a good
feeling prevailed.
Next session
with the Pleasant Plains
church, commencing April 19, at 9, A. M.

E. TiBBETTS, Clerk pro tem.

opening sermon on Friday evening. ‘Previous
to Conference, Rev, Brooks, of Griffins Mills,
Erie Co., preached a very

interesting

sermon

on the subject of ** Christ the good Shepherd.”
Following

convened

Bro.

Brooks’ sermon,

and attended to its usual

Conference

routine

of

business. The four churches were alt represented by delegates from each, Revs. McCoon,
of Ithica, and Brooks, of Griffins Mills, favored us with their presence, and were invited to
take part with us in our deliberations. All
of the churches reported.
Hamlet church reported public meetings well attended and Sabbath-school in a flourishing condition; union
good, and it is enjoying the labors of Rev. Mr.
Spencer.
Dayton church reports that it is
in rather feeble condition, but the union is
good;
has engaged Rev. D. Brown as pastor,
and is being prospered under his labors.
The
Cherry Creek church is being revived by holding a series of union meetings with the regular
Baptists.
Religious interest is good.
Rev. A.
P. Cook is their pastor.
Sabbath-school flourishing.
Ellington church reports no pastor,
but expects soon to have one.
Maintains
prayer-meetings.
Union good.
After a short
interraission for dinner the brethren assembled
for prayer-meeting which was followed by a
sermon from Rev, B. McCoon.,
After sermon
came the quarterly covenant meeting which
wus very interesting indeed, nearly all of the
congregation witnessing for the Master.
After
tea the brethren assembled for prayer-meeting,
which was followed by a sermon from Rev.
Mr. Spencer, which was delivered with spirit
and with power.
Sunday,#10 A. M., prayer

meeting, and 11 A. M., sermon by Rev. Mr.

much
scattered.
The
meeting-hotse
was
built when the people lived on
leases. I assisted in cutting the logs for the house,in 1865;
since that time there have been many changes,
and many of the membérs have bought land
and moved away same distance from the place
ofholding Beeting; They expect to movetheir
house and then they will have a permanent
church.
This Q. M, is in a thriving state and
the ministers se¢em well united and hard at

Lord

send

t.”
forth laborers into his harves«ees
Rev. I.

D.

Reed, an aged fatherin the . ministry, formerly
editor of the Blanchester Press, has disposed
«of his interest in'the Press office, and is at
present confined to his room with prostrated
health,
The sympathy of the church and the
community go out toward the aged veteran of

the cross. May the Lord lengthen his days
and he once again become a power in his servee

Iowa.

Brother David Jewell, of Volga City, was
ordained to the work of the gospel ministry

at the session of the Q. M. held

with

Madison

«church, Feb, 23. Programme:
Invocation
and reading of the Scriptures by Rev, IL. E.
Bixby, of Ill.; Introductory prayer by Rev.
H. Gifford; Sermon by Rev. I. W. Drew;
Consecrating prayer by N. W. Bixby; Charge

by Rev. R. Norton; Right hand
by Rev. W, Small; concluding

of fellowship
prayer by Rev.

Mr. Smith. Singing was interspersed in its
appropriate place in the service. Benediction
by the candidate.
wi
:
West Virginia. .

The brethren have had their spirits greatly
rovived by the return

of their

fellow-lahorer,

Rev. D. Powell,to Flemington, who is now
rendering efficient service
this field.
.

for the

Master

in

Kentucky.
Since last fall thirty-five converts

have

been

added by baptism to the:Corydon church.

- Quarterly Beetings.
Hague, Hadley, Johnsburg,

Loon

Lake

With pins, as is sometimes the case.

Next session at Hague,
« Hi H. Davis, Clerk.

2123.

CLAYTON Q.
the Madison

NMounp City Q. M.—Held its last session
with the America church, Feb. 14—16.
All
the churches were reported.
Some thirty-six
delegates were present.
The members of the

church where the meeting was held

work.

are

very

J. 8. MANNING.

CARBONDALE
Q. M.--Held its last term
with the Murphreysboro’ church, Feb, 21—23.
This Q. M. has been in a feeble state for some
time past, but it is now showing signs of new
life, and will, I am sure, become more vigors
ous and strong.
The ministers have been
mostly old men, in the past, but we now have
some young men that are coming into the
work, who are doing service for the Master
and the prospects for future growth are very
encouraging.
The session wus very pleasant
and profitable, and the meeting is continuing
with flattering prospects,
Last night (Monduy) seventeen
were forward for prayers.

The white citizens of the plaee seem

interested in their meetings. The Methodists
very kindly gave us the use of their house to
hold our meeting in up to Sabbath evening.

‘Then the missionary

Baptists very generously

let us occupy theirs.
For these favors we
would express our thanks, Murphreysboro’ is
the county seat of Jackson, and contains about
8000 inhabitants, and is the birthplace of Gen.

John A. Logan.

J. 8. MANNING.

CAIRO Q. M.—Held its Feb. term with the
2nd Cairo church,
The churches all repre-

sented by delegates and letters,but the churches In Mo. The'November session was not held,
on account
of the yellow fever, and the
churches down the river did not just know

is in a good working state, and is well united.
e had a very pleasant session.
Some
souls found the Saviour precious ring the
session, and the meeting was increasing
in in-

terest when we left.

J. 8, MANNING.

M.—Held its
church,
Féh.

Rev. I, W. Drew presided. Most 'of
churches reported.
Some of them are enjoying prosperity.
Brother Reuben Hensly of
Albany wus licensed to. Fr
ch.
Sermons

Religions Miscellany,
A new Episcopal church has lately, been
opened in Bellefontaine, O.
The Evangelical Mennonites expel all
members who insure theirlives.
A dancing-master ina Chicago suburb
suspended school during a revival effort.
Iliinois churches, during the past year,
received 18,000 new members from the

were presctied by brethren L. E. Bixby, Gif- {.§unday-schools,
The Auburn Theological Seminary has
ford, Drew, Norton and Hammond.
Next session will be at’ Buffalo Grove. In- received within a few years an endowment
troductory sermon by Brother Jewell.
J
of some $300,000.
;
:
N. W. Bixsy, Clerk.
A club of one bundred Christian temperYork Co. Q. M.—Held its Keb. session at
Saco, Churches fairly represented, although

ance women
Black ‘Hills.

has

been

organized

in

the

08 0

FOE

PEE

$950,000.

ein

Roots, and Gums in the world.
75 cents.

is

not

met. with

Si uth year, is supplying two
ida and Dupont, O., and
to preach twice each Sunday.

Address

his

|

use

terian church in Chicago
meets

has

his

over

160

The

-

Bible

Society

1,300

County,

anniversary,

tributed $9,000 to the Bible cause outside
of its own county.
Within the past four months six persons

the

Congregationalists

have

been

baptized into the First Baptist church at
Nashua, N. H., Rev. G. W. Nicholson pastor, and one young lady a convert
from

Romanism, she having spent several years
in one of their convents. *
The

Wesleyan

Thanksgiving

Fund,

Britain, has already reached

creditable proportions.

El Karey, the paswas ‘educated in

Richmond,
Va,
has three
Lutheran
churches, numbering about 468 communicants.
The increase during the past year

has been 25 per cent. and much in advance
of any other denomination
in the place,
except the colored Baptists, whose increase
has been 27 per cent, for 1878.

The Baptist Hand-Book of Great Britain
and Ireland, for 1879, gives the following

(last year, 3,381).

Catholic:

priest, was lately publicly admitted into
the communion of the Church of England.
According to the form drawn up by Archbishop Wake in 1414, and sanctioned by
Cenvocation, Mr. Ellis read aloud a recantation of the errors and superstitions’
of the present Church of Rome, professed
absolution.

- Business Hotices,
West’s Liver Pills cure Dyspepsia,
:
EE
ARN

BELTS.

A sure cure for nervous debility, premature decay, exhaustation, etc. The only reliable cure.
‘Circulars mailed free, Address
J. K. REEVES,
43 Chatham St., N. Y.
:
3ms8
aban

Some Iowa farmers have decided ‘that flax
wis the most profitable crop raised in that
State last year.
mem

em

ee AAI

eee

:

For particulars regarding Electric Belts, addres
PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO., New York,
N.Y.
eow20
Make Money by Saving It.
Our readers should not fail to read the adver.
tisement of Seeds Free, on page 5. The publishers
of Farm and Fireside are entirely reliable, and
furnish seeds at remarkably low rates, and
give
one year’s subscription to their highly interesting
and valuablé Farm and household paper without
additional cost.
2t9
ne

-

QUERUS COD LIVER OIL JHLLY, apt
proved by the Academy of Medicine of New Yori,
for lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutri:
tious form in which Cod Liver. Oil can be used,
with more benefit secured to the patient than with
double the quantity of any liquid oil. The most
delicate stomach will not reject it, Sold by drug.
gists and E. H. TRUEX, 3 Platt St,, New Yo
J
>

Rev. L. L. Harmon, pastor of our church at
Hampton, still supplies Organs and Pianos on
very favorable terms, sending them to any: part

of the United States,

N. H.

His address is Hampton,
6wortf3

EARN

16

2.60

7

8.

Juda

140

Ch Bradford Wis
8.50
M A Hinbatd MiéHunry 1 debt 2.00
0
rtle Hal
PSCovil Holton Mich
:
Ch Blackstone Mass

Coupon or Registered, 20 Years to Run,

.

00,
2.00

2.61

3.84

:

|

Valuation of Oty of Boston, , . . $686,000,000

745

049
Debt. pwd oe» SADAST,

i BJ/N.FERNALD,

Lewlstun, Me, Feb, 1,141,
hour of going to press. ~Ed

Stan.

.

FB - and Sco per 4 Blake NHumpitog NH

2

ys
out West
en
r H Ho owasEe

3.3)
{60

0

per

?

c

MrsS I’ Lune on room in Myrtla- Hall
W Gratty

i

0

5,00

340
10:00

80.50
A, H.MORREL.

22

Me, Oct. 5, by
Mr. Ben).

Emma

only Four per Cent,

;

These Bonds are undoubtedly the

most Perfect security ever issued,
as all property, PUBLIC ard PRIVATE, is holden for the Indebted-

ness of the City, whose Public prop-

erty alone is estimated at $§37,681,-

Mr,

and

Gus:

Mrs, Anna T.

hd

Speir,

rs and Nhe Reta :

id, Me, Jan.l6, Mv. WillieH,
F, Foster, hoth of C,

Forsalein their various denominations by

CHAS. A.-8WEET & CO,

of Retribution. Ada Kennan.
Sketch of a Sermon, P.
Jaquith, Best Methodof Sustaining a Prayer Meeting,
J. B, Palmer, The Sabbath-school aud its Relations to
the Church, D.B, Coffeen. Philosophy of Prayer, R.
W, Bryant. The Fultilinientof Prophecy in History,’
W. 'W. Lee. Scripture Subject of Communion, J. M.
Kayser. Infant Baptism, D. Powel,
Sketch of a Sermon,J, Griffith. Relation of Faith to Justification, J.
Parkyn. Exegesis of Matt, 26:26—28. L. D. Felt, Original Sin, R. Cooley.
Recitations: Homiletics, E. D.
Lewis, teacher. Kidder, chapt.5. Morai Philosophy,
D. Powel, teacher, Wayland, first 20 pages.
Mental
Philosophy, J .M. Kayser, teacher, Winslow's
Intellectual Philosophy, Chapt.
4 and
5. Theology. R.
Cooley, teacher. Butler, section 27. Sanctification. Biol
Geography,

J. B. Gidney,

teacher.

Geography

of Pul-

estine. Biblical Antiquities, B. F. McKinney, teacher
—8ermons, Monday evening, A. G. Brand, text, Rom,
"Tuesday

evening.

Q.M.

J. B. Gidoey,

text, Matt,

G. H. HUBBARD,

will hold

its

next

session

14-16,
‘K.H.PECKHAM,

5:13.

In Strafford, N. H., Jan.4. by Rev. R.. VeDonald,

ato

No. 72 Devonshire St., Boston.

The Greatest Musical Success of the Day. is

A, Hill,

H.

Died
:

I:

p

Dublishots of Karn and Fireside, Syeingiell, hich
p

0 thei
and
suy kind of

send owe dollar's D

an

pal cities, and having easy music, and needing

Elegant copies with Music, Words and

mailed for $1.00.

The old, the young, and all are delighted with it.
?
LIBERAL SEED OFFERS. —We give Farm and Fire.
side 1 year, and 50 cents worth of Seeds, for 75 cents ; $2.00 worth
of
8, and F'. & F. 1 year, for $1.50 ; $3.00 worth of Seeds, and
5

y

SEED

TUMS.—To any

one sending 4 subscribers,

we give 50 cents worth of Seeds;
7 subscribers we
give $i
worth of Seeds ; for 10 subscribers, $1.50 worth ; for 12 sul
b
ers, $2 worth ; and for 15 subscribers, $3 worth of Seeds.

FARM

AND FIRESIDE,

Sole and Exclusive agents

for the

New

—Post-Office Addresses,
REV, E.N. FERNALD
(to whom all contributions
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
besent) Lewiston, Me.
52u
Rev H W Vaughan Johnstown O.

| OF

Money Letters Received.

dy on

Mrs J L Moody Seansmént Me

doRW

_ ProvRI

5,00

MANENT

115

the

above

Trade

CURE

WARRANTED.

GUARANTEED.

both

continents.

The

Highest

exclu-

the blood

Patients.
to

any

$1.00 a Box.

address

ceéipt of price. Endorsed by Physicians.
Druggists. Address
3

on

re-

Sold by
’

WASHBURNE & CO., 212 BROADWAY, N. Y.
Only Importers’ Depot.
For sale by

W.

H. VICKERY,

B. F. RACKLEY,

and

:

Druggists.
1y¥

THE MOTHER'S
MAGAZINE.
Its 47th
year. Anu excellent and healthy family magazine
for mothers and the household. Three months 45c.
8ix months, 80¢. One year $1.50.
Agents and can-

vassers wanted.

Liberal commission given.

dress Box 3157, New York.

9 GREEN-HOUSEAT
A
YOUR DOORE
will send free by mail, and
Mma It Coa Comait

guarantee ‘their
e|
ony our choice ord

es, all

Hp.

al s af 1 Flowe

4

-

a Japonicas
of others—
and many
Ww A
For your choice of varieties, see our

PREPARATION,

The Healthy and Nutritious

Ad-

4t3

EGEREE
We

SELF-RAISING

BREAD

St.

Medical

the poisonous Uric Acid which exists in
Sent

SERVICE

J CONOMICAL

PER-

Now

100 cases

of Gouty and Rheumatic

LESSONS.

BIGLOW & MAIN,
Randolph St. | 76 East Ninth

4 73

Secret—The only dissolver of

, Six boxes for $5.00.

old,

Sent by Mail on receipt of 15 cts.

:

of Paris report 95 cures out of

within tives days.

:

Weets All the Demands of Sunday School Worship.

andLEIPSIG. |

RELIEF

BOOK,

100 Copies.

Hymns and Tunes, new and
adapted to the

HYMN

CURE.

under

SONG

VANGELICAL

sively used by all celebrated Physicians of Europe
and America, becoming a Staple, Harmless Reme-

as
D

RAR
Cata

1
e, free toall. Wealsooffer an immense stock
Ol f
it and Ornamental Trees, Evergreens,
1
Shrubs, ete, Catalogue with Colo:
‘Hardy

1

I

Baan

University.

It is Better and Healthier than ordina=ry Baking
Powder,
Cream Tartar or
Yeast.

Soc.
1.00

1.00

5.00

The cost of raising Bread, Biscuit, etc.,
with it is only about half as much as by
ordinary Baking Powder, and the result
is much better.
|
It restores ' the
nutritious elements
which are taken from the flour in bolting.
No ordinary Baking Powder or anything
else used for raising bread does this.
Universally used and recommended
prominent Physicians.
y
Put

"| ounces,
3
our.
3.00
3.34
6.00

up

in packages 4 containing
just enough
for 25 pounds

:

RUMFORD
25.00

by
11
of

:
W. G. SHILLABER,

CHEMICAL

WORKS,

Providence, R. I.
Agent, 124 State St., Boston.

5.00

HALF A CENTURY OLD,

DOA ELLER!

5218

A

Revolution in
PATENT APPLIED
THE HARP-ETTE is a new
meets
a want long felt by the
cious music of the HARP is here
one, man woman

ignorant

or

of music.

child,

The

Music.
FOR.
instrument which
public. The deliproduced by any

even

Strings

though

entirely

are numbered

accompanies

the instrument is numbered in like manner, instead of being printed in notes. Thus, if you wish
to play * Home, Sweet Home,” or auy

other

tune,

you have only to glance at the music to ascertain
the number of the note and pick the string which
is correspondingly numbered.
With this instrument any one can play all the
opular airs of the day, or in fact any music which
ras ever been published. No training is required.
It can be played upon at once as wellas after
months of practice. Everybody appreciates the
music of the harp.

It is the king of musical mstru-

ments, and this 18 a perfect harp in miniature--the
same dellcious tones—and should be in every family in the land.

Any one who can read this adver-

-tisement can play it at once as well as the most
accomplished musician. Elegautly fuished, and
an ornament

to any

room.

A

strong,

durable

in-

striiment, which will last a lifetime. Can not get
out of order. Securely
packed in a strong
box,

and sent free to any address on receipt of $2.00.
We also send with 1t § large lot of music’ number-

eases, when used in season.

Fort,” and ALL the favorite melodies of the day.
Perfect satistaction
guaranteed. Every one who
purchoses endorses them and recommends them to
their neighbors.
Think of it—no more tedious

Fifty ‘years ago, Elderf
Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Con
sumption.» Under these cir-

ed as expleined above.
e list includes ** Home,
Sweet Home,” * Last Rose of Summer,” “Sweet
Bye and Bye,”

“Old Folks at Mome,”

months of study to master

music!

* Hold

Here

is

the

a

su-

perb musical instrument all ready for use, and. requiring no
practice to
play perfectly.
Send at
once and in the HARP-ETTE you will have “a
thing of beauty and a joy forever.”
MANUFACTURED
GEO.

CURED ANNUALLY.

1.75

The Great MUSICAL INVENTION of the AGE

Is a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung dis-

For sale everywhere.

7.00

HARP-ETTE.
from one to ten, and the music which

The Horsford Almanac and Cook Book
sent free on application.

50
1,00

9.33

NEW

INTERNATIONAL

Baking Powder.

80

Musical Record, or $2 for a

year.

Invented by E. N. Horsford, late Prof. in Harvard

Rufus Rising Hague NY.
J J Blankenship Cuba N H.
J Wilson Warren Guiford Me.
A Pierce Ridgeville Ind,
Mrs Hannah B Day E Parsonsfield Me.'
RevdJ Malvern Haverhill Mass.
1 Hoagland Round Grove Lawrence Co Mo.
T H Spence Rosebud White Co Ark,

Ch Algansee
Mich = = " °
1.40
G 8
McPherson Hartland O
10.00
A Ford Princ=ton Kan
2,70
‘Wm Moses. Cincitnati O
3.80
“RR” Lowell Mass
Lansing Q M Mich
18.50
A fmend
Barry Ill
1.00
Ch 1 Brunswick Me
2.83
Abby ¥ ‘Phinney
Raymoni Me
0
do
Myrtle Hall
Ch Ncrthwood Ridge N H debt 5.00
Ch Lynn Mass
Ch Georgiaville R I
8.67
Ch ProwiGreenwich St R 1
5.88
do fdr Minnesota

PARIS

MMEDIATE

Acadegy

ome

Costs only $10

GOUT

only

Part

XCELLENT

ACUTEOR CHRONIC
ALICYLIC
SURE

or

Every Sunday School can afford this

MORE

OR

Quartet

+ E. Ditson & Ce.,
922 Chestnut St., Phila.

With

NO

Chorus,

Hymn Service.

England

Bupans Sade Nise Goma.

8.00
5.80
B30

for

2

Newbui yport, Mass,

HANCOCK & QUINCY O. M, will hold its spring term
with the Paloma church , commencing Friday evening,
March 28. Ministers from sister Q.M’s are cordially
invited,
R.B, HIBBARD, Clerk.

1.00
7.00
2.00

6 ots.

8tf'

Springfield, Ohl

Manufactured
mark, by the

Mrs M E Butler |
hi
Ch 2 Rutland O
“3
do
R C Stanley Lewiston Me
Wayne “0 QM Ill
P
Christian Cuba Ill | |
8 N Hurd Rio Wis
uy

or other

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

REWARD!

HENNEPIN Q. M. will be held th Minnespolis, commencing Friday, March 7, at 2, p. M., and continuing
over the Sabbath following.
Ditus DAY, Clerk.

6.07
1.00

Invest

Will pay the above reward for any case of Liver
Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache,
Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we can not eure
with West's Vegetable Liver Pills, when directions
a e strictly complied with. They are purely Vege.
table, and never fail to give satistaciion.
Sugar
Coated.
Large boxes, containing 30 Pills,25 cents.
For sale by all Druggists.
Also sent by mail on | |
receipt of price.
NEW
ENGLAND
PILL CO,

Rev, F. Reed is at liberty to engage as pastor or supply as Providence may open the way.
His address is
Lawrence, Mass., 47 Concord St,

Ch 1 Madison Me debt
Mrs D G Holmes uhicago Ill

Glee, Oratorio

Song. They are much used by Choirs and Societies for occasional singing.
Try a dozen! Send
for list, or 10 cents for our full Book Catalogue.

SAMPLE COVIES, Premium List, and Catalogue of Seeds free
to all.
All Beeds are sent by mail, post-paid, direct from Seed
House, at lowest catalogue prices, but address all orders to

States,

Choruses..

A splendid stock of these on hand, cost but 6 to
10 cts. each, and each coutnins a favorite Anthem,

Liberal premiums and cash commission given to AGENTS,

$5300

Libretto,

Per dozen, $9.00.

for $2. _ A club of 6 to one address, at price of5.

P|

but

Emerson & Tilden’s HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR $1.00
LAUREL WREATH,
W. O. Perkins,
1.00
C. Everett's SCHOOL BONG BOOKS
60
are three of the very: best books for Seminaries,
Normal and High Schools, &c.
:

Clerk.

Benevelent
Societies,
February Receipts.
FM
HM
Ed
Ch Springvale Me
2.00
7.00
Ch Prov Park St RI
20.00
;
Ch Camden Me
3.50
J Parker Islesboro Me
0
Ellen M Haines Biddeford Me
Stephen Weeks Loudon N +
5.00
E Lamprey Concord
:
2,00
:
Ch Tiverton R I
4 80
* Lowell Paige St Mass
8.50
750
* Madison N H
2.33
y
* Newburg Mich debt
3.03
** Rich
tat
9.35
* Dayton
dh
740
“Tremont
‘.
10.25
Sam’l Warren Abbott Me
H Ferry
5.00
J'B Lash Bloomfield O
Ch Murion Q
'
Ch Epsorit
NH
9.00
12,00
Estate ot Sam’l Wheeler Phillip,
by his request per G E Wheel
er adnir
50.
50.00
Abner Wade Freeport Me
1.00
1.00
do
do H Ferry,
2.00
Ch Pascoag R I
10.00
10.00
W M Soc of Grand Rapids
M Mich
1.00
h Newton O debt
2.00
armeny Q M O debt
4.00
John Dawes Harrison Me
Oh Castle Rack Minn
1.50
ChE
do
do
1.00
Ch W Scituate R I
1.28
Jb
Mary Winn Greenbush ‘Wis to
constitute herself L M
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PINAFORE.

‘Octave
by mail, post-paid,wo say sddress, on receipt
of one dollar. - You
can select exact seeds wanted, from catalogue of D M.Ferry & Co.,
it Jou have not got it, be sure to sénd
to us for their handsome
150
page catalogue, it is mailed free to all. And be convinced we
furnish our subscribers with seeds at lower prices than they can
buy elsewhere, and also give Farm and Fireside 1 year without
additional cost.
Farm and Fireside is a great favorite everywhere, suitable alike to the home circle in ci a town, or country.

the

Forwarded.
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simple scenery, is being extensively rehearsud by
amateurs everywhere.
This. success Is merited
by its perfectly innocent wit, its lively words and
good musie,
ry it. while it is new, in every viloe |

Complete History
of Wall Street Finance, confaiuing valuable ob mron for investors. Ad.
dress
r & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,
New York.
1y42
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M.

has attracted large audiences night after
night, and week after week in all of the princi:
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All money contributed for mission work in Maine
| should be sent directly to Rufus Deering, Portland,
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408) ; 1,028,838 sittings (last year, 943,415); 276,348 members
(last year, 269,836) ; 1,879 pastors (last year, 1,825); 2-
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G H Hubbard Honey Creek

Hotices and Jppointments,

statistics : churches,
2,587 (against 2,620
last'year) ; 3,461 chapels
(last year,
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of an ' interesting address recently, . said
that the Moody and Sankey hymns were
sung at all the mission houses and schools

penitence,

ii
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and 8 days.

Houlton church, March

In London, $200,

The Rev. F. W. Ellis, a Roman

o
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the conversation with the woman of Samaria. The congregation averages
a hun-

652 ¢¢ evangelists”
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:

debt

ring w-

In Casco,
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000 have been subscribed, and it is expected tha' $50,000 more will be added in a
few weeks.
=
There is now a Baptist church at Shec‘hem, near to the place where Christ had |

dred persons. The Rev.
tor, is a Syrian,
and
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which is engaging the efforts of Methodists
in Great
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having been the first organized society in
that State north of Peoria.
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WISCONSIN Y. M. MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE.
The
next session of this body will convene with the Tthaca church in the Sauk Co. Q. M., on Monday, June 30.
at 8.4. M. Assignments as follows: The Resurrection,
] D. Lewis. Inspiration ofthe Holy Scriptures, J.B.
idney. The General Judgment, G,
H. Hubbard. The
Atonement, O, H. True. Mode of Christian Baptism,
B. F. McKinney, Total Depravity. W. Joy. Repentanze, T, C, Partridge. Bapiism of Fire, H.G.
o0ndworth. Freedom of the Will, A, G. Brand. Scripture
E
is, F. B. Moulton. How Shall We Restore the
Backslidden? W Mitchell, Importance ofa purse Example in the Ministry, J. I’. Hewes: How 10 Reach
non-Church Goers, A. Phillips, Scripture « Exegesis,
E.N. Wright, Qualification and Duty of Deacons,
J.
R. Pope. Sketeh of a Sermon, J. G. Hull. sFajthful-

Ea

Ill., has celebrated

E

rs Rachel Wilson Richmond Cor Me
Wom Miss Soc Presque Isle Me
p

The new linuse of worship at Phoenix, N.Y.
wil
be dedicated Mar.19.
Sermon by
Pres. Durgin.ot
Hillsdale, Mich, Ministers und all others are cordially invited toatiend. Those intending to be present
will Please notify the pastor.
J .H. DURKEE,

school teachers every Suturday-evening
for the study of the lesson.
A new synagogue, said to be one of the
finest of its kind in Europe, and costing
$200,000, exclusive of the grounds,has been
opened in Warsaw.
Instead cf the Jews
flocking to Palestine, they are said to be
gathering in large numbers in the Russian
cities.

sei

St Me 5,00
232

orham Me

4 Mrs Sarah
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BENSON'S: CAPCINE POROUS PEASTE
This article is one which really p¢

Me.

at St. Bartholomew’s church.
The Rev. Dr. Gans, a minister of the
Reformed German church, and belonging
to what is known ‘as the Mercersberg
school of theology, has gone over to the
Roman Catholics.
Dr. Abbott E. Kittredge, whose Presby-

.

LAME BACK.
\. WEAK BACK:

|

A new Methodist church was erected at |

in

!

od

R.A. TYLER, Dover, N. H,

:

churches
still able

removed to Berlin, where it is

SEITE

it for removing dirt and stains. For cleaning
type we regard the Printer’s Globe Soap as superior to any other article, Agents wanted. ;

White Bluff, Tenn., last year; another |
at Charlotte, ten miles ‘away; another
three miles farther on; and one near Bur:
rus Station.
:
A geutleman in Boston has given a copy
of Professor Phelps’ last volume, ‘ Stu.
dies’ of the Old Testament,” to each member of the Senior Class at Andover.
i
In
Nebraska two
new Presbyterian
churches have been organized lately—one
in Kenesaw on the 16th of January, and
the other at Superior on the 12th of January.
Rev. R. B. Howard, of the Advance, who
has supplied the Grove Street church, East
Orange, N. J., for three years past, as act—
ing pastor, resigned January 26th, to take
effect May 1st.
:
:
The door of the Wittenberg church, o
which Luther nailed his famous theses, is
now

7EPTENTORIRGOETON
CHRIS
cr yN ap ud

i

our family: ‘with entire ‘satisfaction; nothing like

‘The Rev. Wm. Fuller, now in his sevens

3

4

GLOBE SOAP.
,
Some
of ourlady friends have been using the
Globe Soap, and say that it.is the choicest article
for washing they have ever used.
It is used in

in Europe about eight months,
Rev. Mr. Murray will not resume his
preaching
at Music hall, Boston, till
September, though he would have done so

4 Lo

.“

Anthony

v

having failed, and Dr. H. James was experiment.
ng with Indian Hemp, he accidentally cured his
only child of Consumption, and now gives this
Recipe free for two stamps to pay expenses.
Address CrRADDOCK & Co., 1082 Race Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
18152

logical Seminary at Chicago, will sail
March 8th, with his family, to be absent

OA

ayes Lewiston Main
gTuscarora
NY

It is a'eafe und

"A Manof a Thousand.

Ill, has been appointed to mission work
at Sidon, Syria.
Wid
:
Prof. T. J. Morgan, of the Baptist Theo+

1

0 0 Jaquith Corinth Me

' When death was hourly expected, all remedies

The late Mrs. Dr. C. C. Trafton of Kennebunkport, Me., left $14,000 to the South
Congregational churchin that place.
The Rev. Wm, Johnston, pastor of the
Presbyterian church at East St. Louis,

had he
fe

UE OOO

Cougis, Colds, Asthma and Croup. Price 35 aiid | zyGofifam

:

last Christmas
accident.

LW

reliable medicine, pleasant to the taste -and cures

In the cathedral at Bristol, England,
the
electric light has proved a dazzling suc-

cess.

NE

0

Adamson's Botanic Balsam is compounded of
the best natural healing
extract
of Barks,

plates establishing a new Roman Catholic
diocese in Wales.
The sum contributed to the various Baptist collegesin England for ministerial education for the past year amounted to nearly

Jeeply

and

Putnam
made reports
vi
_ encouraging.
Hague has bad a constant reviyal for
three
months, Conference without
a jar, and meetings all well attended, and we guess. the hearers kept wide awake, without being ‘pricked

DELAWARE &
last term with

W. E. GRISWOLD, Clerk.

where the meeting would be held. I did not
learn in time to give them notice. The Q. M.

LAKE GEORGE Q, M.--Held a very interesting and,we trust, profitable session with the
Putnam church, Teb. T—=9.
churches at

rTSN

reponse

the Pope contem-

Brooks—subject, ¢ Christ
the Strong Tower,” |
od
AEE
which had a powerful effect on the congrega- |Great Britain.
tion. Following the sermon, collection was
A baptism by immersion in the St. Johntaken for Home and Foreign Missions.
After
street Methodist church
at New Haven,
collection a very interesting sermon
was de- Ct., on Sunday week is said to be the first
livered by Rev. Mr. McCoon.
Although rathrite of the kind performed in a Conecticut
er lengthy every word was listened to with
Methodist church, such baptism having
great interest, so much so that the conference
voted a request that the sermon be printed in hitherto been performed either in the open
air or in churches of other denominations.
the Morning Star.
Preaching in the evening
by Rev. Mr, Spencer.
The meeting as a
The Rev. Dr. Bushnell, Preshyterian,
whole proved a profitable one to all who ate
who has been doing mission work in Afritended.
ca during thirty-five years, in the’ course
Next session to be held with the Dayton

was but. one

the

It is rumored that

communicants,

CHAUTAUQUA Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Ellington church, Feb. 8, 9. Rev.
Spencer,
of
Hamlet church,
preached the

church,

‘“ May

Sh

CRE I RRA

il

at

jearn that the Rochester church is making
«eflorts to secure the labors of Bro. C. A. Gleason, his entire time, and the Chester X Roads
church with two other appointments is taking steps to secure the labors of a pastor,
bringing two men into the field where there

before.
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THE
* Scuffling jig indeed !" roared a great
burly voice ; and a monstrous,stuffy piece

: Poetry,

of ticking jumped out of the bag, “pushTHE SAFEGUARD.

ing poor little Miss Blue Muslin into a
little heap ; and flounced down on to the

A baby crept to his father’s knee,
And was lifted up and lulled to rest,
Till the blue eyes closed, so tired was he,
And his little head fell peacefully
'At ease on the ready shoulder there,

floor.

¢* How

do you

dare,

Madam,

call our party, our lovely little
—our—in short, our (German,

Lay like a shield on'his father’s breast.

as a scuffling jigP”

Of old ’t was said that when men drew near

fierce that even Tommy was scared as he
crept down to the foot of the bed, and

To fierce temptation or deadly strife,
Or periled their souls for worldly gear,’
‘Would lead them out of the dangerous land,
Into the light of a nobler life.
The story is true for the world to-day ;

— Sunday Afternoon.

IF WE KNEW.

1

If we knew the woe and heartache
Waiting for us down the road,—
If our lips could taste the wormwood,

temper, and 1 can’t help it, it will come.

the friend of God, should be answered

Oh dear, I wish I could die.”
The angry words subsided to sobs,

appropriate, by way of answer, than this frag-

the

whole

and

loud,

procession

cried

Aunt

Betsey,

flying in in her night-eap, * what ails the
boy? he eal three doughnuts for supper,
and I guess they set hard.”
There sat Tommy, bolt upright in bed,

grasping the old rag-bag full of rags, tight
in his fat little hands! The old thin string
had

broken,

and

the

bag

had

tumbled

down on his nose—while he was asleep!
So that was the Rag-Bag Party !

hop-

from |
as

she edged off—

And our backs could feel the load,

8

~
|
him in the least, if indeed they heard at tenderly his dying struggles.
all. And now, when the bed-ticking con- | *“ Where did they hit you, sergeant}

fronted Mrs. Crape, she relapsed
her stony dignity, and stuttered out,

|

““ Almost up.”

¢- No!

;

ol

sergeant, but where did the

strike you?”

«« Oh, well, Mr. Feather Bed—I didn’t {

‘Would we waste the day in wishing

will

&
all

%i

¢* Almost up,” was the reply.
:
*‘ But, sergeant, you do not understa

mean—you know—anything offensive”— | |
;
‘ But scuffling jig, you know, Mad- —where are you wounded?”
<| am !” sternly responded Mr. Feather Bed. | Turning back the cloak which had hee
i
“You know it's very select,—only our | thrown over the wound, he showed
own bag,—-and who knows better than you
that we're all from very old families? mangled with a shell. -Looking at his
Yes,” waving himself complacentlyin the wound, he said, ¢‘ That is what did it. I

|

‘Would we wail with such impatience

* For our ships to come from sea?
If we knew the baby fingers
Pressed against the window pane,
‘Would be cold and stiff to-morrow,

upper arm, and, shoulder, mashed,

And ne’er trouble us again,
‘Would the bright eyes of our darling
Catch the frown upon our brow ;
. Would the print of little fingers
Vex us‘then as they do now?

direction

of the

others, who

now came

was hugging the standard to my blouse,

*¢I don’t know, and I don’t care!” and
out

Hiterary Rebicty,

Magugine Kiterature,

of

the kitchen door and threw herself on the

the

sobs to moans, the moans to sighs, und
then she fell into a fitful sleep.
The mother

sought

her

child,

and

as

she lifted her from the grass and heard
her sighs, and saw her tear-stained cheeks,
a voice said to her something like this:
‘ Have you thought for a moment that
you are responsible for all this? That
you aroused that temper in her by the
key of your voice, the frown of your brow,

the look in your eyes?

You know she

was doing her very best when she broke
that dish. Suppose you had spoken differently, or not spoken at all till the jar
ou your nerves had passed away, and then
you had looked into her work a little, and
shown her how: to avoid another accident,
True, Mattie needs to understand how

OUR DEBT TO SOCRATES.
** Ifa man dies, shall he live again?”

What could be more strange

Job 14:14,

than that Job,
by

the

pagan Socrates? And yet what could’ be more
ment [rom Socrates’ dying testimony :
‘‘ Then Cebes, beyond question, the soul is
immortal and imperishable and our souls will
truly exist in another world”?

Plato: Phedo; 106.

Other expressions of Socrates,

mainly

from

the same conversation, are not less emphatic
and significant:
* +. . When death attacks
a man the mor-

tal portion of him muy be supposed to

die, but

please, my soul must soon go ne

released from the body, be

to the winds and
men assert?”

instantly

destroyed,
.

as

ill,

when

scattered

the

mass of

wrong such conduct is towards her mother ;
yes, she knows it already, while you have
:
«Plato: Phaede ; 80.
SI, upon her release, the soul be found
forgotten that you have no more right to
ure and free from all that’ appertains to the
indulge in temper than she.”
ly © . . she goes to the world which is invisible
For a time the work of conscience soft- immortallike herself; to the world divine and
and full of thought; there set free
ened the mother and likewise the child, from error, folly, fears and the fierce passions
but - when

its

influence.

wore

off,

similar occasions were repeated too often

for the litile girl's good.

The conscious.

Never seem one half so fair
As when winter’s snowy pinions

Shake their white down in the air.
Lips from which the seal of silence
None but God can roll away,

Never blossomed in such beauty
As adorns the mouth to-day ;

freight our mem’ry
perfume,
accents
of the tomb.

sunbeams

Lying all around our path;
Let us keep the wheat and roses,
Casting out the thorns and chaff’;
Let us find our sweetest comfort

In the blessings of to-day,
‘With a patient hand removing
All the briers from our way.

THE RAG-BAG PARTY.
SIDNEY.

young Mr.

Gingham,

so much so, that

and other evils of humanity, her lot is a happy

one indeed . .
‘but if, on her release, she I:
found unclean and polluted by her intercourse
with the body, . . do you think that a soul in
this condition will
be found pure and uncontaminated when she is set free”
Pheedo; 81.

ness that. she could govern her awful
temper grew upon her, and what hours of
Is there not here the substance of the doce
sorrow and remorse one little moment in
trine taught afterwards by the apostle:
the hot flash of a quick temper often
“ To them who, hy" patient continuance in
brought her.
well doing, seek for glory and honor and im-

ly to this same desire, not to be too lavish-

men.”

* . .. he also himself likewise took
ly happy? If we must be beautiful and
art of
the same, that through death, he might estroy
gorgeous on certain occasions, then let us him
It was a dreadfully cold night in merry old Grandma Turkey Red scowled and
that hath the power of death that is toe
choose the most dignified and somber at- devil; and deliver them who, through fear of
ABOVE HIS BUSINESS.
December. The sleigh-bells had stopped scowled at her; but she was so old, that
tire that the edicts of taste permit. Black death, were all their lifetime subject to bond¢- I wouldn’t do that,” said one clerk to silk combines
their jolly jingle, jing, jing; everybody she was rather weak in the legs, so she
Hebrews 11; 14, 15.
all the attributes. It is age.”
couldn’t get across the room to make “her another, whom he saw doing a disagree- costly,lustreless—when good ; it throws the
and all the world had tumbled into bed,
And no one who thus holds up Socrates’
}
weight of a decorous and respectable se- ideal charmer side by side with the Apostle’s
able piece of work.
r
and pulled the coverlids up—oh! so stop!
Squeak ! squeak! went the music, which
tight, and the darkness was having it
¢¢ It must be done, and why shouldn't I dateness over the most festive gathering, picture of Him who brought life and immorand it can never become too genial or tality to light, however much the former may
allto itself. Little Tommy Sangle was they made out, of some threads from
do it?” was the excellent reply.
light-minded even with all the pretty be paled by the apposition, can fail
to remark
snugged up in the old four-post bedstead. stout Mr. Linen, who willingly gave
- In a few minutes the wouldn’t-do-it frippery of lace
you can throw |or to acknowledge
them; and one of the number found a clerk, ashamed of his remark, was assist- on about throat and wrist. To a pegson the debt which we likeness,
owe to the man who first
up in the air—nothing else was to be broom-splinter on the floor; this he drew ing the clerk who was not above his busi- used to the fleecy, floating and delicately gave to
tinted robes, that festivity wears in other learned the world, wherever or however he
seen. His aunt Betsey had just taken back and forth, back and forth, over the ness.
it, a tangible notion of the life to come,
lands, her mornning
here must be and a correct apprehen
away the light; and now, she screamed threads,—and this they considered very
In Scotland there is a branch of the somewhat oppressivegarb
sion
of the way in
—even where her
at the foot of the stairs—
fine! Up and down, hop and go round! legal profession known as ¢ Writers to devotees are gay and bright and young as which that life was to be obtained.—Sunday
‘“ Now, Tommy, shut your peepers! Away they spun all over the room, till the Signet.” A young gentleman was our fair maidens generally are, It is an Afternoon.
O-o-o
Good-night.”
;
;
roe
Tommy thought
he should go wild apprenticed to one of these writers. The idiosyncracy, to say the least,that a youn
girl’s
party
or
dinner
dress
should
sc.
often
¢¢ Yes’m!” shouted Tommy back again, watching them.
youth thought himself a very fine sort of
THE CHAMBER OVER THE GATE.
be of a material and color fit only for her
almost suffocated by the clothes.
All of a sudden there was the .most person, much above ordinary apprentices. grandmother.
Is it so far from thee
She had gotto sit up clear into the awful ** Crash, clatter, rattle, rattle!”
Thou canst no longer see
One evening the master desired him to
Indeed, as far as appearances go, it
In the Chamber over the Gate
night, to mend certain rents and holes in Without a bit of warning, a mouse ran’ carry a bundle of papers to a lawyer would be hard sometimes to tell the surThat old man desolate,
Tommy's garments. I wonder how they across the room. whose residence was not very far off. roundings of an Svening party from those
;
Weeping and wailing sore
‘of a first-class
Between the black
gov there!
;
The packet was received in silence,and in suits and white funeral.
«¢ Horrors, what a beast!” said little
For his son, who is no more?
ties of the men, and the
‘Well, away into nodland, Tommy was pink calico, and she tumbled over in a a few minutes the master saw a porter run
O Absalom, my son!
black dresses and white lace of the womfast getting. A miuute more, and he dead faint in Mr. Drilling’s arms.
in the outer office. In a few minutes the en, there is cloud enough to extinguish |
Is it so long ago
would have lost the whole.
* Away, away !” said Mr. Feather Bed, youth walked out, followed by the porter any light-minded person at once. The
That cry of human woe
few butterflies in brilliant raiment who
I den’t think T can!” something said *¢ there's more of them I know.”
carrying the parcels.
a
From the walled city came,
flutter in ‘and out of the somber throng
just up bythe head of the bed, and then
Calling on his dear name,
Seizing his bat the master followed,
‘Ob, no,” said the younger
rags,
are only exceptions to prove the rule and
That it bas died away
there was a rustle and a scratch,—and a ‘ don't let's go back! It's the last night overtook the porter, relieved bim of the reign of darkness.
. . . . . Why
In the distance of to-day?
jumble all up together ! Tommy bounced you know, do let's have a little more packet and walked in the rear of the ap- these people then, sensible, refined and
O Absalom, my son!
a
to
faith
their
pin
should
independent
,
clear into the middle of the bed, his fun.”
prentice. The
lawyer's
house being
There is no far nor near,
eyes as big as two blue saucers.
Well, now while they talked and tried reached and the door bell rung, the youth black silk dress in all the emergencies of
existence, is more than human ingenuity
There is neither there nor here,
:
¢« I guess it's a mouse,” he said to him- to decide, Tommy thought he would take called out—
can unravel. It is very well in its place,
There is neither soon nor late,
‘ Here, fellow, give me the parcel!” this dusky, dimly shining robe; at the
self, ¢¢ only it don’t talk like ’em ; oh my! away the bag, and then he'd see where
In that Chamber over the Gate,
if ‘taint somethin’ got. into .aunt Betsey’s they would. go. So he noiselessly crept and slipped a sixpence in his hand ‘with- opera, for instance,as a background for
Nor any long ago
;
pale tinted, fleecy wraps and flaghin
fort.
rag-bag, and it’s a swingin’ I”
out of bed, und carefully unhanging the out looking around.
To that cry of human woe,
O Absalom, my son!
oh
‘¢ Here it is for you !” exclaimed a voice diamonds, or as a walking dress relieve
"Sure enough the old red calico rag-bag bag from the old nail, he jumped into the
by a bit of brilliant color, and always
which
caused the youth to turn around. short, for brevity is the soul of a promeFrom the ages that are past
hanging up in the corner just over Tom- bed again with his prize.

my’s head, was swinging back and forth

‘“ Flouncety bounce |” oh dear, another

most violently, as if the contents were in

and a bigger mouse flew straight’ across

great commotion.

the room. Nothing could stop the scramble now. " Away for their lives they all
rushed and scattered for the bag. Young

:

:

Now this rag-bag Aunt Betsey had
crammed quite full this very day, for she

had been

making

some

bedquilts and

comfortables, and she had brought in all

the odds and ends of pieces,saying toher-

and

and

Tommy

irate Feather Bed, : forgetting his man-

heard a old thing.”

. slight sniff, as if somebody was trying to

cry.

5 Oh, now,” said a smart

od

‘t Who called me a ! stiff old thing’?»

demanded the delaine, gasping her way

:
little bit

blue muslin, looking over the

edge

of

of

his

master,

made him speechless. Never after that
was. he above
his business.— Youth's
Companion.

AWIUL TEMPERS.
in the scramble, while poor Grandma * There goes another saucer! What a
Turkey Red was forgotten, and. left in a careless child you are! It does seem: to
heap on the floor. 'Butmo bag: 1
me you are determined to destroy all my
“ There,” said ‘Mrs. Crape,” who was table ware. Yesterday a plate, the other
almost smothered, she was so jammed in day a saucer, and now another; I had
between one of the cotton flannels, and a rather you wouldn't help me at all than

besides, it’s not proper for me;” and one gers inbis anger. ¢ Yes, and you jampcorner of the piece bent over as if glancs | ed out first. © You know you did, you stiff

ing at her dress,

beheld

Mz. Gingham was torfi almost to death,

self, *“ To-morrow I'll clear ’em all out
for the rag-man.”
Just then, a great big piece of black
delaine hopped out of the bag, and to
Tommy’s utter amazement stalked clear|
of broadcloth.”
‘ Now if we'd only
across the room.
¥ staid Ji thy Baz! T1old you sol?
+« II1 have nothing to do with it all,” if:
‘Told
us so, did your”: roared the

said, ** such a childish proceeding!

His confusion, as he

oat, “TI—II"—

“ Yes, and what'll you do

=

then?” re-

torted the ticking, elbowing up to her.
disturb our fun so; it’s only for ones # Yes, I'd like to know, Mrs. Wheezy-

make such work.”

RigEA

Beg

|

years old, to wash dishes, and otherwise
show her capacities for work.

She was

sensitive on that point, and yet accidents
would happen. This time she had too
much soap in the dishwater,

and to

her

consternation the dish slipped from her
weak hand. Ii went bounding from the

pile of dishes it struck, to the edge of the
table, and then to the floor in a loud crash.

night.

a moment with dish towel in hand looking

would, now really? «. +

Fira

With which awful threat, she tossed up

“Whether we're ever together again her head so very far, thatja little brown
delaine, who bitof calico, standing next, had to set
was still stalking around the floor in her up straight
on her feet again.
great dignity, ‘ I want to behave.the
last
“ Don't!” said dll the others. ‘ Don’t
night in a manner befitting my dress it’s quarrel so, when we may never see our

or not,” retorted the black

all the more reason I shouldn’t get into a
scuffling jig—"
ed

bag again.
we do P”

Oh, it's dreadful ! whatshall

ings, but to meet it everywhere and under
and

indoors,

morning, noon ‘and night whenever and
wherever a woman is supposed to be well
The spirit

dresssd, this is too, too much.

sinks under it.

O Absalom, my

there Was an‘autocratid censor among

us

by some master
to wean our women
stroke from the depressing luxury of lov-

ing black. silk; as the Spartans taught
their people to despise jewels and gold by
loading their slaves with both.
You see the same tendency to mournagainst
fulness, or rather this iss

It gave her a great shock,and she stood
blankly at it, when

her mother’s

voice,

pitched in a higher key than usual, aroused her. ‘Like begets like,” and one
glance at her mother’s face and the angry

flash was reflected in Mattie’s black eyes.
“1 don’t care; I'm glad of it!” was
Mattie's instant rejoinder. ° .
“You bad child! What does possess
you? What will become of you with suc
an awful temper?”

Er

and’
I don’t want

to. It may

“is not

adi

in the inky

cloaks

of late

years

among

the

children

of

wealthypeoyle, are either useful or orna-

here must be black-legs

blue-stochings, let us by

for matyr@r

X

Journal.

all’ means

age, and not dower

and

wait

chi'dren

shach unholy attributes.— Boston

Room,

Stoch

Exchange,

and

Clearing

House.
They were prepared by a éritical observery and have already appeared .in: the International Review.
Some mysteries of stock
speculation are made clear by this pamphlet,
which is mailed for twenty cents.—No. 7, of

the same series, is of the sume petal
ter

as

No.

8,

and

discusses’

“ Where do the Gold and

the

charac.
question,

Silver go?

One

will be surprised, on reading this pamphlet, to
be reminded how many
millions of money
thusgo out of sight each generation.
The
article is written by an ex-Mayor of Boston,

Firebrands is a temperance
McNair Wright, who

wields

tale

by Julia

a facile

as

as vigorous pen, and is able to portray
the social evils of the day.

well

vividly

The present volume

shows how a village
in Western New York,
a scene of peace and)pastoral beautyy was made
wretched by the erection of a brewery and a
distillery in its midst. It teaches many wholesome lessons in temperance, not the least of
which is the folly of supposmg that light
liquors will take the place of and destroy the

appetite

for the stronger

fluid.—New

York:

National Temperance Society.
St. Nicholas.
Scribner’s Illustrated Magazine for Boys and Girls. March,
1879,
Contents: *‘‘ Frontispiece,”
** They instinctively
raised their guns and fired.” ** An Adventure
on an Iceberg,” Dr. Isaac I. Hayes; “ A Wonderful Candle,” Aunt Fann
‘ The Obstinate

‘Weather-cock,” Horace E.
Riding-Hood and

the

Scudder;

Wolf.”

Red

* The

Renais-

sance.” Art-paper, Mary Lloyd; * The Wasp
and the Bee.” Verses, Palmer Cox; *“ Eyebright.”
Chapter
III,
Susan
Coolidge;
“Bloom,”
Poem, Bessie Hill; * Wanted,”
Sarah Winter Kellogg; *‘ Oriental Bottles and
Wells, and How they are Made,” Fannie Roper
Feudge; * Dick’s Supper.” Verses, Mrs. E. T.
Corbett; “ Nannie’s Little Muff,” Mary Bolles
Branch;
¢ Calling the Flowers.” Poem, Mary

Mapes

Dodge;

‘* Rumpty-Dudget’s

Tower,”

(concluded), Julian Hawthorne; * The American Mardi-Gras,” Mary Hartwell Catherwood ;
‘ Waiting for Spring.” Picture,
** Pets from

Persia? Kate

Foote; * Elizabeth’s

Translation of German

cember

number,

Plaything Sky.”

Roses.”

legend, printed

Annie

B.

in

Parker;

Verses, J. W.

De-

* The

DeForest; *‘ A

Jolly Fellowship.” Chs. IX. and X., Frank R.
Stockton ; “ The Mechanical Pigeon,” Charles
Barnard; * For Very Little Folk;” * Jack-inthe-Pulpit;” * The Letter-Box ;” * The Riddle-

Box.”—New York: Scribner & Co.
Rev. T. B. Vassar is to write the biography
of ** Uncle John” Vassar.
Tt will be published

by the American Tract Society.
Rev.

Wm.

Colegrove,

:

Flemington, W. Va.,

is about to issue a book entitled ** A Complete
Scientific Grammar of the English

Language.”

The Sunday-school Blackboard is designed

to illustrate the lessons of the International Series for 1879.

Itis printed in black and white,

and is issued weekly,

82x48 inches

in size.—

W. F. Schneider, publisher, Cleveland, (05

It will‘ make

all the children better and hap-

pier to give them Zhe Nursery to read.
Get
it of John L. Shorey, Boston, and see if it will
not.
is

The

Kirografer

and

Stenografer

isa

small quarterly magazine with a ‘big name and

a still larger mission. It is devoted to * reform
in orthography, 'chirography, stenography, typography, language, education and.
kindred arts and sciences.”— Amherst, Mass. :

'
in,

consulting

Harris,

and

offers

he proposes

of

for

to take

coming summer:

will find:
the

Guide

Moreton

Farm,

the
;

sale.

Trying

to.

isnot

an

farm

professional

people the

The rates are reasonable,and

a similar excursion last summer. is highly
spokenof by those who made up the party.
A series of six volumes from the
late Rev. Dr. Nehemiah Adamsis
tion at D. Lothrop & Co.'s, They
ranged by Dr. Adams's son, Rev.

grief

Adams, and will

—Longfellow in March Atlantic.
-O--b
*r-o-+

BLOOM.

The sudden sun shone through the pane

And lighted both their fuces—

sermons.

They

pen of the
in preparawill be arWilliam H..

include his most noteworthy

will

Emmaus,” and the

be entitled * Walks to

first will

be

ready

about

March 1. Each volume of the six will contain sermons enough for morning and after
noon reading, one each, on Sunday, for two
months,—the six volumes thus covering the
entire year,

Sermons.

for

special

occasions

will also be included in the volume.

prettier sight just after rain

e’er fell in pleasant places.
Two girls. One held a vase of glass,
And one, a ball unsightly,
Ragged and soiled. And this, the lass
pon the vase laid lightly.
“What lovely flowers we’ll have!” said they,
;
“ After it starts a-growing.”
The sun delighted slipped away,
And down the west went Rowing,

—Bessie Hill; St. Nicholas for

Gold

Eben Tourjee (Music Hull, Boston) issues a
pamphlet describing a foreign tour on which

¢ Would God I had died for thee,
©
O Absalom, my son!”

A

——

cultivates

Ours is the bitterest loss,

|

re-

No.8
of the Atlas Series (A. S. Barnes &
®o., New York) besrs a financial character,
since it contains articles on the New York

improve the garden and
unworthy business,

Ours is the heaviest cross; |
And forever the cry will be
-

and ‘ custom-

examina.

of the

Rochester, N, X., issues .a watalogue describing the field, garden and flower seeds that he

Bringeth but slight relief;

to deck the bright, pretty, lovable atoms,
the dimpled darlings, who are part and
arcel of all sweetness and freshness and

for

mainder, for nominal prices: in paper, 20 cts, ;
cloth,85 cts.; half merecco, gilt top, 50 cts.
American
Book Exchange, “Publishers, 5
Beekman St., N. Y.

Penn.—Joseph

O Absalom, my son!
That ’t is a common

volume

with privilege of purchase

to the care and treatment of roses, issued by
the *‘ Dingee& Conard = Co.,” West Grove,

son!

In the Chamber over the Gate
‘We sit disconsolate.

be

request, or a specimen

tion,

Parties interested in rose culture

Thélight goes out in our hearts;

good-nature,

ary suits of solemn black” that Hamlet,
even in his madness, connected with sorrow an{l 'sedateness. ' Pretty colors and
bright ribbons are as much a belongin
of youth as if Mother Nature had Wille
it so by universal testament; and I don’t
think any one--even the exponent of a
fashionable journal, can pretend that the
black and brown continuations under a
dainty dress of filmy white, seen so often

period, among which are Lord Bacon, Sir
Walter Raleigh, Barton, Bishop Hall, John
Knox, Milton, Dryden, Jeremy Taylor, and

plessure and profit

He goes forth from the door,
Why
shall return no mote.
‘With him our joy départs;

tion of black, and seal brown, and navy
| blue stockings, and sashes, and caps, and
loves for the blessed babies, I do not
high art, it certainly

416 pages, biographies of : ahd choice selections
from the writings of all noted authors of that

J. B. & E. G, Smith.

Somewhere at every hour
The watchman on the tower
Looks forth, and sees the fleet
Approach of the hurrying feet
Of messengers, that bear
The tidings of despair.
O Absalom, my son!

sometimes

Ialmost-wish

Martha (we called her Mattie) had a brightness, in the dress of the latter day
great ambition for a little girl seven children. To whom we owe the introduc-

the bag, ¢¢ you really mustn’t, Mrs. Crape,

You know we're to be separated | sniffling-face, what'll you do then?”
to-morrow, and we never shall be to- ¢ Why,—D'I1—I'1” stammered the degether again—I shouldn't think you laive, *“ I'll turn my nose up at him,”

The voice comes like a blast,
Over seas that wreck and drown,
Over tumult of traffic and town;
And from ages yet to be
~ Come the echoes back to me,

nade costume,or even for quiet home evenings, softened by harmenious surround-

all circumstances, outdoors

|
MINOR NOTICES.
It is stated that “the Acme edition of Chambers's Cyclopedia of English Literature is®
meeting with the largest sale which has prob.
ably ever been given to a work having only
high literary merit and nothing of the sensational.” A second edition of 5,000 copies of
Vol. 1is announced as neatly all sold within
one month after the issue of the first edition.
Vol.2, just ready, gives the history ang epitome of our literature, from the ** golden
age” of Queen Elizabeth'to-1700, giving in its

the immortal goes out of the way of death and
is preserved safe and sound.
:
This edition is complete in eight
Plato: Pheedo ; 106. ‘| others.
“ .. . But then, O my friends, if the soul handy volumes, excellent in typography, pais really immortal,what care should be taken of per and binding, revised
to date, and sold at
her, not only in respect of the portion of
low prices. The publishers make special intime which is called lite, but of eternity!”
ducements
to early purchasers, the «ight vola
Hajas fhe oF 00
nd can we suppose
that the sou
n,
umes complete being sent prepaid, to those
invisible and on her way to a place like ook
self invisible and
pure, » world ‘worthy indeed who subscribe before March 15, in paper, for
the name of the Unseen, there to dwell with $2.00; in cloth; $3.60; or in half morocco, gilt
the good and wise
~—whither, if God top, $5.00. Specimen pnges are sent free on

and making for the top. . I was almost up,
when that ugly shell knocked me over.
If they had let me alonea little longer—
Consequently, Mattie grew morbid about mortality, eternal life; but unto them that are
two minutes longer—I should have plantcontentious and do not obey the truth, but
|
this
temper, and it actually grew upon obey unrighteo
ed
the
colors
on
the
top—almost
up—alnow!"”—and Mr. Feather Bed, who seemusness, indignation and wrath,
her,
and
once
she
said
a very wicked word tribulation and anguish upon every soul of
ed to.be master of .ceremonies,. got so most up I”
man
that
doeth
evil™?
:
The fight and the flag held all his to that beloved mother on being reproachveryjolly and fesfive, that the whole
Romans 2:7, 8, 9,
room began to get full of a pleasant thoughts. And while his ear was grow- ed for numberless mistakes— and now
If any additional testimony is needed to estabing heavy in death, with a flushed face the thought stung her for hours. It would lish our debt to Socrates, let us take these exbuzz as the fun went on.
prayers would pressions which seem to indicate an expecta,
The floor was literally covered with and look of ineffable regret, he was re- not let her sleep, and her
not drive it away until she Rad risen from tion on his part of the coming of some one,
rags of every description. Some were peating, *‘ Almost up, almost up I”
her bed and sought her mother’s room to who should dispel in men’s minds the
fear of
¢¢ Almost up.” Christian, what is your
hopping in a ** merry-go-round;” while
beg forgiveness on her knees. She was death. The passage is from the
conversat
an ancient piece of linsey was trying to wmbition? Do the battle and the flag twelve years old then. Still she was not of which we have already quoted a part: ion
and redo the gallant to a worn out little bit of fill all your thoughts? Oh! when Jesus cured then, and went on sinning
“ Cebes answered with a smile: Then Socpenting till
bombazine ; but he got all twisted up in leads his army forward, and his promises her the way in time the Holy Spirit taught rates you must argue us out of our fears, and
out of bondage. She was a yet, strictly
they are not fears, but
his legs; so that pretty soon, over he are yours, and victory is sure, are you, woman then, {but she was never a healthy, there is a childspeaking,
within us tO whom death is a
tumbled with a gasp, while his partner can you be, forgetful of the conflict, and happy woman until her temper ceased to sort of hobgoblin; him, too, we must
reuade
not to be afraid when
he is alone with him in
fanned him gently with her mite of a too much occupied in making money and be her master and became her servant.
the dark.
alone to Mattie but to her mother,
Socratessaid : Let the voice
handkerchief which she borrowed from eujoying the pleasures of the world, to didNotgreater
the charmer
light come in after days, and be applied daily until you haveof charmed
him
one of the numerous cotton cloth fami- take up your cross and follow Jesus in how this mother longed to undo the work
away.
so
saving souls and redeeming a lost world ? which was largely due to her own fretfulAnd where shall we finda good charmer of
ly.
our
fears,
Socrates,
when you are gone?
‘“ Almost up!” Let this be your cry in ness and impatience, her own later life
Yan oh! the pink ca licoes, didn’t they
Hellas, he replied, is a large place,Cebes, and
Advocate.
has many good men, and there are barbarous
have a good time,though! There was one life, and your joyful shout in death; and has shown.— Northern:
0-0-0
races not 4 few; seek for him among them all
pretty piece, that all acknowledged to be then from the battlements of heaven you
far and wide, sparing neither pains nor money ;
HOME
TOPICS.
shall
watch
the
for
battle
there is no better way of using your money.
and
swell
the prettiestin the room,
who couldn’t
the an- Brack Sik. Do you know that IsomeAnd you mist not forget to seek for him among
dance enough;-or-attend to-all the part- them of victory as the last stronghold of times fancy the prevailing passion for yourselve
s, too; for he is nowhere more likely
ners who
were anxiously crowding Satan is captured, and earth echoes back black silk as d best dress, which has long to be found.”
Pheedo; 77, 78.
Hardly any one will read this without re-around her. While the little Miss Tur- the angel's song; * Glory to God in the held sway over the minds of the feminine
portion of the community, is owing largecalling its Scripture parallel :
key Red had an elegant time flirting with highest, on earth peace, good-will towards
tambling and rolling'and crowding over
each other in their eagerness to all get
on to the floor, ‘ we must spend this
last evening socially. Commence! order

Strange, we never pfze the musis
Till the sweet-voie’d bird has flown;
Strange, that we should slight the violets
Till the lovely flowers are gone;
Strange, that summer skies and sunshine

BY MARGARET

of rags

it,

“ALMOST UP."

OD
4-09

Let us gather up the

and

when

grass,
“I wish I could die,” she sobbed,** mamma says I’ve got such an awful

about

ping away on the long threads and ravEES
SS
ro
elings hanging to each respective piece.
“Oh! 1 never saw anything so very
‘ Almost up—almost up !” was the ery
funny!” whispered Tommy to himself;
|
of
the wounded sergeant, as they laid him
and he pinched himself to keep from
down
~on the battle-field, and watched
laughing. But they didn't seem to mind

They are led by a gentle, shielding hand,—
. The hand of a little helpless child.

And sweet words that
‘With their beautiful
Come to us in sweeter
Through the portals

he looked so

legs, there they were, walking

‘We see no white-robed angels mild;
But out of the dark and
perileus way, .
‘Where men and women forget to pray,
Into the peace of a purer land.

ground and buried her face in the cool

¢¢ Massiful sakes!"

Now you must know that up in: the
corner of every piece of calico, appeared
two specks. that it seemed were eyes; so
that they could see very well. And for

By a way unknown an angel hand

and

something

tried to jump out.

peeped between the posts.’

And lost their way in a maze of fear,

For a time that ne’er can be;

and

1879.

lieve he knows

commencing to start for the bed, Tommy

it

b,

bursting into tears, Mattie rushed

Witha scream, shrill

our soiree,

MARCH

“1 know,” solemnly proposed a tall,
stiff piece of buckram; *¢ there's a dreadful monster over in that\bed there. I be-

he saw

our

‘how do you dare to term it and brand

‘While the baby hand, so soft and fair,

STAR,

I'm going to find out!”

to

hop,

MORNING

March.

The second number of The Library Magazine
contains articles by Gladstone, R. A, Proctor,
Prof. Blaikie, Bayne,
Julia Kavanagh,
Monod, Canon Curteis, and other writers

famous, but hardly

less interesting.

M..
less

There

are 128 pages, and the price is 10 cents & num-ber,or $1. a year.
American Book Exchange :
Publishers, 556 Beekman Street, New York. V4

THE MORNING STAR, MARCH 5, 1879.
Witeraip Wiacellany.

‘boy was placed in a law

»

Le

dhe,
5 RSL. SG

office.

He

re-

mained there but a few months, however.

The study of law

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

Ne pie, BR. She SSE 2

if pn ati

AE. LAE.

Ge

RTE | a

bl, TRO

79

>

the work was

was distasteful to him,

father

consented that he should exchange the
irksome duties of an attorney's office for

most true,
To Glad, bis neighbor andnor himself
fawning can

‘Whom neither force
Unpin, or wrench from giving all their due;
‘Who never melts or thaws
At close temptations; when the day is done,
His goodness sets not, but in dark can run;

the more agreeable occupation of newspaper reporter and critic. He secured a
position on the True Son with whieh he
was connected eight months, after which

The sun to others writeth laws,

And is their virtue: Virtue is his sun.
—George Herbert,

he

was

attached

to

Morning Chronicle.

the

The

staff

of the

Chronicle was

at that time a daily paper of large circu-

ord
‘whe

OL

te

SEC

Tt is, after
all,

thé

|

on

everything. — 81

i

V

wh

remaining best known and ablest works,
of his pen.

separated from

more

intimate

knowl-

form.

He had been

man twenty years, and was

the father of several children. His last
visitto Ameriea occurred in 1869. The
next year in June news came across the
cable that the great novelist’ was dead.
O-b>--b
>

'

he saw, and presently the evening edition

A

do

Ey

.

One of the most profitable ‘things to be
of the Chronicle bore the fruit thereof in
those delightful Sketches by Boz. = These ‘borne in mind with regard to books is
articles attracted much attention and their personality. .The men and women

:

i
ket and write
down the passing
De
of the moment.
Those that come
unsought for ure commonly of the most value,
und should be secured, because .they seldom
return.—Bacon.

Keep
the divine
port
of thyself purél
of good
Lookwithin. Withhe tothe fountain

that fg the life; that is the man. . .

those

that

party of Cockney sportsmen

SOME

itself is uttered, which, like the

LATER
BY FRED

and Je

impossible.~

by storm and lifted the author up toa
dizzy hight of popularity. Before his
American or English readers were done

ENGLISH WRITERS.

Charles

laughing over the ludicrons adventures of

Dickens.

MYRON

Mr. Pickwick and his associates, the trial

COLBY.

scene of Bardell

XII,
When Charles Dickens died in 1870

confessedly

at the head of

he

the

English novelists
of his day, first in
popularity

may not

if not

in merit.

His works

have the element of durability

some ‘of those

Charles Reade’s, or

of George
Lord

they have certainly been

numerous

“class

Elliot's,

Bulwer’s,

but

read by .a more

‘of readers.

He

written nothing in point of literary

may compare with Romola,

has
merit

The Cloister

and the Hearth,or The Last of the Barons,

and yet
popular
authors
claim.
to grow
dissolve
so many

Dickens has a hold upon the
heart to-day which none of the.
of the works I have named can
Whether his novels will continue
in favor, or ‘whether time will
the charm which has enchanted
millions we can not say, but

none may deny him the crown of genius,
the distinctive characteristic of
genius,
theri Charles Dickens possessedit. No
master of modern fiction can: surpass him
as a creator
of original characters. No
Falstaff, are more genuine creations than
Oliver Twist, Little Nell, Quilp, Bumble,

Pickwick, and Sam Weller.
Perhaps
they are as familiar in the memories of
cultivated minds as any of the personages
of the great dramatist.
‘“ Waiting for
something to turn up, like Micawber,”
may live as long too, as ‘Dark
as
Desdemona’s Moor,” “Ugly as Caliban,”

or any other simile which owes its creation
Dickens holds the same place in fiction
that Burns does in poetry. The world
they pictured is the world of the lowly.
Burns sang of field and woodland scenes,
and

of

domestic

seenes under the thatched roofs of mud
cabins. Dickens takes his readers into
the lowest sinks of city and country life.
His characters afe- nearly all . taken from
the lowest classes of society. All his

‘sympathies

are with

the fallen

and ill-

treated portion of humanity: Then how
faithfully he portrays the scenes of still
A bar room, a kitchen,

a court

of

justice or a prison, is depicted so minutely that it is the next thing to seeing them.
‘Whose humor is sharper or more pungent
than that of the man who drew Sam
Weller? And in pathos—well —read the
sickness and death of Little Nell, and see
if he is not master of it. Surely, such

creations are among the highest products
of literary art—of art inspired by that
creative power which the world worships
under the name of genius.
The man who farnished such a variety
of literary food for his readers, who made

you laugh at the witticism of Sam Weller,
and cry at the death-bed of Little Nell,
was born at Portsmouth, in the southern

part of England, Feb. 7,
father held for many years
the navy department, but
after the birth of Charles he

and

the

quaint sayings, grotesque comparisons,
and inimitable conversations of the elder
and younger Weller, the adventures of
Oliver Twist followed, appearing as a
serial in Bentley's Miscellany, of which
magazine Dickens at that time took editorial charge.
This latter work fully sustained the
high reputation acquired by the Pickwick
Papers, The humor may not be so genial
and abundant, but there is deeper tragic
power displayed, and the darker passions
of the soul and the featful retributions of
guilt are painted with masterly strokes.
Nicholas Nickleby, hig succeeding

work;

has been ranked by critics as the finest
of Dickens's novels. We do not care to dissent from this judgment, although we
might halt in our decision between the

comparative merits of Nicholas Nickleby

under

the tuition of the cruel and ignorant
school-master © Squeers,
and his stay
among the strolling actors of Mr. Crummles’ company at Portsmouth, are richest
in character

and

coloring.

On

Smike,

one of the daily papers. Young Dickens's
life was therefore mainly. passed in the
great metropolis, and he grew up in an
atmosphere most likely of all to develop
any literary tastes he had, The Vicar of

Wakefield was one’ of the" lads. favorite
which Dickens made

a

**long before I was, an author, and £01
?
his son to
age

loftya spirit and
pity all our

sweet

content,

great ones and rich

that I

men

that

know not this happiness.” If we can give
to our books somewhat of this personality,
it will be in some measure a guide to us
in the use of them. We shall be more
inclined to use them well. Even in their
outward form they will fare better. I
know that the literalist will say they have
no feeling. But the true lover of a book
will not believe that; nor will it be

true,

seems suspended, and we read on

to the

pected.
Little Nell is, however, the most interesting of all of Dickens's characters.
She is the central figure in The Old
Curiosity Shop, one of the series of tales
composing Master Humphrey's Clock,
which appeared in weekly numbers dur-

ing 1840

and

1841. Dickens

himself a master of

pathos

humor in this work;

his

mand
kind
ever
Who

showed

as well as of

power

to com-

the laughter and the tears of manas he willed has been unquestioned
since. Poor, patient little Nell!
has not felt the tears starting to their

eyes, as they stood around the

bedside of

the dying child, a scene painted so graphically that all others of Dickens's seem
tame in contrast? The child appeals so
to our sympathies, a helpless, innocent

A gentleman, speaking

of a friend who:

the

the bye-laws.”

¢“ No woman of proper
self-respect,”
says a woman’s right journal, discussing
the marriage ceremony,

‘ will

submit

to

She is too often ¢ sold.”
the chances are that the

And if she isn’t,
man is.—Norris-

be given away.”
Perhaps not; but, my
dear woman's righter, to be ¢ given away”
is not the worst feature of the ceremony.

a

childrgn’s

room

his

has
store,

where mothers may leave their children to
amused

with

rocking-horses, pictures

and toys, while

they

do

Babes

not

admitted,

in

arms

their

shopping.
lest

their

mothers should forget to call for them.
It is told of Hans Christian Anderson,that

his geography was as fanciful as his fairy
tales. He invariably addressed his American publishers as ‘ Hurd & Houghton,
Astor Place, New-York,
Riverside : Press,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States”
—which showed, perhaps, more patience

than knowledge.
Machinery hall, the second
biggest of
the Centennial buildings, has been sold at
auction
for $24,000.
It cost $634,867,
and contained 1,600,000 pounds of wrought
and cast-iron, 4,000,000
feet of lumber,
700,000 feet of tin roofing
and 150,000

square feet of glass.
the bargain.

A
'

car

buiider-gets

Oh, the snow, the beautiful snow!
It lasts so long, and it melts so slow,

It loafs around

and

piles up so.

How everybody wishes ‘twould go.
Alas, the slush, the beautiful slush,
Seasoned with salt and worked into mush,
Making one walk with a shove and a push—
May it go away soon and go with a rush.

—

According

to

Indianopolis Journal.

the

Annee

Maritime,

waif, made the sport of harsh circumstances, and surroundedby heartless and

France in 1878 had 120 war ships in active service; England, 202; Germany, 88;

villainous people,that shejseems almost an
angel. Yet, in studying her character,
one is astonished to note how seldom she

Russia,
260-—mostly small and old fashioned; Austria, 61; Italy,
66; Turkey,
108;
Spain, 137; Greece,
15;
Denmark, 33;

speaks, how

Brazil, 65; Peru,

little

she

does,

and

how

unimportant are the words she utters.
She is an ideal conception rather than a
delineation. In most of his later works

children

with

greater fullness, but in no one of them is
there a character which has impressed
itself more vividly on the imagination or

Dickens visited America the first time
in 1842. Few
Englishmen have been
welcomed and honored to a greater de-

gree in our land than
novelist was.

andthe

the distinguished

He was feted and

most renowned

feasted,

OF the scholars

his slay. on our shores

he gathered

up

Martin, Chuzzlewit came out in 1844,
shortly after which Dickens visited Italy,
{where he resided, with: his family for

soge time.

Oa his return in 1846 he as-

sumed the editorial
é

charge

of the Daily

public,

For

should

the

be

excess over

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do mot patronize the Morning. Star, it
is but just that CASH should

accompany

the copy

VERSES

are inadmissible.

JANE, widow of Benj. ¥ry, of West

Leba-

non, died Jan. 26, aged 76 years and 8 months.
In 1828, she was converted and baptized b
Eld. David Blaisdell, und united with the
F.

B. church in Lebanon, She lived'a consistent
meinber of the church more than fifty years.
She ever manifested an earnest desire for the’

Prosherity of Zion. She was always & very
ithful and devoted wife and mother, sparing
no pains or trouble to make home happy. She

leaves a son and daughter and a large circle of
friends to mourn for her.
i
J
MRs. Mir1aM F., wife of John Dillingham,
diea in West Lebanon, Me., Oct. 28, aged 50
years. Inearly life she gave her heart to God,

und ever after maintained a good Christian
life. Her health was poor during
the last two
rs of her life, and Oct. 28, she peacefully’
ell asleep in Jesus, leaving a husband and four
children. Their loss is her gain. = +
JOSEPH JOHNSON, of East Tilton, N. H.,

died Nov. 17, 1878,aged 86 years and 2 months.

At the age of 19, he gave his heart
to God, and
united with the
tist church in Sunbornton,
where he retained
his church relationship until death removed him to the church triums~

Holland, 102; Portgual, 30;
18;

Sweden,

Chili, 13;

They mourn. their loss, but. count. it..gain to.
him.
J. G. MUNSEY,

MRS. ASENATH, wife of Mr. W. H. Brown,

died in Sprin vale, Me., Jan. 17, aged 47
years. Sister
Brown early in life, at fourteen
years of
age, sought and found Christ precious
to her soul. From that time until her death,
thirty-three years, she lived a most consistent
Christian life, None knew her but to love and
respect her. Upon paptism she joined the F.
B. church in
rwick, where she was an
earnest worker, but for some five years she
was one of the most worthy members of the

church in this lace,

By her death the church

has lost a high 4 esteemed sister,

the

husband

has sustained the irreparable loss of a faithful
and devoted wife, and the two daughters have
lost a tender and affectionate mother. Sister
B. leaves behind,besides her sorrowing family,
a large circle of friends who mourn ber departure. Her example will live on, and most
truly may it be said. of her,
does not cease to speak.

though

dead

she
B.

MARIAH L., wife of Bro. Geo. D. Wheeler,
and daughter of Wm. C. Drew, died at East
Castle Rock, Minn., Jan. 29, of iphtheria;
after an illness of only three days.
Deceased
was born in Tunbridge, Vt., in 1829, and thus
was fifty years old. She experienced religion at the age of thirteen, was baptized by
Eld. Cilley, uniting with the F. B. church in

Tunbridge,

After marriage

she

removed

to

Republic, 21. France had 42 ironclads;
England, 47; Germany, .16; Russia, 29;
Austria, 13; Italy, 15; Turkey, 22; Spain,
8; Greece, 2; Denmark, 6; Holland,
19;
Portugal,

1; Sweden,

18; Brazil,

19;

cellent wife fof Bro. Plumb
in his pastoral
work.
A good singer, fervent aud gifted in
prayer, kind to the poor, hospitable, cheerful
and sweet in temper and holy in life. All the
churches with which she has lived mourn for
her as for a sister. During her long illness
she was always patient, and often very signal-

ly blessed of God.

She

saw

Peru,

6;Chili, 2; Argentine Republic, 2.
Known

American

Referring to his own

Author.

complete

restora-

tion to health through the use of ¢ Compound Oxygen,” after many years of invalidism and exhaustion from over-work, T.S,
Arthur, the well-known

American author-

says, in his Home Magazine, under date of
February,

1878:

¢ Drs. Starkey and

‘are physicians in regular standing

personal character,

and

picion of quackery

or pretense.

curative agent has come

above

Palen

of high

the

sus-

A

new

into their

posses-

sion, and their administration of it, so far,
has resulted in: restoring

to

who had regarded

ailments

their

curable, and in giving back.

health

good

many

as

in-

meas-

ure of healthto a, large number of inva.
lids who had vainly sought forhelp through
other means of cure.” The testimony
of
others as well known to the public. will be
found in our Treatise on the Nature, Ac-

tion, and

Results

of ‘¢ Compound. Oxy+

gen.” It is ‘mailed free.
Address Drs.
Starkey ‘& Palen,
1112
Girard Street,
Philadelphia; Pa.

nothing cheered her more than to

hear

Ridgeville, Indiana.

Ferry,

¢‘ She rests from her

labors.

and

adios
le hsprince

her

S. P.M.

tized by Eider Buzzell and united with the
Strafford F'. B. church.

For fifty-eight

walked in the'way

of

in hig last few years of extreme

years

life.

heard

de-

Even

feebleness he

calmly fell

asleep in Jesus, leaving his’ devoted wife
three children to mourn his departure,

and

. T, SMITH.

Lewis CLARK died in Waterbury, Vt., Jan.
16, at the age of 78 years.
His illness was
long and serious. He was born in Strafford

and

there resided

until middle

life.

Thence

he removed to Waterbury, not far from 1845,
where he ‘spent the remainder of his life.
This man was an industrious and Dlosperous
farmer, an honest and peaceful citizen, and a

and

townsman.

Bro. Clark professed bope in Christ when
fount, and in subsequent time became a memer,of our church, where he remained for
years.
The religious experience of his last

days was interesting,

In some of his farewell

counsel he was heard to say, *‘ I am prepared
to die. Oh, what a hope! My sins are all forgiven,
Glory, glory!”
May the living kinred find support in Divine consolation.

S. W. COWELL.
SCHUYLER IRISH died in Milton township,

IRVING B. SMITH,

URY
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A

his warm, loving words expressive of his love .
Wo courses of study, Instrne i, thorough.
for Christ and
interest in thé chupeh of his Expenses low. Students in this
five us
choice, will not soon be forgotten: by those acs ' your patronage.
For farther informatoin. adTess,
Lizzig COLLEY, Principal.
clistamed to hear them, He was; loved b
all, and all confessed bis life us, Mel ni 4
\[ ORTHWOOD SEMIXARY.—Northwood, N. H,
above criticism. In all the trials of his lif:
N J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, Ye
which

‘+ looking

were

many,

he

patiently

unto Jesus,” and in his

rejoiced.

ying

endured.
hours:

complete board of assistants.

an

in , view, of eternal life; exc aiming,

““ Love will last
forever.” In.
th is hour of |
affliction may his widow have an abundance

of that grace whichis infinite nd his ¢hildren |
learn to trust in their futher's

.

Com.

FREEMAN J. DUNN died"in ‘Harrison, Me., |

Jan. 10, aged 39

years,

A

member

of the F.

for _
ears, an active Chris.
the time of his conversion.. an effi-

B. SaMrch

tian fro

widowed mother and other

their loss.

meet again,

friends

We all miss him but §we

to

" BBANON ACADEMY —Puplls fitted for business, scientific sehools or the best colleges.
Fall Term begins August LA 1878. J. W.,
UTCH.
NS, A. B,, Principal.
For further
particulars,
address ‘the
principal, or BLIHY HAYES,

INS

mourn

hope to

10

7

YNDON

months.

long

with

hoping

patience,

and

Lord might be done.

He

children. three sisters,

mourn their loss.

severe,

that

the

BROWN,

leaves

and

a

who

nearly ‘all

committees for the adjustment of difficulties
arising in the church, was unusually ~uccess-

ful in winning his way

Scpt.

2, 1878.

For

.

on horseback,

gressive.

Capt. A. O. Heald, being killed at the battle |
of Chickamauga, Tenn.
She sought Christ in
1815, was baptized by Eld. Zach. Jordan, and

The

Her house was ever open

As long

of

the

sabbath-school

STAR

-is

for

MYRTLE.

Terms:

an

class

each.

-

-

mer
The

happy reunion in the
PETER RUSSELL.

-

Series,

in advance.
Psalmody

is the

The

Book

of Worship

only
a few

copies leit.

Biographies
David Marks,
William Burr,

gilt

y

edge,

John Stevens,
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$1.00,
0
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Meservey,

Ph.

Telegraphy

a

specialty.

teacher of Penmanship in the State.

Term begins Apr. 21.
Summer Term
26. Send for Catalogue to

cents.

'

Memoir

of George T. Bay,

*

contains a Narrative of his

Life, Letters, Ser-

discusses briefly, but clearly,

all the questions

mons ad Lectures. Price 75 cents.
The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every Christian
Jonlg be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage
cts.
Butler's Theology

of doctrinal theology. and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage. 12 cents.
The Minutes of the

cents;

General

in pamphlet

Conference

form at the close

hound volumes embrace

Full board of teachers.
Expenses low.
Winter
Spring term
term Deging Monday Nov. 4, 1878.
begins
Monday, Jan. 27, 1879.
Summer term be-

gine Monday, Apr. 14, 1879. Fall term begins
onday, Aug. 18,1879. Send to the Secretary for
a Catalogue.
~—

ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
ev.
T. F.
MILLETT,
Principal, with compete;
assistants. College Pre hii y Normal, Classen;
and Scientific course of study for both sexes.
The

boarding house is being repaired, and no expense
will be spared necessary to the comfort and well.
fare of the stndents. Board, including room rent,
from $2 to $2.50 per week. Rooms from $2 to $4
per hig
pre
an LY ins oY, 26, 1878.
pr
rm begins Feb.
, ‘For farther information address the Principal.
JS a

W HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—Sprin
term begins Mar. 24, 1879. This Institution is one of
the largest and best in the State. Terms moderate.
Send for Catalogue.
Principal,

Co., N. Y.

contains

arship for Commercial com se, unlimited

time, $30.

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
;
;
Spring Term begins Wdnesday, Mar. 19, 1879..
For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in ‘private

wamilies at reasonable rates.
Classical. ' For

Two

full courses,

further information

address the Principal, Rev. 8. OC. KIMBALL, A. M.

Feb. 4, aged 68 years and 5 months.
His sufferings for a Seat previous to his' ‘death were
R® GRANDE COLLEGE.~Rio Grande, Gallia
very severe,
but he bore them patiently, trustACo., Ohio.
The college; year consists of four
ing wholly in the Lord. He was a member of terms
of ten weeks each,
the F'. B. church and a constant reader of the | Spring term beging April, 8 879.
Morning Star. He was loved and esteemed
This Institution 18 acquiring a yeputation for
manner in
which instruction is fmnby all who knew him. A: devoted husband the thorough
arted.
The courses of study are the Normal,
and a Kind father, his loss is deeply felt in his
ommercial, College Preparatory and two College
family and in the community where ke residviz. : Classical and Scientific
‘
ed. A short time before his death he called courses,
(ugluding room rent) from $2 to $2,
his friends to his bed and told them that he perBoard,
week, For further information Apply to Revwas going home. He leaves a wife and five A. A. Moulton,A. M.Pres. of Trustees, 0, Grande,
children who deeply feel the “loss they have
Ilia Co., Ohio.
sustained.
Trusting wholly in the ‘Lord, he
EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
sweetly breathed his life away.
8S. W. 1.
Taylor Co., West Virginia.
This Institution
offers
to
students
important
and peculiar advantaSISTER SALLY, widow of the late John
ges. For particular information, send for “a circu.
Morse, died in Jay; Me., Feb. 8, aged 84 years
ar to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

75

the

doctrines

J

a

brief

statement

of

Minister's Manual,
,
just issued, desigoued especially for

ministers.

but useful for all church membvers: It contains
Scripture Seléctions for more than thirty differen!’
occasions;

Order of Exercises for ten

different meetings;

Formulas

and

or

a

dozer

Suggestions,

1he Rules of Order are comprehensive, and ye
very concise and well arranged; stating in fifteex

Pages all the important parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents; «
Ta
Rules of Order.
;
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.
Sabbath School
tion Books
are tor adults and children.
LESSONS tor Every sunday, ,18, postage ,02
STORY of Jesus.
A870
5
oad
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
¢“
Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Protf. J.

J.

Butler,

con

tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.0"; postage, 12 cents,
The

Register

contains,

in addition

to the usual Calendar,

the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly
and Yéany

meetings, with their statistics; the names of a
ministers and thelr post-office addresses, officers
of our

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan.
Collegi:
ate, Scientific, Theological, a
fog:
paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Shores and cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
uition, incidental
.and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.26 a week. Room, 40 to 75 cents a week. Schol-

sessicms.

’

held by the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference. 25-cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
Our Faith and Covenant
2
18 a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de
‘ sirable church covenant.

Best

June

postage, 9 cents.

The Treatise

D.

MAZE
CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
IVA Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

Whitestown, Oneida

ive

3
‘postage 3

History of the Freewill Bapticts
covers the first hal century oi our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It" deseribes with cousiderably
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$0.75; postage 10 cents.

REV. A. B.MESERVEY, Principal.

J. 8. GARDNER,

»

The

EXpenses

closes

$1.00.

gf

the proceddings of the first sixteen

B.

exien

post, 10 cents.
2
05.
2

- 50

Christian Baptism
a book ot 113 -pages. Price 25 cts.;

less than in any other of like grade. Four terns
of 10 weeks each. Winter Term begins Nov. 1s
1878. Spring Term begins Feb. 8, 1879. Summer

and

Book,

of
-

Danie! Jackson,

INSTITUTION.—New Hamp-

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
coursesof study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in

Ingiish

Hymn

All

postage, 10 cents.

are published

A.

;
adults

for both

Sample copies sent free.
!

denominational

of every session, and {he

England.

25 cents

sively used.
large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocs
co, #1.10; Mozocco Gut, 1.5:; Jdurkey Git, 2.00.
Postage 9 cenis each. Small, Moroceo, 88 cts;
postage 4 cenis.
i

S. RICH & SON,

Rev.

than the

35 cents.

is for less than lour montts at a time, the cHarge
will
be ai the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay

Dresses. At a very trifling cost it takes the place
of all clumsy and expensive inventions heretofore
known. Try one and prove it. Price 75 cents.
tf47

New

-

and children, nve printed JRonNY.al the rate of
100 copies to one address for $6.00.
If the order

ment, while ironiug on the board.
Adapted
to
ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt Bosoms and
Infants’

H.

-

Sample copies ent free,

THE LAUNDRY JACK!

N.

Baptisls

of readers

each,

Lesson Papers
of the Iuternational

is a simple device for holding the board while ironing. Instantly attached to a table, it firmly holds
any ordinary board, elevated above the table, giving space between for the loose portion of the
gar-

ton,

Free

payers, printed alternate

older

single copy,

dress,

of a large circle of friends who extend to them

EW HAMPTON

be. ad-

$2.50
$2.80
)

Payment always in advance, and no commission
allowed onmoney sent.

aged 26 years and 9 months.
The deceased
was respected and beloved by all who knew
him.
He was baptized three years ago.
During un long and painful illnesgz
he was not
known to utter a word of complaint but patiently awaited the summons.
The bereaved
parents, sisters and widow have the sympathy

N

should

Packages of ten or more to one ad-

Gor-

don, died in North Woodstock, N. H., Feb. 10,

the bright hope of a
sweet by and by.

Memorials

are

H. P. BISBEE.
Naney

communications,

weeks, on superior
paper. beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but. the LITTLE

as she retained her faculty of mind, her Bible
was her constant companion.
Trust she went
to the grave like a shock of corn fully ripe and
and

All

dressed to Dover, N. H
Terms per year
wi
Se
BOAVANee
x wi
ow
Postage is paid by the oublisher,

_ givethe rise and progress
of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00,
The Little Star and Jigrtle

joined the F. B. church in 1825, ever ready to
sustain the gospel and Missions. The poor

HoLLIs, son of Jonathan

address

The Morning
Star.
#iil
:
is a large religious paper of eight pages, imts
fifty-third volume
Itis able, literary and pro-

4

married May 3, 1812, settled on a farm in Sumner, Oxford Co., reared a family of thirteen
children, of whom eight survive her, a son,

ready for the harvest,

particulars

W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE.

Freewill -Baptist Publications.

MRS. ACHSAH, the relict of the late Ben.
Heald, Jr., died July 20, 1878, aged 83 years
and 7 months.
She wus the daughter of
Capt. Abijah Hall, born in Croydon, N. H .y
Dee. 25,1795, came to Maine when 13 veur

were not forgotten.

1879

Sec. & Treas.
Lyndonville, Vt.

:

further

caused even his enemies to be *“ at peace with
the Principal.
No Scituate, R. I.
him.” Universally loved and Fespected he lived and died a Christian.
A. L. MOREY.

to entertain ‘the servants of Christ.

8 t 26,

a

as-

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
This Institution enters upon its fortieth
year

to the heart’s core, and

old,
a hundred and fifty miles

A

8.

competent

B=
COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the President, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewisten, Maine.
Tm
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

of the

brother,

er
ing
ns
school.

LI W, SANBORN,

a wife, five

He served upon

INSTITUTE.—J.

A. M., Principal, with

Seg
a
A first-class

yet borne

will

Lewlston, Me.

LITERARY

-sistants.

He was born in Bartlett, April 2, 1808, experienced religion in 1843, was baptized by Elder
Sanborn, of Sandwich, and joined the F. B.
church in Jackson.
He remained a member
of Jackson church, although removed to Lancaster, until the organization of the church at
Lancaster in 1876, when he became a member
of that church, and was elected Deacon. His

sufferings were

-

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—Theé special work
-of the school is to prepare the students for college, and every effortis mage to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
3
A. M, JONES, Sec.,
.

L.W, DL v

and

partic

KER, Sec

term Bekins Tudsday, Match 4. 1879.
orthwood Ridge, Ha, 1878, , 19

Spring

DEA. DANIEL HARRIMAN,of Lancaster, died

Jan. 31, 1879, aged 70 years

For fu

Address
8 the Principal, or E., a

W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878,

METALIC BURIAL CASES

in Christ, and on Christmas morn

Sathiogue

¥

MOUNTAIN

i

bs

FURNISHING UNDERTAKER.

BENJ. WEEKS, of Gray, Me., died Dec. 25,
aged 88 years and 5 months.
He was born
and lived in Gray during his long earthly pilgrimage.
He was a very quiet and peaceable
neighbor, an honest and
industrious farmer,
always attending to his own husiness and never meddling with others. He was much
esteemed by all who knew him.
Religiously
he
was a F. Baptist in sentiment.
Although
he
never made an open profession by baptism, he
delighted in Christian company and especially
in the visits of his pastor. He read the Bible
through in course several times, and made it
his daily Yeading,
He frequently united with
his wife in family devotions.
During his last
sickness he expressed to the writer his hope

REEN

3

was seldom absent from covenant meeting, and

S.

SIMEON REYNOLDS was born in Bethany,
Genesee Co., N. Y., Oct. 20, 1836, und died in
Grand Ledge, Mich.; Jan. 12th, 1879, in the
43d year of his age. He was converted twenty-one years ago, and joined the F. B. church,
of Oneida, Mich.
Afterwards he moved to
Grangl
Ledge, and with others united with
the church of his choice in Grand Ledge, and
was ope
of the struggling few who
persevered
in building a fine brick meeting-house and
succeeded.
In all of his severe sickness, lasting three weeks, he was patient, hopeful
trusting.
His love for Christ and mankind
seemed to increase until he closed his eyes in
the sleep of ‘death, to be awakened, by and
by, by the voice of his God.
G. P. L.

N

Wires
COLIEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil.
n, Muscatine Co.,
Iowa. Special arra
ments for the comin,
year.
Me ge:
For
particulars v's bo the Principal, Crag.
ENCE
KE. BROCKWAY, or A. O. MUDGE, Secretary
Wilton Junction, Iowa.
A

JONATHAN BRYANT died in Strafford; Vt.,
Nov. 16, 1878, aged 80 years, In the year
1820, Bro. Bryant embraced Christ," was
bap-

he faithfully

Co.,

Pros
This schoel Clog lida in. Notbor ord
IY
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No pi
instruction. With three carefully Arrahged Eaopres, of study. The laseida),
se.
Kor
y

of the

prosperity of the kingdom .of Christ. Her.
memory served her to the Just. A few years
0 she donated $100 to the school at Harper's
works follow her.”

Li

TE SEMINARY .—Pike, Wyoming

parted friends calling her home when she was
near the end. The church met in her sick
chamber a few weeks before her death, and
held a covenant meeting, and celebrated the
Lord’s Supper.
Mrs. Plumb was very happy,
and left ber cheerful, dying testimony to the
blessed power of Christ to sustain her. On
CHEAPEST PLACE IN PORTLAND
the evening of her death, she prayed for her
TO BUY
family, her church, and for sinners. It was
Caskets, Coffins, Shrouds, ete.,
her request that Rev. D. M. Stuart should
preach the funeral sermon, but the blocking of
the R. R. by an accident, and the impissable
roads prevented him from going to Marilla,
and the M. E. pastor preached.
Bro. Plumb
138 Exchange Street,
and his daughters are sadly bereft: May the
prayers and gifts of the churches be extended | 1166
PORTLAND, Maine
to this aged servant of God, who has led so
many souls to Christ during the fifty years of
his ministry in Western New York.
CoM.

highly respectable neighbor

A Well

and

69,

Argentine

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The 8
will open March 11, i
and nie By
Annual meeting
of Trustee L}
27, Comme
Ment Thursday, May 29. For catalo
e address
tary,
M. REED,

and 7 months. Sister M. made a public pre
tessfon of faith in Christ more than sixt
years
ago. She maintained a Christian wal
to her last moments. Though afflicted with
palsy for several years which made it difficult
or her to articulate distinctly, yet she greatly
enjoyed Christian conversation'and prayer and

worker in the Society, church and 8, 8,
pbant. He leaves a wife and eleven children cient
and when the messenger came it found him
who kindly cared for his comforts in lifes’ ready, He leaves a. widow, two children,

thence to Ioga, and lastly to Minn,
for he will endow it with sensibility.— Indiana,
Sister W. was seuloui Ne good works, an active
Rev. Alexander McKenzie in Cambridge member of the little ¥. B. church at E, ¢.
Tribune.
Rock, of which Bro. W, is deacon. She was
{a teacher in the
8. 8.; forward in caring for
the sick, in which service at a mneighbor’s
PARAGRAPHS.
house, she took the disease which so suddenly
closed her career here below.
Though suffer.
The French soldier
is to have gray
ing severely she exhorted her friends to meet
trowsers instead of red hereafter.
her in heaven, after which she prayed for the
It is seriously hoped by the Rochester
speedy coming of the Lord to take her from
Express ‘‘ that somebody will now try to 'sufferin to rest. Sne leaves a husband, two
sons and three daughters, besides brothers and
walk
100,000 inches in 100,000 secoads,
sisters, and an aged father to mourn their Joss.
just for a change.
Variety is everyThe church and neighborhood feel also that
thing.”
great loss has fallen to them, for she wus
A native of Marseilles has purchased
greatly beloved.
She sleeps in Jesus; we hope
the right of extracting chlorate of potash 10 meet again.
J. D. BATSON.
from the Dead Sea, and expects to net $8
SISTER I. L. PLUMB, wifev, H. N.
a ton on an indefinite quantity of it deliverPlumb, died at Indian Falls, N,
y Jan. 25,
ed at London.
aged 45 years.
She was born in”
Danbury, N.
Last year over 24,500,000 pieces of matH., whence her parents removed to Marilla,
ter passed through
the Boston district
Erie Co., N. Y.. when she was five years of
age.
Converted at fifteen, she began at once
post-offices;
an increase of nearly 1,500,to labor in the 8. S., and to earn an honorable
‘000 over 1877, while the collections from
livelihood
by teaching.
In 1855, she was marthe street letter-boxes numbered nearly
ried to Bro. Plumb, and with several others,
3,000,000 more.
was baptized by her husband. She was an ex-

be

as ie journeyed,
for his’American
name materials,

familiar household word to me,” he wrote,

proper

many divine souls, I take my seat with so

At his deuth-hed the interest of the story

Moses, by which he used playfaklyto call. "Notes, Which “were published upon his
young brother. “Boz was a very" return.” “The “Life and Adventures of

be an attorney, and at: a

library, but I bolt the doorto me. . . .
In the very lap of eternity, amongst so

merchant

his

came to adopt it.”
The elder Dickens intended

into the

to

nomde plume ‘and writers besame his friends. During

so famous, wa§

Heinsius, ¢‘ come

added

the novelist draws his

1812. His
an office in
three years
went up to

little sister's" corruption “of the

no sooner,” said:

town Herald.
A Philadelphia dry-goods

won more tender regard from his readers
London where he became a reporter for than sweet Little Nell.

books, and.‘ Boz,” the.

their bones aad blood, for which we

the starved, half-witted drudge of the
Yorkshire school, and the most unpromising character to all outward appearance,
the novelist has lavished his highest skill.

end only to follow the march of the stern,
relentless Ate; whose retributions are ex-

to genius.

flowers,

Pickwick,

sojourn of Nicholas in Yorkshire

one of Shakespeare's characters,
King
Lear, Macbeth, Helena,
Julia, or Jack

of

vs.

We do not

and Dombey and Son, before we selected was prostrated by illness, remarked that,
the former. The tale is very skillfully ¢¢ he could hardly recover, since his conconstructed, and is crowded with finely stitution was all gone.” ‘If his constitution is all gone,” said a bystander, *¢ I
drawn portraits and scenes of modern’ do not see how he lives at all.”
¢ Oh,”
English life ; among whieh; perhaps; the | responded the gentleman, “ he lives on

for if creative power be, as itis said to be

of birds,

forming the

fore they were finished they had attained
a degree of popularity to which nothing
in English literature since the publication
of the Waverly Novels could furnish a
parallel. The work fairly took the world

the countenance, the electric telegraph of
touch--all these befray the Yielding citadel be-

Longfellow.

should have no use; but we have their
thoughts, the results of their life, that in
them which for us is most worth the keeping. * Books contain a potency of. life in
them,to be as active as that soul was whose
progeny they are.” When we take a
book we putourselves in communication
with the writer of it. In a library we are
surrounded by living
men and women,
that is by the life of them. It makes a
library a privileged place, where we
should walk softly and speak gently. *I

The

original idea of the work, as suggested
by the publishers. The Pickwick Papers
were the outgrowth of this hint, and be-

A thousand heralds proclaim it to the listening
air, a thousand messengers betray it to the eye.
Tone, act, attitude and look, the
8 upon

of entrance, snd renders retreat

tion and brilliant descriptive powers.

pear in monthly numbers until finished,
the adventures and misadventures of a

commit them.~

key surrendered, Opens every avenue

have

Mr. Dickens was now called upon to

Rochefoucauld.
It i8 difficult to know at what moment love
begins; it is less difficult to know it has begun.

fore the word

markable and original vein of observa-

write a work of fiction yhich was to ap-

‘There js as much wisdom in pearing with
other people’s defects, as in being sensible of
their
ualities; and we should maké the
follies of others rather a warding and an instruction to ourselves, than a subject of mirth
of

who made them are with us.

two volumes in 1836.

within him.— Marcus Aurelius.

and mockery

showed the writer to be possessed of a re-

.Sketches were collected and published’ in

man sass priest
ml
ter of the gods; devoted to that divinity which hath its dwelling

life.

| and Our Mutual Friend are probibly the

a married

edge of men and books than those who
report for the London press. He began
to sketch upon paper the varied. life that

Weed y BE

Dorrit

all his

quire a truer and

all ri

like

[Little

his wife, uncongeniality of temper

for there are, ‘perhaps, no men who ac-

.

usefu
before

stood

equal to any of his

elsewhere.

In 1858, Mr. Dickens

Obituames

delineation of at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight

humorous

The youthful reporter made good use of ing the cause of separation.

HY oboe

e

Captain Cuttle are

words.

portraitures

.

NOTICE.

BRIEF and for the

Paul and the

.

-

PARTICULAR

ed in 1847. Dealings with the Firm of
Dombey and Son,
renewed all
the
admiration awakened by his
earlier
works. The beautiful sketch’ of little

lation and influence; and Dickens soon
took
a first rank among the reporters.
opportunities, and he had many,

®bituuries.
*

allowing |

work,

drudgery, and as a taste Nicholas Nickleby to be the first, appear-

for literature manifested itself, his

stronglyly good pursue :
oth stil i andpai
a t!that douh

News in which journal was published his
Pictures of Italy.
His second
best

benevolent

societies,

an

account

of our

literary institutions, obitnaries of deceased min.
isters, &c., &c,
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
Lectures

.

5

:

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excellent book for all who would ‘search the Seriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible
cts.

study,

1.00; postage,

9

Tracts
were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
‘ots. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
Denominational,
which contains a historical statement, and
a brief notice

of our

»

historical

ity

doctrinal

and institutions.
rinting
Establishment
is a

betel

basis,church

statement,

&e.

pol

Publish

ed by order of the General Conference, and for
gratuitous distrib ution.
10 cts. doz,
Marriage Certificates,
25
«
Steel Engraving of Dr. Day,
The above named books are sold by the dozen,

at 20 per cent. discount for cash with the order,

or on receiving
the books.
Send your orders to
4
The Sacred Melo
is a small book of 225 hymns and severaj
tunes selected especially for prager meetings,
30
cents; postage, 2 cents.

"1. D. STEWART, Dover. N, K.

For sale also by

:

{ul

FAIRBANKS, &C0., 46 Maison 8t., Chl:age, II!

:
PENFIELD &, C0., Hillsdale, Mich,
B. LotHrOP & CO. 82 Franklin St.,Boston
Mass,
A
pi

:

.

od

80

THE

MORNING

STAR,

MARCH

35,

1879.
t

| Treasurer Gates of Missouri, will

amount | legislation to suit their

|

5
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CURRENT EVENTS.

sl

Yor high crimes
[| oe me Hupesched
.
Si

" A terrible storm raged throughout

Italy,

Wednesday,
destroying property in Parma, [
:
Sienna

Flacenta,

other oe
water

Milan,

Florence,

g

three

vhe plazas.

fe

of

misde

discussion,
i

= the

the

:

thereto,

visors’

ena-

adopted.

The

The English steamer Silistria | a, 00 forbidding the use of federal troops wis

‘was wrecked on the coast with a less
of stricken out by one majority, the vote stand:
<ighteen lives, four 1talian and two Enging34 to 83. A billto prevent the introduclish grain-laden vessels were abandoned | tion of contagious diseases into the country
on the island of Meloria, ‘and im all the | was next considered,
the session not nav-

hile o6 an

ps plies
destroyed.

ith ao

to We

South

At Puagginolo a | those relating tothe duties on matches und rela
h
le were | live to national savings banks and rectifiers of

Ys

the Jaop

Hoveled

While

2

Nore

distilled spirits]

were volyrted iu.

re it necessary
to se
wounding twenty | committee of ps. Rh

ing several of the congregation,

and

sult.

. The iron men of Pennsylvania are

hap-

passed.

is

their orders,

0 IT

ele

yi

of

morning,

A

Baral

The object was

vail.

All together the

iron

men

Dr. Wm,

duty than towards the preveation and cure

On Thursday, four lit-

shall not apply to national banks.

session was held at which

the people to be voted

on

at

Z0€S LO

the COMMTILICE TNVestigAting the expenses of the

elections in October.——The Maine Legis- | biil for the payment of arrears of pensions,
at
lature has also passed a resolution submitgreat length, Fr iday, and finally passed it ata

. ting the question of biennial sessions and
elections to the people of the

aur

State.

y 1h Syening Sestion. ale Smdry

at 2 o’clock,

Saturday
morning it was still unhe sight of the school committee in full | der consideration.
® he House non-concurred
i

3
.dar- | in the Senate amendments to the post-office apWar pain bursums 2 teacher who has.dar
propriation bill, including the Brazilian sub-

«ed to write a letter to a newspaper is truly
edifying, but the gentlemen
be careful, or.they may find,

3
ti
have Sawa the victim into the

- | fusing to produce certain books in his possesat
sion. He still declined to comply with the de-

proper

‘titude for scalping, that she is their own
sister-inJdaw or the cousin of the alderamen, the siece of the Council or the aunt
of the fire commissioners, and, therefore,
perfectly innocent.— Boston Transcript.

—

——

Educatiohal.
Flemington
College.

Our institution is somewhat embarrassed for
want of means,
but the spring term, which be-

gan Monday, Reb. 24, offers more

encouraging

prospects than for several years past.

«cilities here fora thorough course

The fa-

are ample,

and for cheapnessare not surpassed anywhere.
Any one can come here for $135 per year, all
told. Board is $8 per month, and tuition for
the entire school year is only $25, while $10
will pay all incidental expenses, that an econom-

ical student would see cause to make.

We are

sitoateddn the heart of the State, as well as in
the most healthy and :keautiful part of it:—of
easy access, being situated on the main line of
the B.& @. R. R., 10 miles west of Grafton
and 3-4 east of the very pleasant village of
Flemington.
Any one can take one or all of
the three eourses—Primary,
Academic and

«Collegiate.

The Collegiate course is essentially

the same asthat of Princeton, Yale
vard,with very much less escpense.

and HarW. Pr...

.Bates College.

Among

ber

the lecals of the

of the

Mtudent

:

February

we

num-

*notice

that

two members of the Freshman
class have
«ach received , this winter, for teaching, $50

‘per month besides bourd.——Niss

Harris, ’80,

recently gave a reading at an. entertainnfent at

the Edm St. church, Auburn. A. few evenings
. ‘brevieus, Miss Pike, 81, also* gave one, ona
similar occasion, at the Main St. church, Lewiston.——The female element no longer looks
lonesameat chapel exercises.
The time has
mow come when

two settees

are

required

for

its accommodation.
Among -the personals: 68.
Prof. 0. C.
‘Wendell
has accepted an appointment us assistant at Cambridge observatory, amd has already remowed his family to that plaee.~'69,
L. C. Graves is in much better health than
formerly,
and contemplates entering upon a

«ourse of professional study, according to his
original design.~—69. C. A. Mooers ig ina
flourishi
ice of medieine at’ Lawrence
von
XN.8. Palmeter, who was eom-

pelled by ill health to

* School about 2 year

ago,

leave

sidy clause, and a committee of conference was

would better | ordered. Geo.F. Seward was placed at thie
just as they | bar of the House to answer for contempt in re-

the

Theologieal

is much better,

In

the spring he intends to take a trip to Europe

- «or the far West.

Miscellaneous and Latest.

'At 11 o'clock, Mr. Atkins reported a

terest in grorvhing said ahout the conferences,

A fire swept over Reno, Nevada, early and members on all sides seemed settling down
Sunday morning, destroying the business ba the belief that agreement could not be reachportion of the town besides two or three | The conference on the legislative bill was one
trains on the Union Pacific
railroad.

Five | developing great firmness on the part

of both

Before it closed the leading
Demoecratpersonsjgre known to bave perished in the | josides.
Senators declared that it was nosless. to try
longer, thut

flame
the
loss will aggregate
81 ands,
000, property
on whieh there is a com.
000,

paratively

small insurance.——A

deputy

United States marshal ‘arrested
some ify

prominent and wealthy citizens of Illinois

at Pekin and Peoria onT'
lay who had
been
indicted
for
complicit
in
extensive
y
whiskey frands in that State.
The
arrests

y
joned
t exeitement.
have occas
Brea
ro rfeiter.
George Watson@ ,
notorious conn
€r,

was arrested at Allentown, Ia.,

and his apparatus was el

{ts complexion, - in

England

neither the Democrats nor the Re| PU licuns could yield: that it wouldbe politi53) death to ny one on sithers Side who should

commonly

prussiate

and

nev"

themselves is truly immense. . . Tea is a Chingman’s beverage from moruing till night. . . Before dinner, be takes a cup of tea to stimulate
appetite, and after dinner variably takes another cup to promote digestion.
With such
jpusssalic. Potations phere cs be but ale
med +i
eu
an 35 3 Tee

we

so

ee

rashly

reba

Mini

of raw

:

oh

Ar

intot
ih

root sugar.

over

800,000,000

ho

Wie 3

§ 83, and.
$125

@

1 obi,

’

POULTRY

of beet-

The Maine beet sugar factory at Portland
made 250,000 pounds of sugar last year, and expects to make a much larger amount next sea-

son.

on
“all River, Mass. , dogs are to be muzzled till

January, 1880, on account of the recent cases of
hydrophobia.
From 50,000 to 60,000 camels are used in the
transportation of 10,000 troops
in
northern
India, and the service has occasioned great mortality among the animals.
Mary Jane Wadleigh, of Sutton, N, H.. has

The cee

neat

it is
monu-

It is calculated that 294,000,000,000 cigarettes
for | are smoked annually in France, 805,000,000 per

sugar

hace

RTT its grave marked by a

HY:

.

3d

£

Ju

cen

942% eve ’ y Soon
ysis

o

hair “ restorers” and
ah

:

t

AND

Northern

$150

¥

command

.

oy

GAME.—Cho!

hair dyes

now

in

ozen

¥

Western

especially in San Joaquin Valley.

It is plant.

ed in hills, sixteen to eighteen inches apart, not
over two grains tothe hill,and has yielded eighty
bushels to the acre. The planting is done in
the middle of May.
The heads for planting are
cured on the ground before being put away or
thrashed,
The harvest is usually double that
of Indian corn, and the meal makes delicious
bread.
The white variety is preferred for
tableuse.
|

DwaARrr TREES. A dwarf tree is one produced by grafting on a slow growing stock
which never attains a large

size.

The

apple

f by grafting on
on. the
the Paradise
Pu
isy dwarfed
or Dou-

A Key West paper reports that the bars in
;
n
an
s

Castor oil is becoming an important product in
British India.
Last year there were 67,000
acres devoted to it in Madras,
It has been cultivated with success in Towa.
A first-class ice-boat running on smooth ice,
managed by an experienced captain, will travel
sixty miles an hour, the velocity of the wind
i drives the boat being only fifteen miles an

our.

?

The Country Gentleman notices a steer kill-

ed at the age of 648 days, at Hoosac Falls, N. Y..
which dressed 719 lbs. ; also, several Jersey red
pigs, killed at Petersburg, N., J., age not stated,
weighed 3780 1bs., averaging 540 1bs. each.

Asthmasic,

and

Pul-

monary Complaints, and Ceughs and Colds,
Brown's Bronchial Troches” manifest remarkable curative properties.

to

To
Consumptives.—Many
give their testimony in favor

have
of the

been
use of

Wilbor's Pure Cod Liver 0il and Lime.” Experience has proved it to be a valuable remedy
for | Consumption,

Asthma,

Dipthheria,

and

all diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
Manufactured only by A. B. WILBoR, Chemist, Boston.
Sold by all druggists,
To those out of employment
and to agents,
Sherma
& n
Co., Marshall, Mich., offer great inducements.
Read their advertisement,

THE

MARKETS.
1,

loan

is

on

call,

the

4%

i

higher rate.

In business

paper,

most

if not

S

8.

—~Boston

al

Cy

—Prices are firm, w}

I

es

a

ARD
sales of City at 7)
@ 7)40, and Western steam and kettle rendered
at 7 @ sc # 1b.
DRESSED HOGS —A
prime lot would readily
command 5c ¥ 1b. City dressed are firmat6e ¥
1b.
;
‘

tinue
to be dull and heavy, and were

selling to-

and produce exports $6,382,485,

IS RECOMMENDED

BY

ry 1 this year were $47,968,051, against $52,446,926
for the same time last year, and $42,875,118 in 1877.

Boston Produce Report.
o
SATURDAY, March 1.

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers’in butter, Sicese and
8, beans, dried apples, &c. Cel
No 8

hy

FLOUR.~PatentWisconsin and Minnesota spring
wheats $6 50 @ $8 25 ¥ bbl. Winter wheat pavents
$6 @ $7
50 ¥
bbl. St Louis winter wheats $5 25 @
$6 256 ¥ bbl for medium and
, and a few fay.

b

NEW

oo;

Sud he

$450 ¥ bbl. In
Western common
extras sales at $3 75 @ § 4 25; and Western supers
at $3 25 @ $3 50 ¢ bbl,
CORN
MEAL.—$2 30 @ $2 40¥ bbl.
RYE FLOUR~$3 26 @ $3 50 4 bbl,

TYPE (Nllustrated)

TESTAMENT.

WITHNOTES, is a splendid work for Agents,
Nothing
like it. All want it. Price $2.00. Ad.
| dress H. S. GOODSPEED & CO. New York or
Cincinnati, O.
L6145

PRYSICIANS,
VALLEY SrREAM, QUEENS CO., LONG ISLAN DN.Y.
MR. H. R. STEVENS :—
Dear Sir,—I1 take the pleasure of writing you a
small certificate concerning
Vegetine repared by
you. Thaye been a sufferer with the Dyspepsia
for
over forty years, and have had the ‘Chronic Diarrhea for over six months, and have tried most ev"
ery thing; waa given up to die, and did not expect to live from day to day, and no physician could
touch my case. I saw your Vegetine recommend.
ed to cure Dyspepsia.
1 commenced usin
continued doing so, and am now a wel
and restored te perfect health.
All who are
ed with this terrible disease,l would kindly

it, and
woman
afffictrecom-

mend to try it for the benefit of their health, and it
is excellent
as a blood purifier,
By Dr. T. B. FORBES, M. D., for

MRS. WM. H. FORBES.
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humors,

bh ETI

NE

remem
clednse

stomach, regulate the bowels, and mpart
oLYIg9% to thy Whole bogs.
VE

on
the

a tone

Doc

he

and Lungs.

Consumptives will find

ing and healing; use
to use them.

arate.

taken

Jour Sir,~This is } to certify that I had been
Dear

Bloodroot,
Opiates, but give them

the
the

ceipt of
prietors.

price.
CASWELL & CO,
For sale by all Druggists.

;

:

Sl

Some

=

DR.

THE

8. H. FLOWERS.

BLOOD.—If

Vegetine

ing for years, is it not conclusive proof, if you are

a sufferer, you can be cured?
Why
cine
performing such great
cures?

the blood, in the circulating fluid.

is

this medi.
works in

It

It can

truly be

called the Great Blood Purifier.
The great source
of disease originates in the blood; aad no medi.
cine that does not act directly upon it, to purify

and renovate, has any just claim

upon

public

© VEGETINE

| |

|]

! Dr. C. E. Shoemaker's Book on Deafness and
:
i Discases
’ of the Ear and CATAR

permanent cure. “A hink every
family should
have, Sent
free to all,
ddress
| Dr.C, E.SHOEMAKER,
4 uralSurgeor, Reading, Pa

13tseow
AWW

Warranted a perfect

| money

and all diseases of the Skin and
Blood.
Entirely Vegetable.
H.

| D.EOWL
&E
CO.,

® Boston.

for

1,'1878.

cure effected by it. I regard it asa valuable fami.
ly medicine.
Truly yours,
McDonald is well known

the United States as a minister in the M. E. through
Church.
THOUSANDS SPEAK.—Vegetine is acknowledged
and recommended by Physicians and apothecaries
to be the best purifier and cleanser of the blood yet
in

its

praise

VEGETINE
THE

M. D's HAVE

IT.
:

gives most excellent satisfaction.
S. B. DE PRIEST, M. D., Druggist.

Hazleton,

Ind.

Magnificent fr all its details. 63 Large Kio
an Engravings. all mas
feces by the world’s

st artists,

The Book

Boston, Mass,

For all the purposes ofa Pawel Pho,
>

M. YOUNG,

Perfumed Chromo,
i

Toll
16

sends

Costiveness,

Lily,

Snowflake

&

FRANKLIN

Wie Af
er: iterature,
lives,
times, influence, and works

ROYAL

Jaundice.

Dyspepsia,

Indigesti

h Liver Complaint, Dropsy,

Toman.
Rheum,

Worms,

Tetter, Tumors

and

Salt

Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill,

and Purifying the Blood, are the most congenial
purgative yet perfected. Their effects abund
ant ¥

show how much they excel
are safe and pleasant to

all other
take, but

Pills, They
powerful to»

cure. They purge out the foul humors of the
blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered

organs into action; and
tone to the whole being.

they impart health and.
They cure not only the

and dangerous diseases.

They are the safest

everyday complaints of everybody, but formi
dable:
and

DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass..
Practical
and Analytical

Chemists.

No. 4.]

'em2y

MORNING STAR
$2.50 per year;

or, if paid in ad-

Lace

Co.,
13t9

By Luty
of great

10 be In arrears.

The Star is not discontinued

Dupes,

when

expires for which it is paid unless
quest it;

and it is discontinued

the time*

persons re.

when

it has
been one year in arrears,
:
REMITTANCES must be made
ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, inor monregistered letter and at our risk and expensin a
e.
n writing
‘to this office, persons
please
designate their STATE,as’ well as will
town,
give both the old and new address when and’
they
order a change in the direction of their
paper.
BL Star Joes to
pass Tuesday morning,
unications for insertion
here on Saturday previous.
Pughtto be

Address,

Rev, I. P. STEWART,
Yi
VER, N. H.

Fowber

~ Absolutely Pure,

The Royal Baking Powder
18 a pure Cream of Tarter Sova, made from pure Grape Crea m
Tarter, imported exclusively for
this
powder direct from the wine district of France. An old ex-.
erienced house-keeper writes that, although she has to ay
a few
nies more for the * Royal,”
nds it
much farther and works mich better than
saleratus,
» OF cream
tartar.
Most of the Cream of Tartarof commerce, is adultrated with Alum, ofTerra
etc.
tors pronounce Alum mogt dangerous to health; it costs but two cents Alba,
a pound,
Cream of Tartar over 80 cents.
The Royal Baking Powder is recommended for its wholegomeness by suchn eminent chemists
as
Dr. Mott, New York; Dy. 8, Dana Hayes, Boston. Sold only in cans. All Grocers,
BAKING POWDER should never be gold in paper packages, as it becomes stale and.
deteriorates upon exposure to the atmosphere,
;
.

n,

Skin Diseases, Biliousness

“lalIoW'it
us

their address will re.
ceive something of great
value free by mail.” On.
ly about two hund
173 Crebnwich Stn
o
34t51

50 Cards, 10e¢. Name in gold,
orthford, Conn.
i

CURING

47

Each subscriber will please notice the date:
of payment
Day
on the label of hisi
paper, and not :

yoeow

left.

Pres-

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

|?0%ce, $220.

Vegetine is Sold peby All Druggists.
:
b
that

for Holiday

Send for circular and sample engravi
P. W. ZIEGLER & Co., 518 Arch St., Phila., ng,
Pu..

ents.

TERMS:

Prepared by

or Gent

#1

of astonishing
13tleow

THE

VEGETINE
H. R. STEVENS,

Montreal and

everywhere.

best physic for children, because mild as well
as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy
to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entire
.
ly harmless.
PREPARED BY

Dear Sir,—I have sold Vegetine for a long
time,
and find it

s

Sold

Pamphlets

BB.

the Vegétine in my family with good results,
and I have known of several cases of remarkable

MR. H, R. STEVENS.—

(or'

and Breath, Ie gd ache,
Erysipelas, Piles, Rheumatism,
Eruptions
and

JAN.

speak

for

all the
I worst forms of Piles, Leprosy,
| Scrofula, Salt Rheum, Rheuma.
tum, Catarrh, Kidney Diseases,

at-

MR. H. R. STEVENS :—
Dear Sir,—1 take pleasure in saying, that I have
used

thousands

returned)

——

cure

Dysentery, Foul Stomach

MEDICIN

who have been restored to health.

Pro1¥3

rma

-

t

I Regard it as a Valuable

and

Boston,

time 1 comCancer came
;

will relieve pain, clease, purify, and cure such dis.
eases, restoring the patient to perfect health after
trying different physicians, many remedies, suffer.

discovered,

:
or
Elm Lozenges in

Slippery

abundasee.
Large boxes,25 cents. Sent by mail,
postage paid, to any part of the U. S., upon re.

suf.

:
CARRIE DEFORREST.
I certify that I am personally acquainted with
Mrs. DeForrest, and consider her one of our very
best women.

when

Cac,

4

erted, and in a few months from
menced the use of the Vegetine,
out almost bodlly.

sooth.

traveling,

Always have them by your bedside ;

two or th

fering with a Rose Cancer ‘on my right breast,
which grew ver, rapidly, and all my
friends had
given me up to die,when I heard of your medicine,
/egetine, recommended for Cancer and Cancerous
Humors. 1 commenced to take it, and soon found
myself
lag 30 feel better; my health and
spirits both felt the benign influence ‘which it ex.

| FAMILY

In

| helt iiming Kar. How 00 got immediate RH

ASHLEY, WASHINGTON CO., ILL., Jan. 4, 1878.

OE

them

freely.

the Church, Concert and Lecture room, don’t fail

J

READ

DISEASES

Gteows

| Barmiacs And

MR. H. R. STEVENS :>

ALL

P.O. Box 260.

Caswell’s Slippery Elm Lozenges.
For Coughs, Colds, and all affections of the Throat

VEGETINE.—When the blood becomes lifeless
and stagnant, either from change of weather or of
climate,
of exercise,
irregularwilldiet, or from
any otherwant
gause,
the Vegetine

blood, carry off the

TEAS

Fulton st.,, N. Y.

ALL

The total imports
of dry goods and general merchandise since Jan. Hers tad parry in England Wit ed gn
| afford to be without it. Sent postpaid on receipt
uary 1 this year were $49,977,236, against $49,924,
of price, D. LOTHROP & CO., Boston,
055 for the same period last year, and $53,008,244

Glinoy Market, Poston

conn,
"
.
|ABBOTT'S LARGE

Agenets Wanted every
whereto sell to fami
* lies, hotels and large
consumers; largest stock in the country; quality
and terms the best. Country storekeeners should
call or write THE WELLS
TEA COMPANY, 20]

all

day at a discount of from 12¢ cents to a shilling on
a thousand,
The foreign commerce of the port of New York
for the aaig week was as follows:
General mer.
chandise imports, including dry goods, $5,806,018,

i

.
BEST CARDS, no 2 alike, printed in Crime
son or Jet, 13¢. CLINTON BROS., Clintonville,

bh

wal ad extra plate at $11 3 Woon at
90 ¥lb. Fancy in bags commac 9%. 10c¥ 1b,

8

money being absorbed by bankers and brokers in
carrying stocks, or used in other ways where but
a temporary need of the money is anticipated, At
the clearing-house to-day, the rate for balances
between banks was firm at 8% @ 4 per cent. &
goodly portion of the business being done at the

the banks are holding to 4 per cent. as the minimum rate even on the best paper, and although a
considerable amount may be held back for better
terms, there is still more or less doing at that rate
where the money is needed.
Other good grades
of paper range from 4); to5@ 5% per cent., according to circumstances. New York funds con.

fan

1.8. JOHNSON & €O., Bangor, Maine.

Toaadn.

Bosto:

backs at £14 ¥ bbl.
B
lgnx is 41, an
BEEF, — Western mess and extra mess #950

The Rev. Wm.

The demand for money continues steady and is
quite large in amount when all the calls ‘are taken
into consideration, But’ the improvement in the
demand is not reflected in any great increase of
trade in any deparument of business; for general
business still continues quiet, and requires apparently but little financial accommodation from the
banks. This is easily seen in the fact that so large
bank

ody

Grouse in prime

ir.

.

REV. WM. MCDONALD.

Financial Affairs.
(From the Bogton Advertiser.)
BOSTON, SATURDAY EVENING, March

a portion of the active

,

ave prevent ry fertible fscase,and will Post.

the

200,000 cattle and 500,000 sheep.

ERIA!
6m10

iaton.

yo
.
:
For CANCERS and
the fruit, und let it bail gently Yor two Hours, | Inurket showeda that fifteen
of them contained |» , OIE REP
DS
CERS an MORS.

For Bronchial,

ain SHERMAN 2 COM

\

$12

pnt)

com mise

itieq Waster 3 e

$1 8 $125 ¥ dozen.

Somtzaing ™ gw

PORK.

popular

3
}
.’ | poisonous quantities of lead.
or until perfectly tender, so that
it breaks if
touched with the finger. Drain the syrup
The Drover's Journal estimates upon What
from the prunes. and hoil it until it becomes |
good authority thut there are now feedthick; then put the prunes back into it, and | itingcalls
for shipment to England next spring over

let them stand until the next day.

dnd wonder

bhi,

s large

14c,and mixed lots eal and Fowls 10.8 13c 4 | tively cure nine cases in
ten, Information that
bl.Northern T
§
Chickens are scarce and
will save many lives sent free by mall. Don’t de.
comman
lay
a
d
moment.
fall
quetatio
Prevention
ns.
is
hithes
better than cure.
and
Ducks
quietat
are | For sale every re.
Joe
aa.
Quail
resainy
}

'

wenty-one

{

HIS
w

"expenses, oFallow

Dried apples

ah

wrk b 1 Bie ve band Feu

Septem-

pounds

ment.

RECIPES.
STEWED PRUNES. Wash the fruit, and
every pound allow half a pound

last,

ING
a

PURE

France produced in the year ending

ber

EVER.
"a
3X

od arb STRAW-Clioles mostly Io e $5
and medi saira choice command.
$16, = Poor
um grades range from $94

The
est oyster-beds in the world ‘are in
Cho, bay:
| A black rabbit was recently shot in the wilds
of Danville, Vt.

rie

Daria features
paw
of re
od
of two days$3000
tal
the most A noticeable
i
thatDE. the Onegreat
recently by 1 the fishermen
in; small
mon-river mountains, 4rmy of Jobbyists have .leftis the
capitol
for
|
boats.
It
had
long
been
supposdd that this
and massacred.—It is found || their
homes, Scarcely a familiar face of those | article of merchandise was extinct
in this localion investigation that the deficit of State | who have been working so active to shape
| ty.
;
3
su

8

N

ITEMS.

con- | 100 pet cats, and when one of ther, dies

Ary

nock band which raided extensively in | , AC midnight perfoct order provails In Toth | theharbor ie rs sung,
Idaho last summer. The savages wef® | 1L0USes

pursued

:

0-0

It is calculated that in

colored green tea, which

is the

DINGEE & CONARD co's
BEA

Eas

APPLES. —Green, choice

Fomimon

that the

ing above the general surface of the wood.
Dead branches, Sepeciany at the top of the

and

They

a reeess taken till 12,30, few ex= years.
Doucin stock is: larger and forms
pect an agreement. The other bills are all held | an apple The
tree intermediate between the dwarf
k to await action on the legislative. The | and he - common standard.—
Western - Agrirecently, | posse comitatus clause on the army bill, and | culture.
:
aqutal
the appropriation for the pay of marshals on
+004

Beiéncy, are se yet all matters of. a strict
on.
:

We.

Chenan
Bt
Lig 0us SOC: 5

bu.

volume, and | sliced.

t
best lubricants are glycerine for the cylinders
and castor oil for the bearings.
When castor
oilis used, the main bearings seldom become
heated. = Only the best glycerine can be employed with advantage,but wag it is of a high grade
the results leave little to be desired.
In selecting timber for use,. choose healthy,
vigorous and flourishing trees. Those in which
the trunks are most even are to be preferred,
A
mark of decay is generally detected in any swell-

known

of iron,

Oneo not Rep ublicans
cated
| that veat hisway.hiside
s could
cin quince
§ tock, stock.
ea rs areThe dwarfe
y graftingng on
yield. At11.30 Mr. At- | the
Paradise apple never
king reported the d
nt to the House, | grows to be larger than a currant bush
re| and tbe short debate
ed that on the super- faces the size of the apple tree worked andupon
| Visors’ law the Democrats were defiuntly unit- it, 80 that it does not grow more than six or
| 8d; and although a new conference was sp- eight feet high, and will bear in two
or three
pointed and

gence is received of the slau apef of he
-six Indians, the remnant of a. Banp- | Pa

the

andssisey ein

2.5 times ke

@

that | qt #3 80 ¥ bbl. Seigrn 3142,

es

fncsiaging

of our
tree, render it suspicious, though the root
They - best index to its soundness,

SAUCE FOR BOILED CHICKENS,
Take the
legs and necks, with a small bit of the scrag of
veal or mutton; put them into asauce-pan with
| shall be taken in the premises.
The contuma- two blades of mace, a few white
peppercorns,
cious witness was then discharged: from cus<
ak anchovy, a head of celery sliced, a bunch of
tody on his own recognizance,
sweet herbs, and a small bit of lemon-peel ;boil
(8pecial dispatch to Boston Advertiser).
these in a quart of water, to half a pint; strain
and thicken it with one-quarter pound butter
WASHINGTON, March 2. The night sessions
p of each House on Saturday
and some flour; boil it five minutes, then put
were free from the
In two spoonfuls of mushroens, and baving
i disorders that usually
attend them.
The Senbeaten up the yolks of two eggs with a teuate, from ieeting to adjournment, was as qui- |° cup of cream, put it into your sauce, and. keep
shuking it one way over the fire till it is near
et and orderly as it ever is, and a vast amount
boiling
: then putt into a sauce-tureen.
of work was done.
The sundry civil bill was
OYSTER STEW.
Two quarts of oysters, one
finished and all the jobs which the Senate comof sweet
milk, two tablespoons best but
mittee on appropriations had put on it were |ter, one of corn starch or two of flour; drain
killed as fast as reached.
Several of the amendments attached by this committee, notably one liquor from oysters, boil and skim; set milk in
a kettle of hot water to prevent scorching;
to steal the government printing-office bodily
when it boils add oysters and liquor, and aland turn it over with its fixtures and material
low to stew not longer than five minutes; beat
to a “ ring,” has excited raore general surprise
corn starch and butter to a eream, stir in, and
than anything attefipt d by a Senate committee
season with salt and pepver; serve hot. Some
omit corn starch and flour, apd thicken with
for years.
It is just to
say that
the
rolled crackers.
If preferred, the oysters,
House
committee
and
House
sent
its
when washed and drained, may be stirred in
bills to the
Senate
as nearly
cleared of hot milk without their own liquor, seasoned us
above, and
jobs ss is possible in any Congress.
thickened with rolled eracker.
It is also
—Ho usekeeper.
Just to the Senate to say that it promptly reject
:
+4
>>
+4
ed most+of the jobs which its committee attached.
Soon after midnight the sundry civil
FARM TOPICS.
bill was passed by ‘the "Senate in very fair
HoG Provucrs.
Hog products, embracing
shape, and the lobby, which had filled “all the
hams and bacon, lard and pork and lard oil,
halls about the building, began to disperse.
amountto nearly sixty per cent. of our exports
The legislative bill was passed with very little of animal matter,
&
diffieuity.
The
TEA PLANTS.
Democrats
Fifty thousand tea plants
did not care
at that hour to prolong the debate, and by
have been distributed in the Middle and Southagreement allowed all the political amendments,
ern States, and in from three to four years
over which a final battle is to come to be cut out,
they will have attained a size to permita full
Shortly before four o'clock a recess was takpicking.
en till 2:30. The House worked till after midCELERY FOR Cows,
Cows have a great
night, chiefly on the yellow fever bill.
The
curiosity of this bill was that enough Southern liking for celery, and in Austria the leaves are
fed te them, cut and mixed with bran mash,
members 0 defeat any practical bill united to
and are said 10 produce a’ better quality of
defeat the only chance of passing one, because
milk
than any other. feed.
Shey were not willing to wave their firm belief
in State rights suffieiently to allow the governGEESE.
Hatch your goslings early, in order
ment to act in the States even against a plague.
that they may get the first bite of fresh grass
The veto of the Chinese bill was received corwhile it is young and tender.
Until full feathdially by a large number on each side, and upon
the question of sustaining it the vote stood 96 to ered they need shelter from hard beating
storms or. sudden showers,
110. . Sixteen Democrats voted with the PresiThe tenderest
dent and twenty Republicans against him; of age for the gosling is when it first begins to
feather.
well protected at night, and if a
the latter only
Messrs. Foster and Hale have any
little extra care is given to the
special prominence.
birds, at this
The veto message is gentime, they are easy to raise. and exceedingly
erally considered a strong and conclusive docprofitable.—
Y.
Herald.
ument.
%.
The House took a recess about 1, i M.
till 9:30 Sunday, when it received the sundry
EGYPTIAN CORN. California is experimentcivil and’ legislative bills and sent both to con:
ing with Egyptian corn, and the results are
ferences, and took a further recess till 9 o'clock,
P. M. At that hour the post-office and army bills 80 satisfactory that it is believed the cereal will
were reported from the conference and disa- become popular with the farmers of that State,

to,

mosh

Engineers of steamships have found

Board

for the following :

~ *“.The consumption of tea among the Chinese

201m i

fees

is

OIC

much softer, is not so easily broken as glass.

every hundred pounds of some of the cheaper
colored green tea consumed by our peoples
more than half a pound of colering, blue and
gypsum, is contained !
ale
ii
IEESMAE

:

85

est tenacity or toughness, for limestone, ‘though

Spe. of the Pres.

substance,

extent,

TTT

Jacksons
Fb
[LR
an d Eastern a at 70 @
75¢
Toe ¥¥ bu. Seed] ngs wont 80c; and Peerless

great-

mand of the House, and, after a heated discussion,the whole subject was referred to the judiciary committee,who are to report what action

isagreement on the legislative bill upon sala| ries, supervisors’ law and the test oath.
There
was unusual order in the House and general in-

Sel

esteemed

THE

15 @ 16 ¥ dozen,
;
EANS,—Choice Medioms $1:35 @ $140 ¥ bu.
$1 50 @ 1 55 for choice
Western, with $160 ¥
u a8 an extreme price for choice Northern. Yel.
low Eyes range from $1 65
1 90 ¥ bu.
POTATOES —Malne
tral
Rose
90 @ 980 ¥ bu,
and choice Houltons readily brin

It shrinks but
warps less than

other wood.
+
sonie cases iron and steel wire belts have
used, the pulleys on which they run becovered with buckskin or some other
most

PE

good lots range
mon early makes
at that.

| 2.25 its weight of water.
4
The qualitiés requisite
fora building stone are
:
+

ue in the eyes of their best customers, and the
dyeing process accordingly goes on ia China to

sume.”

again for high cost furniture.
little in ‘dying, and twists and

The lime generally

—

8 50 ¥ bbl for favorite and Amey brands.

Cultivator.)

Cbain-cables are generally made in lengths
of from 121-2 to 25 futhoms. Each length is
usually provided witli a swivel. The lengths
are joined together by shackles.
Mahogany is becoming the fashionable wood

slaking absorbs

nicate to the plant, ‘the higher becomes its val-

was’ also adopted

the Am.

leather, to increase the adhesion.

:

mix with it a quantity of gypsum.

an alarming

and 83

Western,

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,—
) @ $i
8.
CORN.—Prices range from 49 a 52 ¥ bu for
Water pipes of chestnut endure much longmixéd
and
yellow,
and
17
@
48¢
for
steamer.
;
er than those of elm.
OATS.—373% @ 10c for No 1 and extra white; 36)
@ 87ic¢ for No 2 white, and 85 @ 3dc # bu for No 3
Clay pipes were used by the Romans
| white and No 2. mixed.
aqueduets, drains, iollow walls and dams,
|
RYE.—60c¥ bu.
Parian marble bas a waxy appearance when
FEED.—Shorts, $17 # ton. Fine Feed $1650;
polished; it hardens by exposure to the air.
pliadlinge prices ranging nomioally from $17 @
ton.
Pots and jars and hollow bricks have ull been
BUTTER. —Choice creameries still command 25
used in heavy arched work, to reduce the @ 28c. Straight dairies that bring over 16¢ must
weight.
¢
‘
run very good. Choice Western fille and dair;
continues in good demand at 16 @ 0c
A little powdered alum will improve the picked
b, but very little has been received for some
quality of flour
paste, while a little creosote
weeks past. Common and medium Western move * |
will prevent its
ming moldy.
slowly.
The stock of medium Butver has bee!
uced by the free shipments to fore
A good cement for stone is formed of fine pd
@ past five or six weeks, but there is &
an amsand twenty parts, litharge two parts, and ple su
, and Yeceip
were
quicklime one part, with linseed oil to form a
paste.

any
In
been
ing

he

er think of drinking this tea themselves, but
the more gypsum and blue they can commu-

o

their town | Srate department.——The Senate discussed the

that

MEAL. —&4 50 @ $1 75 for common

Domestic + | hardness, tenacity and. compactness. It is not Ryo Straw 810 o suv ton, 10 2
the hardest stone which has always the

Speer, Cor.

as ‘ Prussian blue, or

after a brief discussion. Geo ¥.Seward wus ordered to be brought before the House 10 unswer for contumacy in refusing to produce the
hooks of the Shanghai consulate
on demand of.

APH
providing

for biennial sessions, and
it now

and

throw in a blue

fori to consider the Geneva award bill in the

on the internal revenue bill

states.

America for bright green, just as many
pickle makers poison their pickles.

Senate, Thursday, failed by a vote of 41 to 25.
This action is regarded asa quietus to the
measure for the present session.
The House
discussed for a couple of hours the report of
the committee on the better ventilation of its
chamber, and adopted it. The conference report

that there is altogether too much of politics for a good thing in this couitry. . The
Connecticut Legislature has just passed
amendment

a large number

earnestness

*

gratify the ridiculous tastes of

private bills were passed.
The House passed
the Senate census bill,~amended, however, so
that supervisors
shall be appointed by the
President, with the Senate’s consent,instead of
by governors ofthe respective States.——An ef

held in $500 apiece at Boston, for passing
counterfeit money.
.
People are fairly waked up to the fact

TT
constitutional

An evenin

He

most of what is exported, from the presence of
foreign coloring matter.
By one of those perverse tastes
which obtains among us, onr
early tea-purchasers betrayed a strong predilection for a certain color. ¢ Foreigners’ said,
the Chinese * like to have their tea uniform
and pretty; and ‘so they foison the herb to

on matches, and a compromise is effected on
the savings-banks section by providing that it

tle girls, from 8 to 14 years old, were held
at South Boston for pocketpicking.
The
' youngest was the most expert. thief, and
' ninety handkerchiefs of all kinds, with
several pocket-books, were founi in the
possession of the gang.
On the same day,
James Armstrong and Patrick .J. DonagTue, 14 and 17 years old respectively, were

the

:

‘* The green tea obtains

deficiency appropriation bill was consideged at
length in the Senate, Wednesday,and passed by
a strict party vote the Democrats striving desperately, but in vain, to defeat an amendment appropriating $250,000 to supply deficien
cies in the department of Justice, payment of
supervisors of elections, deputy-marshals, ete.
The conference committees report on the interpal-revenue laws was coneurred in and the
bill passed. As finally adopted the Senate recedes from the clause relating to rectifiers, tbe
House from the proposed abolition of the tux

pists have no more serious and responsible

of youthful crime.

]

of Education, is authorify

obtained and the ** rider” to the bil: adopted by

are be-

but

all S8onthern

GREEN TEA.

largest machine tool works reports that | 2 Vote of 14d to3. "Ine final vote on the pas143 to 117.— The
heavy machinery is in greater request than sage of the bill stood

ginning
to take heart, after the long depression they have
passed through.—
Springfield Republican.
Educators, law-makers and. philanthro-

with

Tuesday’s session an etfort to con-

virtually settles the matter in favor of the Democratic contestant. In the House,the Democrats,

for several years past. The demand for
iron is consequently strong, and it is expected that higher prices will soon pre-

that

in-

order,

proceed.

was on the floor attempting a reply.

contrary to general expectation, succeeded in
repealing the federal election laws as well as in

Philadelphia’s

to

thankful, and then with keen sarcasm and
much eloquencehe commented briefly upon
this reason for praise. At 1:30, Mr. Lamar

passing the legislative appropriation bill. The
former result was secured by the casting vote
of this speaker, saree Republicans voting in
summer | the negative.
y this medns a quorum was

aud a busy

to

had never countenanced insurrection since the
war. For this, said Mr. Blaine, let us be

sider the Corbin-Butler ‘contested election
case was defeated by a vote of 86 to 25. This

menths ahead, and one mill has had to decline an order for 20,000 tons of stecl rails
because they had more than they could do
already.
Structural iron is in such demand that many of the larger mills are
getting smaller establishments to help
them fill

At

allowed

for praise of Davie, based on the fact

finally accomplished and the public health bill

larger demand. The Philadelphia Record
says that most of the mills in the State
already h#ve their preductien sold. for

Mr.
Garlatone
ex-

men_he believed in the right of | secession.
Mr. Blaine followed and arraigned Mr. Lamar

ihe greater postion oft time after "i Seid k
ators to constitute a quorum.

Upon this he was called

man, and to declare

ng occupied
in a fruitless
efort. #0 co
the ome ofa sufficient number of Sen-

Py over an advance of $1.50 per ton Wwithin twe months, accompanied by a much

permanently,

to eulogize Mr. Davis as a patriot and

This Li

¢ measure to a
Undera suspension

o’clock, Tuesday

Mr. Hoar offered an amend-

then went on with great force and

ed application of the ** gag” to so important a
bill.—Monday’s session of the Senate did not
4:30

still

ing the amendment of Mr. Hoar a wanton

protesting against suchan unwarrant-

adjourn until

are

12:30, the Senate took up
pensions bill, and a motion
from the amendment placthe Mexican and Indian

wus, after a vote,

at | ¥00,000, was passed, even Mr. Blackburn of
Kentucky

the Republicans

OAT

THE WORKSHOP.
(From

citing
general interest.
2 o’clovk, March 3.—A few minutes after 1
o'clock, Mr, Lamar rose and began by declar-

four persons.
At Contaure
a church | of the rules the civil sundry appropriation
vault gave way, killing a priest and injur- | bill, involving the expenditure of Deatiy $17,-

Rome the windows of Grace monastery
were destroyed, and a portion of the base
©f Angelo’s David torn away.
J -|

:

when a sharp running debate. sprung up,
Hoar holding his own against Messrs.
land; Maxey, Bailey and ‘Thurman. The
ter favo
a pension for Davis. At
o’clock, this debate was still pending and

in order that a quorum might be secured. The

sts were blown down.
pe
\

and

wars on the bill.

Yachipee was alt entirely | revenue bill was under discussion in the
At Florence trees and lamp. | House and all the Senate Senduents, excep

4
and three persons and

private ends

ment excluding Jefferson Davis

ports crafts were torn from their moor- | ing terminated at two o’elock this morning,
one Sue smaller ones ee
Rivicgs de at which hour the sergeant-at-arms was or
hiaju
being
ven hp
Sea an
* | dered to compel the attendance of members,
The

law,

equally as firm, At
the arrearages of
was made to recede
ing the soldiers of

bling railroad companies to do telegraph business for the general public,being

narrow

:

that no arrangements could be reached’ tonight, and most every one now: entertains the
opinion that an extra session can not be avoided. The Democrats are united thus far in
favor of standing by the repeal of the super-

jation
appropriat

army

admendment

:

The recess taken by the House from 12:45 to
Monday morning at 10, was accepted as proof

———

The Senate, Monday, pussed,after a protract-

the | Pill,

of same

and

:

be seen. With scarce an exception their
to || can
is ;de~
schemes are dead.
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| to $343,000, and the derelict
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